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April 6, 1999
City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members In Session:

SUBJECT: Workshop on the December 1998 Public Review Draft Neighborhood Design
Guidelines (M95-039 & M98-029)
LOCATION/COUNCIL DISTRICT:

Central City
Districts 1,3, and 4

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Council provide comments on the Guidelines.
CONTACT PERSONS:

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF: April 13, 1999 (afternoon)
SUMMARY:
purpose of this workshop is to present the draft Central City Neighborhood Design
Guidelines and receive comments. Staff will present an overview of the guidelines, explain the
review process and review the key issues or concerns expressed by community and business
groups. Final approval of the Guidelines and the related implementing ordinance is scheduled
for the April 27,1999 council meeting.
The
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

The public review draft of the guidelines is the result of several years of collaboration between
the Consultant, the Board, City staff, and community/business association input. The Central
City Neighborhood Design Guidelines, recommended for development by the Central City
Housing Strategy, provides design principles and guidance for projects in the Central City. The
guidelines provide design guidance for mixed use projects, adaptive reuse, and preservation
of residential neighborhoods, among many other project types.
The document consolidates all Central City area design guidelines into one document, including
supplementary guidelines for R Street and Alhambra. The Design Review and Preservation
Board (Board) held seven workshops, and held countless meetings, including Board
subcommittee sessions to create a document that provides sufficient guidance on the most
important design principles, eliminates guesswork for professionals, provides detailed
illustrations and examples of quality design to homeowners and project proponents which will
streamline the review and approval process.
The Board approved the distribution of the Public review Draft on December 2, 1998. Staff has
distributed copies of the guidelines, poster, and the executive summary requested by the Board
to city staff and the public. The Executive Summary was sent to a list of approximately 1000
names, including architects, developers, government agencies, community groups, midtown
businesses and professional associations.
Staff has also met with the Sacramento Association of Realtors, Downtown Partnership,
Midtown Business Association, NAAG, Boulevard Park Neighborhood Association, AIA
representatives, the Capitol Area Development Authority, Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency, Alkali Flat PAC and Capitol Area Committee. Written comments were
provided by the Sacramento Area Association of Realtors, the Central Valley Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects, Land Park Community Association and Mike Malinowski, AIA.
Staff has received comments relaying concern with the length and level of detail of the
document. Staff has explained the additional detail is to avoid guesswork, and may work to
expedite project reviews. The concern has been that the guidelines can be a good tool, but also
can be a regulatory document that will choke creative projects and could act as a "spirit crushing
brickbat". The comments further emphasize the need for the Board to avoid a regulatory and
prescriptive approach, and rely instead on the notion that "communication, information, and
good spirit makes for good design".
To address these concerns, city staff has recommended several revisions (see attachment) to
provide for greater flexibility in the interpretation of the Guidelines.
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COMMISSION ACTION:
On April 7, 1999, the Design Review and Preservation Board will take final action on the
Guidelines and on April 8, 1999 the Commission will forward their final comments to the City
Council.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The Design Guidelines are categorically exempt from CEQA (Section 15601 (b)(3) in that
the document provides general direction to staff and the Board and will not cause a
significant physical impact on the environment.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
The proposed Guidelines implement the Central City Housing Strategy goals for preserving
and enhancing the quality of life of existing neighborhoods and promoting new housing and
mixed use development in the Central City

Respectfully submitted:

GARY . STONEHOUSE
Planning Director
FOR COUNCIL INFORMATION:
410.•

APPROVED:

iibra.

RO ERT P. TH

City Manager

JACK CRIST, D PUTY Cl Y MANAGER
Neighborhoods, Planning and Development
Services Department

Attachments
Draft Guidelines, Executive Summary and Poster
Attachment A: Staff Recommendations
Attachment l& 2: Mike Malinowski Letters
Attachment 3: Sacramento Association of Realtors comments
Attachment 4: Valley Chapter of the American Institute of Architects
Attachment 5: Land Park Community Association
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Attachment A
Staff Final Recommendations

Page No.

Comment

2-1 Delete the last sentence of the paragraph underA. Areas/Buildings Subject to These Guidelines,
that states "Note, this does not...". the sentence is confusing, and staff feels it is not a necessary
explanation.
2-6

Clarify that the Capitol Area Plan applies to residential and non residential land uses.

2-5 Add after the second bullet under subsection B. Design Review Process/Projects Subject to
These Guidelines the following: "Generally, minor repair projects that require building permits
(e.g. roof patching or stairway repairs) that are matching existing materials can be reviewed by
staff at the public counter."
2-5 Add new subsection "D. Flexibility. Add the following text to the new subsection: The Design
Guidelines are intended to contribute to a consistent, complete and concise review process in
accordance with the Section 16 of the Zoning Ordinance. The Guidelines are a reference source
for project design and review which encourages creativity, flexibility and variety. The staff and
Board does not encourage or support any one particular architectural style. Ideally, each project
is approached as a team effort between the applicant, staff and the Board, with every one
working toward the same goal; the highest quality project feasible."
3-5

Reduce Alhambra Boulevard Commercial Storefront Street to area between J-S Street

3-15, 3-37

Resolve printing issues related to graphics reproduction, currently not printing clearly
(numerous locations throughout the document).

3-15 Add photos showing residential landscaping and commercial landscaping for added clarity.
3-25 In the caption to Fig. 3.45, change the word "but" to the word "yet".
3-34 Add a commercial building example photo. Add narrative related to residential, such as "Quality
of materials and attention to detailing for residential buildings add to the neighborhood
character.". Change the caption for Fig. 3.66 to "Inappropriately used exterior materials, and lack
of detailing, can lower the quality and value of properties." Staff had received various comments
related to the caption being too negative as written, especially since we are calling out a specific
address.
3-36 Staff has received numerous comments, and concurs that the sketches must be replaced with
photos of fixtures shown in context with their respective buildings.
3-37 Site lighting sketches must be replaced with photos of fixtures shown in context.
3-40 Add residential HVAC guidance as found in the North Sac residential guidelines, indicating that
HVAC should not be roof mounted, etc. More narrative is need for both residential and
commercial HVAC design and placement. Refer to the North Sac guidelines for more appropriate
4

detailed information. Coordinate this info with text in the screening section on page 3-42.
3-43 Items 3.G.1.7 through 3.G. 1.14 are not complete sentences. Staff recommends that the
complete sentence format be followed, as in most of the guidelines.
3-45 Add language on flexibility and the impact on the scope of work. Staff suggestion:
Add the following at the end of paragraph 3.H.2.2. "However, any lower or upper tier
improvement should be reasonably related to the scope of the renovation or repair permit work
requested."
3-46 Add awnings under the Design elements addressed in the section. Staff can provide the
information/guidance needed related to this topic (i.e., types of materials, design, lighting,
signage, related to awnings) for the Consultant to develop and include.
3-47 Add stair details, staff can provide sketches and information for the Consultant to develop and
include in this section. These are details that are constantly being discussed with applicants, and
inclusion in the document will avoid revisiting the issue over and over, providing clear direction
to applicants.
3-49 Add information/guidance on gutters (ogee/fascia), with photos of various roofs for clarification,
staff can provide info to the Consultant. Ogee gutters are typical of projects in the Central City
and Oak Park areas, where there are more older buildings providing context. Flat fascia gutters
are typically avoided in Central City, unless it a specific aspect of the proposed design.
4-7

The Consultant shall remove the current language placed in section 4.D.2, and add in typical
context language, connections, architectural details, and streetscape sections as done in the
other neighborhood narratives from the Broadway Corridor Task Force Final Report.
.

5-1 The first part of this section still references Section 6 numbers. Change to section 5 references
as was done starting on pg. 5-3. Under signage currently indicated as 6.B.3, add language that
clarifies the role of Design Review related to signage, i.e., the ability to reduce allowed signage
to best fit scale, design, colors, etc.
5-3 Include additional street lighting standards based on Midtown Lighting District specs and
diagonal parking standards. Specifically, on 5.C.3, change the narrative to read: "ornamental
decorative streetlight poles and "acorn style" fixtures are to be installed in accordance with the
City's department of Public Works Standard and Special Neighborhood Streetlight System
Design Specifications. Maximum pole height is 12'4)". All streetlight designs are reviewed and
approved by the Department of Public Works.".
5-6

Correct the term "blacklamp", change to "lampblack". Staff Comments on Draft Neighborhood
Design Guidelines
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January 19, 1999
Gary Stonehouse, Planning Director
Neighborhoods Planning and Development Services Department
915 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

To G

RE: Proposed Central City Neighborhood Design Guidelines

It's exciting to see the four year process of developing new Central City Neighborhood design
review guidelines nearing successful conclusion. The new document is certainly more
comprehensive than the present one, which was my own 'no cost to the City' undertaking some
nine years ago. It's worth reflecting that the additional detail in this hefty new book has the
potential to function both as a gentle guide as well as a spirit crushing brickbat. Hopefully, in
using these new guidelines the Design Review Board will resist the temptation to try to
'improve' each and every project presented, since that approach would stifle the very dynamic
and eclectic mix that makes the midtown village so precious and special a place in the first place,
and ultimately discourage essential private investment in property improvements. Perhaps as
these guidelines are adopted there might be a more clearly articulated 'city corporate culture'
which takes a bit of the emphasis away from regulation and prescriptive requirements in favor of
an initial presumption that communication, information, and good spirit makes for good design.

Sincerel

Michael F. Malinowski AIA
President
Applied Architecture, Inc
memo\designreview\wpd
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February 16, 1999
Steve Cohn
Council member, District Three
City Hall
915 I Street, Room 205
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

Central City Design Guidelines

Dear Steve,
Thanks for taking the time to drop me a note inviting more specific suggestions regarding the
proposed Central City Design Guidelines. An ideal set of guidelines would be primarily an
information resource and only secondarily a regulatory tool. Unfortunately, as guidelines become
more specific and comprehensive, they act as a double edge sword. On one hand, they communicate
more clearly what is expected; on the other, they tend to stifle creativity and can be used as a
'regulatory club' to 'beat up applicants' and force what might be interesting and even invigorating
designs into 'cookie cutter' models. The proposed set of guidelines has become so extensive that
I believe that any building, no matter how well done and liked, could be demonstrated to fail to meet
various specific provisions of these rules. Following are some specific suggestions at how to address
this dilemma considering (in my humble opinion at least) the best interest of the City, the
professional design community, and the developers large and small who are ultimately those who
make things happen.
A.

Consider a smaller, more informal board structure. There's something about
sitting behind a podium in a large group that discourage friendly and interactive
communications. A smaller body of three to five, working in an informal setting
around a table, would be conducive to better communication and much lower
frustration levels all around. I am convinced this would assist in the challenge of
reshaping the City's reputation and reality as a relatively unfriendly place to do
business. This model has worked VERY well for the zoning administrator process.

B.

Create an alternative compliance path to allow for innovation "out of the box"
thinking and unfettered creativity. As an example, the state energy codes have
always had two compliance paths:
Prescriptive ie meets these specific requirements," and
Performance ie "demonstrate conformance with these overall objectives.-

M. Malinowski ALA Architect
(

916)442-5955
fax 442- 6649

,

arCnitect@NI eme net

2 4 20 K Street
Sacramento CA 95816
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The proposed guidelines are generally prescriptive in nature, almost a 'design
cookbook'. I believe an applicant should be able to choose an alternative
performance approach which would be based on broad design objectives, such as
those expressed in the present design guidelines. Performance projects would be
presented and considered holistically without dismantling them into individual parts
and pieces for tinkering at staff or board level. They would be considered on a
simple approve or deny basis. This approach would allow for greater flexibility in
design and greater efficiency.in process for those design development teams which
chose this compliance path, provided of course that the members of the team have
the skills and sensitivity to create a holistic proposal that overall is in conformance
with the objectives of the City and neighborhoods. This alternative would be not be
available for 'large projects', which are by nature more like public/private
partnerships and have extended timelines due to issues other than design.
, C.

Institute an annual training for the design review board and staff. This training would
cover the design review process, including for example the following points:
0

Instill in members and staff the City's intent and attitude regarding the design
review process. Review policies and procedures as officially adopted
Convey the City's philosophy regarding customer/citizen relations, including
timeliness, clear communication, and cost/benefit considerations.

0 Clarify that board members and staff are not selected for their "good taste,"
but rather the ability to avoid BAD projects. Discourage 'Design by
committee tinkerin g" with each and every submittal, which on the typical
project can result in delays, unnecessary costs, and desi gn mismatches and
lack of clarity.
Thank you for your interest.

Michael F. Malinowski
AIA Architect
memo,guidelinesCC wpd

M. Maiinowski ALA Architect
(916)442-6955
fax 442- 6649
arcn n tectVstreme net

2420 K Street

Sacramento, CA 95816
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cc:

Heather Fargo, District I
Rob Kerth. District 2
Jimmie Yee, District 4
Lauren R. Hammond, District 5

Darrell Steinberg, District 6
Robbie Waters, District 7
Bonnie J. Pannell, District 8

Rita Donahue
Shelton Duruisseau
Philip Harvey
Matthew Jacobs

Lee LaChapelle
Jack Molodanof
John Valencia
Joseph Yee

Debra "Red" Banes
Steade Craigo
Chris Elms
Bob McCabe

Steven Goldstein
Andrea Kincaid
Skip Mezger
Fred Turner

Will Weitman
Jack Crist
Art Gee
Mark Kraft, Associate Planner
Steve Peterson, Senior Planner
Luis R. Sanchez, A.I.A.-Project Manager
Gary Stonehouse, Planning Director
Mark Rusconi
Ed Cox
Dave Mogavero

M. malinowski AIA Architect
(916)442-6955
fax 442- 6649
arcneect@2xtreme net

2420 K Street
Sacramento. CA 95816
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February 22, 1999
Sacramento ASsociation of Realtors
Government Relations Corninittee Meeting 2-9-99
Comments on Central City Neighborhood Design Guidelines
1.

The Association supports the general idea of the upkeep of properties, and historic
preservation of structures

2.

The Association approves of Design Review staff's suggestion of establishing a Task
Force of City staff and Realtors to meet on a regular basis (quarterly) to discuss ways to
improve coordination, and review projects that have been through the system.

3.

Building permits for maintenance items should be easy to obtain, with minimal or no
review. -Permits related to "health and safety issues" must be streamlined and handled
differently than other permits. They oppose the current process requiring notification, and
requirements for plans and details for "simple" projects. The Association requests a more
flexible, simplified, and creative review process.

4.

The Association is not supportive of any language in the guidelines which require
upgrades to a structure that are not part of the items requested in the permit. Currently
language in the guidelines (pg. 3-45) recommend that additional work, such as relocating
entries, and upgrading windows, be done when renovating older structures.
Although Design Review staff explained the intent of the language, the Realtors feel it is
too regulatory, and will cause those obtaining permits to do work illegally to avoid
additional cost to the project. Design Review staff agrees with the Association, that
careful judgement must be made in these circumstances. The Realtors would like language
added to the document that cost prohibitive changes will not be required for projects
requesting permits for minor modifications and maintenance items, and that the scope of
work will not be increased.
The Association is requesting that the City provide staff with the discretion to allow
waivers or modifications to the guidelines under "special circumstances" Design Review
staff has requested that the Association provide more details to staff, in writing, on this
issue.

6.

Another point made by the Realtors was to establish a mediation method when a project is
required to comply with what is felt to be unfair conditions of approval. Various forms of
mediation were discussed, ranging form a panel of AIA members to the use of the City's
ombudsman.
Specific types of projects that the Association is concerned with include "deferred
maintenance" projects such as porch and stair repair/replacement, window
repair/replacement, hvac units, and roofing (especially emergency repairs).
ccdprealtrscmnts.wpd
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Wednesday, March 03, 1999

Luis Sanchez, AIA
City of Sacramento, Planning Division
1231 I Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: -

Sacramento Central City Neighborhood Design Guidelines

Dear Luis,
On Thursday a task force of the Urban Design Committee met and offer the following comments
on the "Sacramento Central City Neighborhood Design Guidelines".
•

Our first observation was that this is an impressive document and very comprehensive. It
does a great job presenting specific buildings and where to find them. We all understand the
intent of the guidelines and applaud the effort. We do have a reservation dealing with the
continued intent of the guidelines. If adopted the document will be around for a long time.
With positions changing on the Design Review Board and your position as well the intent may
be skewed or taken word for word. If this were to occur the intent of the guidelines would be
lost and the concept of good architecture will be lost to an interpretation of following what is
written exactly.
Our recommendation: There needs to be a clear understanding of the intent of these
guidelines. The reader of the document needs to understand that there are exceptions to the
rule and creative good architecture is the first priority. The examples we cited in the meeting
were the use of specific light fixtures, specific porch and stair designs and materials used.

•

A follow up comment from a task force member is: what is the publics' understanding of the
guidelines and how it will affect the community. There needs to be some mechanism for
review and changes after the proposal is adopted by the city. We may find that some items
do not apply or are more harmful that helpful.
Our recommendation: To incorporate a means for the community to understand and review
the guidelines or give feedback once they have worked with them. A sunset policy should be
incorporated into the documents to allow review and changes, possibly every five years.

•

We have noticed a confusing use in terminology. The use of the word "should" and "shall". It
is our understanding that the wording above the line on each page is code or the criteria that
must be met. The wording below the line is what is recommended or preferred. We have
noticed that there is "shells" below the line and one or two "shoulds" above' the line. This is •
confusing the reader and leads to the view that everything must be done. We like the intent of
the above and below the line but it needs to be clarified or explained at the beginning of the
document.
REET, SUITE

TADATMAIVREI ALVA/K.841C
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Our recommendation: Make sure only "shells" are above the line and "shoulds" are below the
line. It is also important to understand that the "should" portion is only recommendations and
a creative new use can be used. Also note that "should" and "shall" actually have the same
definition. Should is the past tense of shall. It may be better to not use should and use
another term to give suggestions or examples.
•

Another language item is the use of "Staff" verses "Board". When reviewing the document it
is difficult to figure who's jurisdiction a particular building or remodel may fall under. Is it going
to be reviewed by the Design Review Board or by the Staff of the City Planning Department?
You explained to us that there are different cut off points regarding the cost and size of a
project. It would help to know how to prepare for review if a person knew who the audience
was.
Our recommendation: Include a page breaking down the different criteria for a Staff review
and how it works and a Board Review and how it works. Including section 16 of the current
Zoning Ordnance as an addendum would be helpful.

•

The use of graphics is a good concept, especially for design oriented people. It is pleasing to
see that there are addresses accompanying the photos allowing anyone to go see the
example. The only comment we have is that at the beginning of each chapter the bold text
and photo is on the right side of the page and one may not realize they have started the next
chapter. It may be better if the graphics were on the left side.
Our recommendation: Move the title and graphics to the left side of the page. Also be sure
that the graphics print clearly so they are understandable.

•

There is an Executive Summary included with the "Guidelines". This is intended to be used in
conjunction with the enclosed document. Being separate and titled a "summary" it may be
discarded or not reviewed. Also the checklist does not relate to sections of the "Guidelines"
document. We like the summary very much and do not want to see it removed or not used. It
is a good tool to help with the document.
Our recommendation: Include the Executive Summary in the document, somehow attached.
Make it just as important as the document itself. It is important that people read it as well and
even before the "Guidelines".

•

The Executive Summary also includes a matrix. We like this matrix and its simplicity. We feel
that it may be more appropriate in the beginning of the "Guidelines" rather than a separate
item under different titles. It is easy to see and understand the level of your project and who is
going to review it.
Our recommendation: In conjunction with the comment above referring to the "Staff' verses
"Board" this needs some clarification. Again the matrix is good and easy to use and should be
reviewed at the beginning of the document.

•

We have some concern regarding the maps in the document. They are good maps and show
clearly the areas being discussed. There is some confusion regarding the wording or
description of the maps. For example the phrase "subject to these guidelines" implies that
the remaining areas are not subject to these guidelines. Together the wording and graphics
shows what is to be included or subject by the guidelines but is leaving confusion to what is
really subject to review.

T'DATMAIN.URBAMTASK DOC
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Our recommendation: Remove the phrase "subject to these guidelines". This will leave the
interpretation to the graphics, which is more clear.
•

Another item we discussed was the integration of the American with Disabilities Act. There is
no apparent suggestions or guidelines on how to design for ADA. It will be important to make
sure all the suggestions meet ADA.
Our recommendation is that there be some reference to the ADA especially regarding ramps
and wheelchair lifts.

•

Security is an issue in this area of the city. Defensible space is what we need to design
around. There are numerous apartments in Sacramento that have dark and easy to hide in
spaces. There are also many storefront systems in commercial buildings that have been
broken and merchandise stolen. The response to this is security gates and roll down doors.
This is not what the "Guidelines" recommend but a true reality. While visibility to the outside
and relationship with the community is a design criteria security is also an important criteria.
Our recommendation: Define what a defensible space is and how to design for security.
Also, a reference to Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) on this issue
would be helpful in the design or remodel of buildings.

I would like to again give our compliments on this draft of the Sacramento Central City
Neighborhood Design Guidelines. It is a well written and complied document. I hope that our
comments are useful in your finalization of this document and help preserve the integrity of the
Mid-town area in Sacramento. If you need further clarification on any items please let me know
and I would be happy to explain them. Also I would like to thank you for asking the AIA to
participate in this community project as the AIA is a good source for community and architectural
ideas.

Sincerely;

Douglas Whiteaker, Associate AIA

cc:

AIA CVC Board of Directors
AIA CVC Task force on Urban Design
Paul Schmidt, AIA
Bruce Monighan, ALA
Peter Saucerman, AIA
Curtis Owyang, AIA
Kate Ramos
Candance Harrison, Associate AIA
Saxon Sigerson, AIA
Theresa Townsend, AIA
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Mr. Fred Turner, Chair
Design Review Preservation Board
1231 I Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. Turner:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the December 1998 Draft of
the Sacramento Central City Neighborhood Design Guidelines. The Land Park
Community Association (LPCA) believes the Central City Design Guidelines
benefit both applicants and the public. Guidelines, when applied, can protect
and enhance the value and appearance of public and private property, while
maintaining the character of neighborhoods.
We are pleased to see that the draft provides direction in important areas, such
as alley development, public improvements, etc. In addition, we believe the draft
language allows creativity by allowing alternative design approaches that
achieve the design principles.
However, there are several significant areas that require further amendment:
1.

The draft does not include the Broadway Corridor as an integral part of
the Central City. Several sections need to be revised to include the
Broadway Corridor, which is currently part of the Central City and is
covered by the existing design guidelines. In fact, it appears that the
document inadvertently relieves Broadway of certain requirements.

2.

The draft needs to clarify that the guidelines provide flexibility in meeting
the principles. However, LPCA believes making the principles more
general or allowing a "performance approach" with simple denial or
approval by the Board would result in confusion and unnecessary appeals
by the public and applicants.

ActteuliMAGfur
P.O. Box 188285 • Sacramento, California 95818-8285
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Page 2 Design Guidelines
3.

We believe there should be flexibility for the Board to review significant
projects that alter or substantially impact the surrounding neighborhood.
The cost of the project should not be the sole criterion for determining
whether a project receives review by the Board.

The following are specific comments on the draft report, including staffs
suggested amendments to the draft report, presented to the City Planning
Commission on March 25, 1999.

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
Page 1-1 Overview

A - The draft needs language to acknowledge that commercial corridors, as
well as residential neighborhoods, are part of the Central City.
Page 1-2 Neighborhood Vision and Planning Principles

A.3 - Expand the discussion to cover commercial and public improvement
projects, in addition to housing. Indicate that appropriate commercial
development in the commercial corridors is encouraged.
B - Add the Broadway Corridor, along with the R Street and Alhambra Corridors,
as areas containing more commercial and industrial uses to the neighborhood
vision paragraph.

SECTION 2- ADMINISTRATION
Page 2-1 and 2-2

A. Areas/Buildings Subject to these Guidelines
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 need to correctly reflect the existing boundaries of the
Central City. In addition, the draft must also be clear about the application of the
design guidelines and other guidelines. It takes some effort to determine that: (1)
these guidelines apply to all the Central City, except for the Central Business
District and the rail yards; (2) there are supplemental guidelines that apply to the
R Street and Alhambra Corridors, which are included in the report; (3) there are
other guidelines that apply to preservation areas that are not in the report; and
(4) there are other guidelines that are in the development stage for Broadway.
•
Consider combining Subsection 2.D on Page 2-6 and Subsection 2.A.1.

Ic
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Page 3 Design Guidelines
Page 2-5. B Design Review Process/Projects subject to these Guidelines
March 25, 1999 staff amendments try to clarify flexibility within the guidelines.
While we don't have any problem with clarifying this concept, we suggest the
following amendments to eliminate confusion about meeting the principles and
arguments that prevent the staff or the Board from making recommended
changes to the design of a project. Clarifying language should be incorporated
into subsections B or C, rather than having a new subsection:
11D-F-4exibilty, "The Design Guidelines are intended to contribute to a consistent,
complete and concise review process in accordance with Section 16 of the
2e Zoning Ordinance. The Guidelines are intended
rules, but rather as a reference source for project design and review which
encourages creativity, flexibility and variety. It is not the intent of the Board or
staff to rodccign projects or act as a bureaucratic hurdle. Ideally, each project is
approached as a team effort between the applicant, staff and the Board, with
every one working toward the same goal; the highest quality project feasible."

SECTION 3- PROJECT DESIGN GUIDELINES
Figure 3.8 Delete the figure. The picture doesn't give a clear representation of
a mid-town common courtyard in mid-town, which provides common space. For
someone not familiar with the Central City, this photo appears to be much like a
suburban gated community to be use as an example of urban design.
Page 3-5 Site Planning
Figure 3.12 Commercial "Storefront" Streets
Include Broadway as a "Commercial 'Storefront' Street". Without adding
Broadway to this discussion implies that storefronts within the Broadway
Corridor do not have to be placed near the street. Currently, a significant
majority of buildings on Broadway are at the front property line. There are,
however, some older buildings that are set back because they were built before
design guidelines were in effect. To leave Broadway out of this section makes a
significant change from existing guidelines and fails to recognize that the
Broadway Corridor is, indeed, part of the Central City. This amendment is
consistent with the Broadway Task Force guidelines that place buildings at the
front property line.
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Page 3-10 Garages/Parking/Driveway/Service Access
3.A.7.2 - Add "and Riverside Boulevard" after "On numbered streets". In the
Central City, Riverside Blvd is an extension of 11th Street.
3.A.7.4 and 5 - Add language to limit the number and widths of
commercial/service driveways as well as residential driveways to minimize
conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians.
Pages 3-14 -'Softscape - Plant/Tree Selections
3.B.2.2 — The draft discourages the choice of large canopy shade trees if an
applicant attempts to meet the City's stated shade requirements. The paragraph
needs clarification that street trees should provide a tall shade canopy and
reflect current patterns of existing species (as stated in 3.B.4.3). The language
appears to require the size of the planting area to dictate the type and size of
tree. This lack of clarity may not allow for introduction of street trees of the same
species in front of in-fill projects or when existing parking lots are remodeled.
Since many streets don't have wide planting strips, many streets would have no
tree canopy because applicants would be limited to small, decorative trees, e.g.
four feet wide planting areas, etc. The draft should be clarified that street trees
must provide a tall shade canopy and that tree wells can be provided. Delete the
reference to Crepe Myrtle because it is not a tree, but a shrub.
Page 3-16 Paving/Hardscape
3.B.3.2 - The draft encourages the front of buildings and homes to have
different paving patterns. The draft language should be deleted and instead
add: "Existing materials and scoring patterns should be retained to reflect the
existing patterns and layout found within the Central City for both commercial
and residential projects." This language will provide continuity and consistency
with our existing urban streetscape. The draft is also inconsistent with
subsection 5.C.4.
3.B.3.4 - For pedestrian safety, protection of street trees and other reasons,
require vertical curbs in the few areas in the Central City that do not already
have them, for example the R Street Corridor and along the western end of
Broadway Corridor. These help protect pedestrians and trees from erratic
drivers.

I
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Page 3— 39 - Quality Design and Construction
3.E.2.6 — Add to the end of this subsection: (iii) Banners of any materials are
prohibited on the outside of the building and in windows.
Page 3 —42 Equipment, Utilities and Service Access
3.F.4.4 After surrounding properties, add: "or from freeways."
Page 3 - 45- General Modifications to Structures
The March 25, 1999 staff amendments suggest weakening this principle by
adding the words "where feasible." No other principles have needed this vague
language and we would like to know the justification for such a change. It
would be more appropriate ' to clarify the point in the narrative below the
principle, rather than changing this principle.
Page 3-46 Design Elements
March 25, 1999 staff amendments proposed to add a discussion about awnings.
We would support this amendment. We propose prohibiting backlit awnings
because they are out of character with the urban setting and give the
appearance of being a sign, rather than simply an architectural element.
Page 3-50 Adaptive Reuse
The narrative includes both industrial and residential references ., yet the
principle only mentions industrial. Strike the word "industrial" in the principle.
Page 3-61 Floodproofing in Design Review Districts
The second paragraph indicates that all residential and commercial development
must have the lowest floor, including basement, at or above the base flood
elevations or three feet above the highest adjacent grade, whichever is lower.
Why is commercial, and not residential, development being given an option to
provide flood proofing in lieu of the elevation requirement?

/8
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SECTION 4— NEIGBHBORHOOD SUBDISTICTS AND
CORRIDORS
Page 4-1 Neighborhood Subdivisions and Corridors
4.A.1 - In the last paragraph, last sentence, clarify those residential architectural
styles that are predominant in subdistricts and commercial corridors.
Figures 4.2 and 4.7 Correct the western, southern and eastern boundaries of
the Broadway Corridorto correctly reflect the existing boundaries, which are
shown on Figures 2.2 and 2.3. 1-5 and a straight line are mistakenly shown as
boundaries and on the east Alhambra is excluded.
Figure 4.3 Correct the southern boundary of the Central City, which should be
the southern property line of properties located on the south side of Broadway
from the Sacramento River to Alhambra Blvd. It is mistakenly shown as the W-X
Freeway. Add the Sierra-Curtis Neighborhood, Land Park Community and
Broadway Business Associations to the legend.
Page 4-7 Neighborhood Subdistricts and Corridors
D Broadway Corridor - Expand this section and discuss the Broadway Corridor,
its buildings and its streetscape as promised in Subsection 4.A.1 on Page 4-1,
rather than just referring to the guidelines in preparation. Describe the
Corridors urban design context, building design, and streetscape. This
narrative should explain the Corridors existing conditions and potential
problems and solutions, as in other subdistricts' narratives.
4.D.1 - The draft incorrectly states that the western boundary of the Broadway
Corridor is 3rd Street and this should be changed to the Sacramento River.
Page 4-16 Southside Park/William Land School Subdistrict
4.1.2.3 - Discuss the need to buffer neighboring residential from commercial
development along 9th and 19th Streets, as well as the streets mentioned and
expand the discussion of the negative impacts on pedestrian circulation by
heavy commute traffic on these north-south streets. See Subsection 4.L.2.1.

19
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Page 4-21 Neighborhood Commercial Corridors
4.L.1 — A definition of neighborhood commercial corridor should be included.
Extend 16th Street from J Street to W Street in the discussion of either
Neighborhood or Urban Commercial Corridors. See Figure 3.12.
4.L.2.2 - Describe the location of the "Gateway Boulevard" mentioned in this
subsection for those that aren't familiar with the project.
Page 4-22 Urban Commercial Corridors
4.M.1 A definition of urban commercial corridor should be included and
th
th
justification for including Richards Blvd, between 20 and 29 Street as an urban
commercial. It is currently very industrial.
Page 4- 23 Regional Transit LRT Stations
4.N.1 - Add reference to the new light rail station proposed on Broadway, just
east of the railroad tracks and west of 20 th Street. It has been approved by RT
Board and will be under design shortly.

SECTION 5- PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT GUIDELINES
Page 5-3 Prototypical Street Standards
5.C.1 - This subsection specifically excludes Broadway and freeway frontage
streets from street standards. Delete "with the exception of Broadway and
freeway frontage streets." The draft does not require any street improvements for
both the Broadway Corridor and freeway frontage streets and promotes the
negative impacts of freeway structures, further exacerbating the barrier created
by them. This policy would result in expanding the barriers between portions of
the Central City and would preclude any actions to promote gateways to and
from the Central City. Broadway and the freeway frontage streets, including the
south side of X Street, the north side of W, west side of 29th and east side of
30th have many of these elements and they need to be retained and extended.
5.C.3 - The March 25, 1999 staff amendments suggest including additional
street lighting standards based upon Midtown Lighting District specs. These
specs should not be the standard for the whole Central City. They would be
inconsistent for Broadway, for example, which abuts to existing historic
streetlights
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in the Land Park neighborhood. In addition, why should the Mid-town specs
become a standard, while higher quality lights are being installed in commercial
and other public projects in the Central City?
5.C.4 - This subsection talks about historic paving and conflicts with subsection
3.B.3.2 regarding individualized paving in front of businesses and residences.
The historical pattern should be the priority.
Figures 5.5, 5 and 6 imply that planting strips are more or less continuous, yet
Figure 5.7 shows planter strips that are interrupted. Please clarify.
We hope these comments are helpful and look forward to working with you and
other board members in order to incorporate them into your final product. If you
have any questions, please call me at 323-1361 or 447-3803.
Sincerely,

Luree Stetson, President
Land Park Community Association

Cc: Members, Design Review Preservation Board
Luis Sanchez, AIA, DRB
Steve Petersen, CPC
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Type of Projects

Level of Review

Re-roof, minor stair repairs, HVAC
replacement

Staff approval (over the counter) 3.1111 — 3.H.3. 3.F.4
(Refer to Section 3 in general)

Exterior porch/stairs, re-siding, new
windows, minor remodels

3.F.4
3. H. 1 —
(Refer to Section 3 in general)
3A 3.B., 3.C. 3.D. 3.E
Refer to Section 3 in general)

3+ residential and commercial
rehabaitations/additions under
5100,000

Staff approval (application and
notification)

Rehabditation of 3+ residential and
commercial over $100.000.
New construction of 3+ residential
units and all commercial projects

Board approval (application and
notification)

3.H. 3.1
(Refer to Section 3 in general)

Project Design Guidelines: Section 3

5

Project Design Guidelines: Section 3

Project Design Guidelines: Section 3

6

Project Design Guidelines: Section 3

.

v.^

Project Design Guidelines: Section 3
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

The City of Sacramento Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services Department is distributing copies of the
Draft Central City Neighborhood Design Guidelines for public review and comment. The purpose, design principles and

•

reviwandpolschuefrtGidnsaumrzeblow.
Copies of the Central City Design Guidelines and Poster can be obtained by contacting Luis R. Sanchez, AIA at 264-5957
or by requesting a copy at the City of Sacramento Planning and Neighborhoods Development Services Department, Suite
200, Sacramento, California, 95814.
The Design Guidelines are part of the City of Sacramento's Design Review Program defined in Section 16 of the City
Zoning Ordinance. The City prepares design guidelines for each Design Review District to protect and enhance the value
and appearance of public and private property and the livability of it's neighborhoods.

The primary purposes of the Draft Central City Neighborhood Design Guidelines are:
•
•
•
•

provide design guidance for projects in a way that respects and enhances existing neighborhoods
promote places where people can safely live and interact with each other
ensure that building design is compatible with its surroundings in terms of scale, mass, building patterns and details
incorporate preferred elements of the prevailing neighborhood architectural styles

The Guidelines articulate an Urban Design Vision for Central City Neighborhoods and Corridors to be used by
neighborhood residents, city staff, the Design Review and Preservation Board and City Planning Commission in the
review of proposals for new development, building additions, alterations, and public improvements within the Central
City Design Review District. The District encompasses the area bounded by the Sacramento River, the UP mainline,
Alhambra Boulevard and Broadway.

CENTRAL CITY
DESIGN REVIEW DISTRICT
SPECIAL PLANNING
DISTRICT SUBJECT
TO THESE GUIDELINES
SPECIAL PLANNING
DISTRICT NOT SUBJECT
TO THESE GUIDELINES

(SEPARATE GUIDELINES APPLY)

W

3./
Checklist of Project Design Principles
The following is a checklist of the proposed Design Principles for the review of projects in the Central City Design
Review District. The design principles represent the mandatory elements of project design used by the Board or staff
to determine project compliance. The principles are organized so that those applicable to a particular type of project
can be easily found.
A. SITE PLANNING

LI
0

I.

Placemaking: Create clearly defined spaces that satisfy gathering and privacy needs of people at various scales appropriate to the role
of the project in the community.

2.

Location of Structures: Locate structures to create usable outdoor places and continuity of desirable characteristics of adjoining
structures along the street face.

0

3.

Residential Private Open Space: Each dwelling unit shall have a usable outdoor space designed for the exclusive use of that dwelling
unit at grade or in the form of a porch for upper story dwellings.

4.

Public and Semi-public Open Space: Design common open spaces to support placemaking needs of the project.

5.

Entries: Provide clearly defined site and building entries that are in scale with the proposed project, and that relate directly to the street
frontage(s).

0
0

0 6.

0
0

Pedestrian Edges: Provide pedestrians with the greatest possible sense of safety, comfort, aesthetic pleasure, and connection to
building activities at edges where structures adjoin the public area, and along internal circulation of the project.

7.

Garages/Parking/Driveways/Service Access: Design garages, parking areas, driveways, and service access to minimize their impact
on pedestrians and diminish visibility from the street.

8.

Observation/Visibility: Design projects to build in safety with maximum visibility and opportunity for observation.

B. SITE DESIGN

Li

I.

Urban Planting: Support placemaking goals by providing imaginative plantings in appropriate quantities, and with an urban quality
that complements surroundings.

1:-] 2.

Sofiscape: Incorporate appropriate landscaping that includes a variety of trees, shrubs and other plantings.

0

3.

Paving/Hardscape: Support placcmaking goals and the project design concept with paving and hardscaping materials selected to best
complement materials, textures, and color of proposed structures, and to enhance the proposed landscaping.

4.

Preservation of Trees/Street Trees: Retain existing street trees and trees on sites that have been determined to be of significant value
in contributing to the final landscape design.

5.

Fences/Walls: Support placemaking goals with fences and walls that reflect the style, materials, colors, and architectural character of
the building and site.

ID

CI 6.

Irrigation: Provide a means for automatic timer operated irrigation in all landscaped areas.

0

7.

CI

Site Furnishings: Support placemaking goals by utilizing site and street furniture of a design, material, and color that best compliments the proposed structure and landscaping concept.

8.

Bicycle Parking/Storage: Provide and locate bicycle parking and storage that is convenient for the bicyclist and has surveillance from
the users of the building.

C. BUILDING CHARACTER AND QUALITY

Li,.

Li 2.

CI 3.
Li 4.

Design Concept: Projects shall have a coherent design concept appropriate in scale, consistent with the palette of materials, textures,
and colors, and achieving continuity on all faces.
Relationship to Surroundings: Projects shall reinforce the importance and continuity of public spaces (streets, plazas, etc.) by
harmonizing with other neighboring structures.
Scale/Height/Massing: A building or group of buildings shall be compatible with its surroundings through the 1) Rhythm of spaces
between buildings, 2) Building scale, mass, and setbacks, 3) Building orientation and relation to the street, and 4) Continuity of
storefront on commercial streets.
Level of Detail and Articulation: Projects shall incorporate the scale and level of detail that is typical of well designed buildings in the
surrounding area.

0
S.
Integrate Corporate Identity: Corporate identity shall be secondary in the design of projects, and projects shall be consistent with the
architecture of the surrounding community.

6.

Expression of Function: The function inside and outside of buildings shall be expressed through articulation of volume, fenestration,
details, textures, colors, or other means.

3.1
7.

Quality of Design and Detailing: Projects shall have a high quality of craftsmanship and permanence expressed through design and

detailing.
O

8.

Materials/Textures/Colors: Projects shall incorporate complementary materials of the highest quality, with material textures and

colors selected to further articulate the building design.

D. LIGHTING

•,
I

L 2.

Compatibility with Project Design: Provide exterior site and building lighting with proposed light fixture scale, design, and color
selected to best complement the character and design of the building.
Site Lighting: Site lighting shall have a scale, design, and color that best complements the character and design of the adjacent

structure and supports Placemaking goals.

E. SIGNAGE
O

I.

Addresses: Provide commercial and residential addresses that are clearly readable from the street and illuminated.

O

2.

Pedestrian Orientation: Orient all signage to the pedestrian.

O 3.

Quality Design and Construction: Signs shall be consistent with integrated with the design of the project and shall be constructed of

high quality materials.

E EQUIPMENT UTILITIES AND SERVICE AREAS
O

I.

Integration: Integrate into the design of the project as much as possible the mechanical, irrigation, plumbing, electric, antenna, solar

devices, louvres, trash enclosures and other equipment.
O

2.

Noise and Odor: Service, storage, trash, and loading functions should not be located in a position so as to negatively impact adjacent

properties.
•

LI

3.

Service Access: Locate and design loading facilities and other service access requirements for the project in a manner that does not

diminish the safety and comfort of pedestrians or bicyclists.

4.

Screening: When integration is not possible, screen mechanical, irrigation, plumbing, electrical, antenna, solar devices, louvres,
trash enclosures and other equipment from view.

G. ENERGY
O

1.

Energy Efficiency: Incorporate practical energy efficient strategies in the project design.

H. MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING STRUCTURES
O

I.

Modifications to Period Structures (Non-listed): There are many older structures not on the City's Official Register of Historic

Structures that have design characteristics equal in quality to structures on the Register. Additions, Renovations, and Repairs shall be
based upon the best characteristics of these structures.

O

2.

ID

General Modifications to Structures: Additions, renovations and repairs shall support the Placemaking principles and utilize a
design concept that will enhance desirable characteristics of the structure and the neighborhood.

3.

Design Elements: Retain high quality traditional design elements when adding to, renovating, or repairing existing structures.

O

4.

Adaptive Reuse: When converting industrial buildings to other uses, the character of the original building should be maintained and
merged with changes that communicate the new use and that reinforce the placcmaking principles.

I. MIXED USE STRUCTURES
O

I.

Articulation of Uses: Delineate types of uses in a mixed use building through building massing and placement of fenestration.

O

2.

Utilities/Services/Acoustics: Locate and screen utilities and services to eliminate unattractive conditions for occupants of all uses and
combine utilities and services where feasible.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS • J through N

I

L J.I.

Special Use Criteria: Design special uses to respect the design context of the neighborhood and enhance the strectscape.

O

The Character of Alleys: Develop projects that face on alleys to enhance the general livability, visual quality and safety of the alley.

K.I.

Accessory Structure Criteria: Design accessory structures to reflect and complement the design, materials and colors of the primary

building, and place where least disruptive to existing strectscape.

O

/1/.1.

S'ireetscape Integration: Design outdoor/sidewalk cafes with elements that complement the design and character of adjacent

structures, and that enhance the existing strectscape.

O

N.I

Floodproofing in Design Review Districts: New residential and commercial development shall comply with the City of Sacramento
flood regulations while retaining architectural compatibility with surrounding and neighborhood structures.

How will the Guidelines affect my project?
The Guidelines consolidate several existing design
guidelines into the document, provide specific guidance
to properly owners, designers and neighborhood
residents on the acceptable design of residential and
commercial projects and streamline the review and
approval process for projects that require stall or Board
approval. The following types of projects are reviewed
by staff or Board for compliance with the Guidelines.
The level of review and the location of the applicable
Central City Design Principles for the type of project is
shown at right:

Type of Projects
Re-roof, minor stair ri ; ..io,
INA.:
r • . ...ent
_
Exterior porch/stairs, re-siding,
new windows, minor remodels

Level of Review
staff approval (over
the counter)
staff approval (some
over Me counter)

Applicable Design Principals
3.H 1 - 3.H.3.3.F.4
(Refer to Section 3 in general)
3.1-1.1 - 3.H.3,3.F.4
(Refer to Section 3 in general)

1 and 2 unit residential
construction

staff approval
(application and
notification)
staff approval
(application and
notification)
Board approval
(application and
notification)

3.A, 3.B, 3.C, 3.D, 3.E
(Refer to Section 3 in general)

NI 3 +residential and commercial
rehabilitations/additions under
$100,000
Rehabilitation of 3 + residential
and commercial over $100,000
/ New construction of 3 + residential
units and all commercial projects

3.11, 3.1
(Refer to Section 3 in general)
See Section 3

What is the review and approval process?
The Guidelines were developed after substantial community and business input and substantially written by the Design
Review and Preservation Board with the assistance of staff and Mogavero, Notestine Associates. The guidelines have been
substantially reorganized and simplified for the reader so that the applicable provisions can be easily found and understood. Several public workshops and meeting dates are scheduled to obtain public comments befbre final approval by the
City Council.
DATE
1/19/99
1/20/99 to 3/1/99
3/3/99

MEETING LOCATION AND PURPOSE
Distribution of Public Review Drafts
Meetings with Neighborhood, Business and Professional Groups
Design Review and Preservation Board Workshop
6:00 pm City Council Chambers (915 1 Street)
Delayed broadcast on Metro Cable
- Staff presentation, Community and Board comments

3/27/99
3/30/99
• 4/7/99
4/13/99
4/27/99

City Planning Commission Recommendations
5:30 pm (1231 1 Street)
- Comments and recommendations
Final written comments due
Design Review and Preservation Board Final Recommendations
6:00 pm (1231 1 Street )
Written comments considered, staff and Board recommendations
City Council Meeting/ Workshop
Final Council Action/Approval of Design Guidelines
7:00 pm City Council Chambers (915 1 Street)

Copies of the Central City Design Guidelines and Poster can be obtained by contacting Luis R. Sanchez, AIA at 264-5957 or by
requesting a copy at the City of Sacramento Planning and Neighborhoods Development Services Department, Suite 200, Sacramento,
California, 95814.
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Section 1: Introduction
A. Overview

A.

OVERVIEW

This section describes the context,
background and purpose for use of these
guidelines. The Central City Neighborhood
Design Plan includes two documents:
1) the Framework which is a discussion of
the various existing conditions, policy issues
and design approaches that affect Central
City neighborhoods, and
2) the Neighborhood Design Guidelines
which establish the design principles and
guidelines to be utilized by the City of
Sacramento Design Review and
Preservation Board and staff when
reviewing proposed buildings, alterations, or
public improvements within Central City
Design Review District neighborhoods and
mixed use corridors.

defined in Section 16 of the City Zoning
Ordinance. The City prepares design
guideliries for each Design Review District
to protect and enhance the value and
appearance of public and private property.
In addition, the guidelines integrate projects
with the appearance, scale, capacity, and
character of the neighborhoods and districts
within the City of Sacramento, and
encourage a high level of community
development within specific areas of
Sacramento. The Central City is one of
several adopted Design Review Districts
within the City of Sacramento.

2.

SECTION1
INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

There are four primary purposes for these
neighborhood design guidelines:

Figure 1.1. 28th & E Street.

1) Provide design guidance for public and

3) Ensure that building design is
compatible with its surroundings in terms

1. HOW THESE GUIDELINES FIT
INTO THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
DESIGN REVIEW PROGRAM

private projects in Central City
neighborhoods in a manner that respects and
enhances the existing neighborhoods. An
integrated variety of styles and design
approaches will contribute to the aesthetic
vitality of the Central City.

These guidelines are part of the City of
Sacramento's Design Review program as

2) Promote places where people can safely
live and interact with each other.

of scale, mass, building patterns and details.
4) Incorporate preferred elements of
prevailing neighborhood architectural styles.

1-1

Section 1: Introduction

B. Neighborhood Vision and Planning Principles

3.

BACKGROUND

These guidelines help implement the policies
of the Central City Housing Strategy. The
Central City Housing Strategy, adopted by
the City Council in 1991, established several
key housing policies:
1) Encourage the production of new
housing;
2) Promote the maintenance and
preservation of existing housing and
neighborhoods; and
3) Strengthen the residential identity and
residential amenities of the Central City. The
Housing Strategy recommended adoption of
architectural and urban design guidelines for
new residential structures and additions to
establish expectations for building scale,
massing and orientation, and materials.

B.

NEIGHBORHOOD VISION
AND PLANNING PRINCIPLES

The Central City encompasses 12 distinct
neighborhoods and commercial corridors,
1-2

described in Section 4 and also shown in
Figure 4.2. These neighborhoods vary
significantly in character, from the perimeter
neighborhoods of Washington School,
Marshall School and Newton Booth, which
are primarily residential and characterized
by their beautiful mature trees, to the R Street
Corridor and Alhambra Corridor, which
include more commercial and industrial
uses.
The overall community vision for Central
City neighborhoods, including commercial
areas, can be characterized by two
prominent planning principles:
1.

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION AND ENHANCEMENT

Preservation and enhancement of the
moderate-scale residential neighborhoods
and historic structures that make up the
Central City is the first priority. The vision
for the existing residential neighborhoods is
clearly one of respecting and enhancing
their existing delicate scale by ensuring that
new construction, additions, and
renovations embrace the humanistic
craftsmanship of the many pre-World War

II structures in the area and by controlling
the current dominance of automobiles on
many of the streets.

2.

SUBSTANTIAL INTENSIFICATION

Substantial Intensification of residential uses
and mixed uses in historically commercial
areas with large under-utilized areas of
lands such as J Street, R Street, 19th Street,
12th and 16th Streets north of Street, 10th
Street in Southside, the Midtown
neighborhood, Broadway, and Alhambra is
the second priority. Within these
intensification areas, a development should
scale itself down to gently interface with the
two- and three-story, small footprint
buildings in the existing neighborhoods.
These areas should include residential . uses
to ensure expansion of the market for
residential neighborhood goods and services,
thus minimizing the conflicts with the
residential neighborhoods and reinforcing
them with a larger population base.
Commercial activity currently taking place
in these corridors, and in the future, will
serve both the neighborhoods and the
region.

J

Section 2: Administration
A. Areas /Buildings Subject to These
Guidelines

This Section describes the areas subject to
these neighborhood design guidelines
within the larger Central City Design
Review District, including the specific
neighborhood and commercial
subdistricts, and the types of projects that
are subject to review. This section also
describes the specific subdistricts and types
of projects that are not subject to these
neighborhood design guidelines.
These guidelines supersede the Design
Review Guidelines Plan as they may apply
to Central City projects within the
boundary of these guidelines' jurisdiction.

A.

AREAS/BUILDINGS
SUBJECT To THESE
GUIDELINES

Broadway). Those portions of the Central
City Design Review District subject to these
guidelines are shown in Figure 2.2. Note,
this does not encompass the entire Central
City Design Review District area.
1.

SECTION2
ADMINISTRATION

RELATED PLANNING
DOCUMENTS

These guidelines have been written to
complement and correlate with the
following documents that also regulate
development within the Central City:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Central City Community Plan
The Zoning Ordinance
The Sign Ordinance
The Uniform Building Code
The General Plan
The Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation of
Historic Structures
Listed Structures and Preservation
Areas Plans
The State Historical Building Code

The Central City Design Review District
encompasses the area bounded by the
Sacramento River (west), the UP mainline •
(north), Alhambra Boulevard to the east
(including those properties adjacent to and •
east of Alhambra Boulevard), and
Broadway to the south (including those Copies of the above documents can be
properties adjacent to and south of obtained at the City Public Counter located
at 1231 I Street, 2nd Floor.

Figure 2.1. City Hall at 10th and I
Streets.
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Section 2: Administration
A. Areas / Buildings Subject to These Guidelines
(Continued)

Sacramento Central City
Design Review District
and
Special Planning Districts
Central City Design Review District

Special Planning District
Subject to these Guidelines
Special Planning District
Not Subject to these Guidelines
(Sep orate Guidelines Apply)

1000

0

1000 2000 Foot

Figure 2.2. Central City Design Review District.
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Section 2: Administration

A. Areas / Buildings Subject to These
Guidelines (Continued)

Central City
Preservation Areas
I=1 Central City Design Review District
Areas Not Subject to Neighborhood
Design Guidelines

0E2

Areas Subject to Neighborhood
Design Guidelines

1000

0

/000

2000

n.0

Note: All new construction, additions,
rehabilitations and exterior
modifications are subject to
the guidelines.

ft
i-Alrity4/1
047,4101 01411104SWAII I
as164err+4
.MPrA
10 0.4. •

a• bola Sm. • •

iiref

Figure 2.3. Central City Preservation Areas.
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Section 2: Administration
A. Areas / Buildings Subject to These
Guidelines (Continued)

2.

SUPPLEMENTAL GUIDELINES
FOR MIXED USE CORRIDORS

The guidelines also apply to projects located
within the Alhambra Corridor Special
Planning District and the R Street Corridor
Special Planning District within the
Central City area. The boundaries of these
Special Planning Districts are shown on
Figure 2.2. Projects located within these
special planning districts will be carefully
reviewed for compliance with both the
applicable supplemental guidelines and the
more comprehensive project guidelines
contained in Section 3 and 4. The Special
Planning Districts (SPD) supplemental
guidelines are included as Section 6 of these
Design Guidelines.
Additional guidelines are also under
preparation for the Broadway Corridor. It
is anticipated that if these guidelines are
adopted by the City Council, they will be
incorporated as supplemental guidelines
for the Broadway Corridor.
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3. HISTORIC STRUCTURES AND

PRESERVATION AREAS /
PROJECTS SUBJECT TO THESE
GUIDELINES
For properties in the City's Official Register of Historic Structures and in Preservation Areas, the preservation standards shall
govern. Preservation standards adopted
by the Design Review and Preservation
Board include:
•

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings

•

Listed Structures Plans (Residential
and Non-Residential)

•

Preservation Area Plan

For proposed projects or portions of
projects where no preservation standards
apply, these Central City Neighborhood
Design Guidelines shall apply.

The following Preservation Areas are
within the boundaries of these
neighborhood design guidelines: Alkali
Flat, North Alkali Flat, C Street
Commercial, Washington District, C Street
Industrial, 12th Street Commercial,
Boulevard Park, Memorial Auditorium,
Marshall Park, Capitol Avenue, 20th and
N, Sutter's Fort, Fremont Park, 1200-1300
Q Street, R Street, Southside and Poverty
Ridge. Figure 2.3 identifies the Central City
Preservation Areas subject to these
guidelines.

Section 2: Administration
B. Design Review Process/Projects
Subject to These Guidelines

B.

DESIGN REVIEW PROCESS/

•

Additions, rehabilitations, and any
exterior modifications to existing
residential structures

•

New construction of parking lots and
modifications to existing parking lots

•

Public improvements and projects in
the public right-of-way.

PROJECTS SUBJECT TO
THESE GUIDELINES
Design review is required prior to issuance
of a building permit for any new structure
or alteration located within the Design
Review District. Section 16 of the
Sacramento Zoning Ordinance establishes
the City's Design Review process and
authority. The following types of projects
will be reviewed by design review staff for
compliance with these Central City
Neighborhood Design Guidelines:
•

New construction of any
nonresidential use, including
commercial, mixed use, and
industrial structures

•

Additions, rehabilitations, and any
exterior modifications to any existing
non-residential use, including
commercial, mixed use and industrial
structures

•

New construction of residential
structures

J

C. PRESCRIPTIVE VS. ADVISORY
GUIDELINES
The Design Guidelines include both design
principles and guidelines which distinguish
between mandatory and advisory provisions. The Principles represent the prescriptive or mandatory elements of project
design that are used by the Board and staff
to determine project compliance with these
guidelines. The design Principle is located
on each page above the dashed line (e.g.,
Principle: Create clearly defined spaces
that satisfy gathering and privacy needs of
people appropriate to the role of the community.)

Each design principle includes several advisory guidelines or suggestions on approaches to accomplish the principle (e.g.,
Place Transitions: Fences, bushes, elevation changes, portals, porches, community
rooms, and doors which face the street
should be used to provide transition between varying levels of public accessibility
and privacy). These guidelines, numbered
and located below the applicable principle,
include use of the term "should" or "may"
to denote a suggested approach to accomplish the design principle. Alternative design approaches that achieve the design
principle may also be considered by the
staff and Board.
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Section 2: Administration
D. Areas / Buildings Not Subject to
These Guidelines

D.

AREAS/BUILDINGS NOT
SUBJECT TO THESE
GUIDELINES

These guidelines are not applicable to the
Railyards, Richards and Central Business
District Special Planning Districts (see
Figure 2.2). Additionally, the following
Preservation Areas are not located within
the area of jurisdiction of these guidelines:
Plaza Park, Merchant Street, Cathedral
Square, and Capitol (see Figure 2.3). Also,
projects on state owned sites within the
Capitol Area Plan boundary are not
subject to these guidelines.
For Projects located within a Special
Planning District the following guidelines
apply:
Central Business District (applicable
guidelines are Sacramento Urban
Design Plan, Streetscape and
Architectural Guidelines, and Capitol
View Protection Ordinance)
Railyards Special Planning District
(applicable guidelines included in the
Railyards Specific Plan)
2-6

•

Richards Boulevard Special Planning
District (applicable guidelines
included in the Richards Boulevard
Area Plan)

For Properties in Preservation Areas, and
individually listed structures on the City's
Official Register of Historic Structures, the
applicable guidelines are:
•

Listed Structures Plans and
Preservation Area Plan

•

The State Historical Building Code

•

The Secretary of the Interior's
. Standards for Rehabilitation of
Historic Structures.

For proposed projects or portions of
projects, where no preservation standards
apply, these Central City Neighborhood
Design Guidelines shall apply.

For state office, residential and commercial
projects located on state owned sites within
the Capitol Area, the applicable guidelines
are:
•

The Capitol Area Plan (for nonresidential projects)

•

The Capitol Park Neighborhood
Design Plan (for public
improvements, residential and
commercial projects).

Section 3: Project Den Guidelines

fl

SECTION3
PROJECT
DESIGN
GUIDELINES
j
1'

1

Figure 3.1. 21st and G.
Figure 3.2.

Section 3: Prolect Desin Guidelines
A.Site/Planning

1. Placemaking
Principle: Create clearly defined spaces that satisfy gathering and privacy needs of people at various scales appropriate to the
role of the project in the community.

-

Figure 3.3. 26th - 28th K & L Streets. Sutters
Fort State Park - A very public place.

Fig:tn. 812 21st Street. A Sidewalk Cafe - A public
place.
3.A.1.1. The Scale of Place: The form of a place ultimately defines its

degree of public accessibility or privacy, and indicates who should be
there and when. It determines an occupant's or user's ability to control
the environment, and thus feel secure; to partake in community at various scales; or to be alone when they wish. In essence, it determines a
person's ability to feel secure, safe and connected in a dense urban environment.

fl

Figure 3.4. 2120 I Street. An Internal Courtyard - A semiprivate place.
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Section 3: Proaj2ct Den Guidelines

A. Site/Planning
1. Placemaking (Continued)
Principle: Create clearly defined spaces that satisfy gathering and privacy needs of people at various scales appropriate to the
role of the project in the community.

.

Figure 3.6. 341 39th Street. A Rearyard Baics
private outdoor space.

A very

Figure 3.8. 3149 McKinley Boulevard. An Apartment Court - A semipublic place providing visibility to and from the street.
3.A.1.2. Place Transitions : Fences, bushes, elevation changes, portals,
porches, community rooms, and doors which face the street should be
used to provide transition between varying levels of public accessibility
and privacy. They should delineate the use and ownership of public,
semi-public, and private spaces, but should not be visual barriers.
3A.1.3. Common Facilities: The inclusion of common facilities that respond to the anticipated needs of the residents or users is encouraged.
Under most circumstances, these common facilities should be located to
provide a bridge between the larger neighborhood and the community
defined by the project, e.g., at major entrances to the project.

:Figure 3.7. 2631 Capitol Avenue. The Front Porch - A
semi-private space fronting the street.
3-3

Section 3: Projeict Desian Guidelines
A. Site/Planning

2. Location Of Structures
Principle: Locate structures to create usable outdoor places and continuity of desirable characteristics of adjoining structures
along the street face.
3.A.2.1. Zoning Ordinance: See the Zoning
Ordinance for specific setback in addition to
those discussed below.

3.4.2.4. Residential Setbacks: To allow residents a comfort zone of personal space on
their porch or in rooms facing the street and
to maintain the massing context of neighborhoods, provide a minimum of a 5'-0" setback
from the public right of way, unless the context of the neighborhood dictates otherwise.

RESIDENCE

3.A. 2.2. Scale Height and Mass: See Principle 3.C.3. for additional scale, height and
mass requirements.

11

RESIDENCE

Sidewalk
Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.9. Match Scoring Patterns
3.A.2.3. Where the building is set back from
the public right of way, the pavement treatment should be designed to complement the
building design and the public sidewalk patterns noted in Section 5.C. Prototypical Street
Standards.
Figure 3.11.

3.A.2.5. Unusable Space: Avoid outdoor
spaces that are inappropriately scaled for
their use, or that do not have a clearly defined use.

Section 3: Project Den Guidelines
A. Site/Planning
2. Location of Structures (Continued)
Principle: Locate structures to create usable outdoor places and continuity of desirable characteristics of adjoining structures
along the street face.

Zoning Code: See the Zoning
Code for specific setback requirements.
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3.A.2.6. Along storefront streets, i.e.,
streets with predominantly retail uses
without building setbacks as identified on Figure 3.12. Commercial
"Storefront" Streets, commercial uses
shall be constructed at the front property line unless a setback is needed
to accomodate sidewalk cafes,.usable
outdoor places, or as a buffer to adjacent residential uses.

Section 3: Proje.ct Desin Guidelines
A. Site Planning

3. Residential Private Open Space
Principle: Each dwelling unit shall have a usable outdoor space designed for the exclusive use of that dwelling unit at grade or
in the form of a porch for upper story dwellings.
3A.3.2. Private open spaces facing other private open spaces or
adjacent property should have a
maximum 6 foot high opaque
enclosure. Landscaping within
and adjacent to private open
spaces should be designed to enhance privacy.

r

'A ...5)

3A3.3. Minimum Area : Private outdoor space should have a minimum
area of 75 square feet and one minimum dimension of 6 feet.

,c11,11'

1
/411:11411__,..,..,....,_,,
.1171.74

'

3.A3.4. Finish floor above grade first
Public Street

Figure 3.13. Private Outdoor Spaces

floor semi-private open spaces facing
public streets should be between 3
feet and 6 feet above grade at the back
of the sidewalk.

Mil
III114.1.A.
;FL

1 - ,Ist ti it I III
.

—3A.3.1. Private outdoor spaces facing public
or semi-public common spaces or streets
should have a hedge, fence-like enclosure, or
porch railing; each between 18 inches and 42
inches high on all sides.

.
cqtL

Figure 3.14.
3A.3.5. Semi-private open spaces facing on
public or semi-public open spaces or streets
should be combined with the entrance to the
dwelling.
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Section 3: Pro. ct Desplien Guidelines
A. Site Planning

4. Public and Semi-public Open Space
Principle: Design common open spaces to support placemaking needs of the project.
MIMI ME WM

3.A.4.3. Locate common facilities adjacent to

3.A.4.8. Office Interior Open Space: Provide

courtyards, balconies or other outdoor spaces
that are in quiet places off the street for ern3A.4.4. Provide and face semi-private out- - ployees. Provide surveillance of internal
door spaces (porches and balconies), entries
semi-public spaces by locating active areas
and active interior rooms (kitchens, dining
facing this space.
rooms and living rooms) on internal common spaces.

common open space.

3.A.4.5. Visible Open Space: Courtyards and

other common open space, internal to buildings or groups of buildings, should be as visible as possible to and from the street, and
provide a "place transition" between the
street and private areas near the building or
courtyard.
Figure 315. Interior Courtyards

3.A.4.6. Keep pathways away from buildings

3A.41. Zoning Code: See the Zoning Code

to maintain privacy.

for other open space requirements.

3A.4.7. Common Open Space: New residen-

3A4.2. See 3.A.2., Location of Structures, and
3.M., Outdoor Cafes, for other open space
guidelines.

tial developments with 12 units or more are
recommended to have a common outdoor
open space of 100 square feet per dwelling
unit to a maximum of 5,000 square feet. This
open space should be at grade or on a podium over parking, and may be occupied by
a swimming pool or other recreational amenities. A substantial portion of the open space
should be planted landscape.

New yard adjacent to existing
End wall without windows where overlooking
adjacent yard

Existing residential
Figure 3.16.

Mass new
building with
existing

New
multifamily

Relation with adjacent structures and open space.

Section 3: Project Desn Guidelines
A. Site Planning

5. Entries
Principle: Provide clearly defined site and building entries that are in scale with the proposed project, and that relate direct ly
to the street frontage(s).
3A.5.1. Frequent Entrances: Entrances should

3A.5.4. Importance of Entrances: Entryways

be as frequent as possible along all street
frontages and alleys. The following are the
recommended maximum distance between
entrances:

should be clearly delineated through the use
of recesses, additional detailing, overhangs,
lighting, and change of volume and form.
The greater the functional use of the entrance,
the more it should be distinguished from the
balance of the building.

•

•
•

Residential - Entrances onto the street
for any given parcel should be a maximum of 40 feet apart. Entrances that
access elevators should be a maximum
of 80 feet apart.

Figure 317. Entries.

Retail - Although 25 to 30 feet is preferred, entrances should be a maximum
of 40 feet apart for any given parcel.

3.A.5.5. Secondary entrances (such as small
retail shops on the ground floor of a large
office or residential building) should be architecturally treated as subordinate to the primary entrance (such as the entrance to all the
residential or office uses on the upper floors).

3.A.5.2. Weather Protection: Entries should

3.A.5.6. Individual residential units should
have separate entrances from the street as often as possible, and should be combined with
private outdoor space (porches) facing onto
the street.

have an area in front of them covered by a
recess, canopy, overhang, or marquee to provide protection from the rain.

3.A.5.7. Usable area on the porch should not
have an entry path through it.

3A.5.3. The main entrance should relate di-

3A.5.8. Doors that are not regularly used,

Office uses - Entrances should be a

maximum of 150 feet apart.

rectly to the street.

Figure 3.18.

such as utility access doors, should be
downplayed through incorporation into the
design surrounding them (for example, the
height could align with adjacent windows).

Section 3: Proj:ct Dqlp Guidelines
A. Site Planning

6. Pedestrian Edges
Principle: Provide pedestrians with the greatest possible sense of safety, comfort, aesthetic pleasure, and connection to
building activities at edges where structures adjoin the public area, and along internal circulation of the project.

\ti

\
•

s n.1

•

•

•

3.A.6.3. Semi-Private Spaces on the Street:
Porches, patios, balconies, and courtyards
that allow residents to actually and symbolically possess the space surrounding their
dwelling should be placed along pedestrian
paths wherever possible. This will provide
clarity about who has the right to control a
space, and thus a greater sense of security for
the resident and an increased potential for
social connections.

3.A.6.4. See 3.A.2., Location of Structures;
3.A.3., Residential Private Open Space; 3.A.4.,
Common Open Space; and 3.A.5., Entries, for
related guidelines.

,
•

Figure 3.19.
3.A.6.1. Pedestrian Shelter: Provide shade

from the summer sun (and protection from
the rain, when possible) with tree canopies,
trellises, awnings and other devices along
street frontages and paths internal to the
project, especially on the south side of buildings.
3.A.6.2. Aesthetic quality: The highest detail and material quality for projects should
be placed where pedestrians have the greatest and closest contact with the project.

Figure 3.20. A sense of connection between the inside of the building and the street.
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Section 3: Project Desin Guidelines

MN In1

A. Site Planning

7. Garages/Parking/Driveways/Service Access
Principle: Design garages, parking areas, driveways, and service access to minimize their impact on pedestrians and diminish
visibility from the street.
3.A.7.1. Parking spaces (screened or
unscreened) should not front on (See Figure
3.22) the following streets: all lettered streets,
Capitol Avenue, Alhambra Boulevard,

Broadway, and all storefront streets as identified on the Commercial Corridors (Figure
3.12).
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Figure 3.21. Parking That Does Not Front on
Street.
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3.A.73. Combining Parking: Where surface
parking lots are located adjacent to alleys on
abutting properties they should, to the extent
feasible, be designed as a single lot to increase
security and efficiency. If this joint use is infeasible and fencing is required, fences between properties should be as /ow as possible
to allow for surveillance between properties.
(See Figure 3.22.)

Parking Access

Hrw

/AI
r,;-'1:
'Al

!

3.A.7.2. On numbered streets, parking lots
should not be located within 40 feet of the
corner streets and should not take up more
than 50% of the street frontage. Parking that
does front on streets shall be screened with a
high quality wall, fence or bushes that are a
minimum of 30 inches high and a maximum
of 48 inches high, and in a planter with a
minimum width of 3 feet.
_

STREET

STREET

LESS DESIRABLE

BETTER

Figures 3.22. Shared Use of Parking Resources.

BLDG.

Section 3: Protect Den Guidelines

Principle:

A. Site Planning
7. Garages/Parking/Driveways/Service Access
(Continued)
Design garages, parking areas, driveways, and service access to minimize their impact on pedestrians and diminish visibility from the street.

3.A.7.4. Residential Garage Access: Residential garages for single family units should be
Recessed
entered from the alley when feasible. Where
alley access. is not available, they may be lo- Garage
cated in the rear yard with access via a side
yard driveway. (See Figure 3.23.)

First floor at
3'-5' above finish
grade of sidewalk

Widen in front of garage

S.

Second Floor
18'

3.A.7.5. Width of Residential Driveways:
Single-family residential driveways over 10
feet in length should contain a center planting strip between wheel pavement. Driveways should not be wider than 10 feet for a
single car garage nor 20 feet for a 2 car garage for the first 18 feet in front of the garage.
3.A.7.6. Doors: All garages must have garage doors. Two single garage doors are preferred over a double door when the door area
can be viewed from the street.
3.A.7.7. Style: Garages or carports must be
constructed in the same style and of the same
materials as the residential structure.
3.A.7.8. Detailing: When retrofitted into an
existing house, the garage opening shall not
cause the elimination of any important design feature, such as porches or bay windows.
Trim detailing shall match the remainder of
the structure.

i
HOUSE

OUSE

31-5'
\ typical

A 0i • ' itiI ',.
Parkway Sidewalk

1

h

j

Subterranean parking

.1..

•

First Floor
Parking
„.„ e..1177:4

10'

maximum

• I

Figure 3.24.
8' sidewalk

Planter strip
10'maximum
Figure 3.23.

3.A.7.9. Subterranean Garages: For new residential mixed use projects on lots greater
than 80 feet by 160 feet, parking should be at
a floor elevation of 3 to 6 feet below grade
with residential units above. Below grade
construction must be flood proofed.
New surface lots are discouraged, and if there
is no alternative they shall be screened,
shaded, landscaped, with decorative fencing
provided.

Section 3: Projeict Desian Guidelines
A. Site Planning

8. Observation/Visibility
Principle: Design projects to build in safety with maximum visibility and opportunity for observation.

3.A.81. The ability to observe all outdoor

3.A.8.4. Visibility: Clear glass or glass that

spaces from windows in shops, offices, or
residences and from porches and other private and semi-private outdoor spaces should
be provided.

transmits more than 70% of visible light shall
be used on the ground floor of office or retail
uses. Shading devices, vegetation, building
massing, and low emissivity glass should be
used for solar control of windows instead of
reflective or darkened glass on all floors of
commercial buildings.

3.A.82. Active rooms within a dwelling, such
as living rooms, dining rooms, and kitchens
should have windows or glass doors that face
the street and public outdoor spaces to increase surveillance.

11 1,1 1 1

3.A.8.3. Visibility To and From Circulation
Areas: Elevators, elevator lobbies, interior

I:

corridors, and stairways should be visible
from the street or interior courtyards. Stairways should be designed to encourage frequent use by way of aesthetic finishes, visibility, convenient location, and location adjacent to common facilities.
Street

Figure 3.25. Visibility to and from
Circulation Areas.

3.A.8.5. The first floor of a building fronting
or siding on a street shall have a minimum
of 30% of its length in windows. There
should be no lengths of walls in excess of 40
feet without windows. Spacing of windows
should be similar to storefronts.
3.A.8.6. Window sills in storefronts should

not be higher than 36 inches above the sidewalk.
3.A.8.7. Wherever possible in office uses, active functions, such as cafeterias and customer service areas, should be located at
street level adjacent to sidewalk areas.
3.A.8.8. Security Devices: Except in the in-

dustrial zone C-4 (R), security grills or rolling shutters over doors or windows are discouraged.
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Section 3: Proiect Den Guidelines
B. Site Design
r

1. Urban Planting
Principle: Support placemaking goals by providing imaginative plantings in appropriate quantities, and with an urban quality
that complements surroundings.
3.B.1.1. Keeping it Urban: The proposed design should be of a formal urban quality consistent with the surrounding neighborhood.
3.B.1.2. Parkway Planter Strips: Planter strips
between sidewalks and curbs should be
planted with turf grasses. Low growing, nonclimbing plant materials and groundcovers
will be acceptable as an alternative. Decomposed granite may be used in commercial
areas that have high pedestrian foot traffic,
but turf grasses should be used whenever
possible. Planter strips are to be maintained
by the property owner and should have fully
automatic irrigation systems. Tree grates and
hardscaped areas within the planting strip are
discouraged.
3.B.13. Use landscape forms, such as hedges,
trellises, fountains, and arbors to create public and private places that support the role of
the project in the community.

Porch
•
,
-----

-

Foundation
planting

y

Lawn area
Hardscape
5,
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5,
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tot-

•,• Vt.,.

N. ....
.....

Planting
Strip

3.B.1.5. Sight distance for private residential
driveways should be protected with the use
of visibility triangles on each side of the
driveway to allow a passing motorist to view
a car exiting a private driveway. The sight
triangle should measure 20 feet along the
curb line in each direction from the driveway,
and 20 feet along the edges of the driveway
itself. In this area, structures, fences, walls
and plant material, with the exception of
street trees, should not exceed 2.5 feet in
height above the street grade. (See Figure
3.27.)

Figure 3.26. Front Yards.
3.B.1.4. Visibility is critical in creating a safe
environment. The landscape shall be designed to meet City standards with safety in
mind. Using trees with tall canopies and low
shrub materials will facilitate visibility
throughout the property.

.

H
-. Back.

Property
Line

of curb

•
e•t
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20'

Figure 3.27. Clear-vision Triangles.

Section 3: Project Desin Guidelines
B. Site Design

2. Softscape
Principle: Incorporate appropriate landscaping that includes a variety of trees, shrubs and other plantings.

3.B.2.1. Plant Selection: The landscape design should balance the needs of the natural environment and its human inhabitants.
Each site should be analyzed to determine
the specific functional and spatial requirements. Existing plant materials around historical structures should be carefully analyzed to determine their present value,
prior to recommending removal. Plant species should complement the natural, ecological character of the Sacramento region,
while blending with the surrounding
neighborhoods. Only plant materials that
are size-appropriate should be specified.
See also 3.B.4. for existing trees.

3.B.2.2. Plant/Tree Selection: Select plants
and trees appropriate to the Sacramento region that blend with and complement the
surrounding neighborhoods, and that are
sized appropriately for maximum healthy
growth within the planting area. Evergreen
trees should be used minimally.

3.B.23. Applicants and design professionals
shall use all appropriate design manuals and
ordinances required for landscape development. These include, but are not limited to
the following resources:

Street trees shall be deciduous with large
broad canopies.

•
•

Recommended tree species include, but are
not limited to the following:
Small trees (4 feet wide planting areas)
Acer palmatum - Japanese Maple
•
• Koelreuteria pankulata - Goldenrain
Tree
• Lagerstroemia indka - Crepe Myrtle
Medium trees (4 to 8 feet planting areas)
Acer rubrum - Red Maple
•
Celtis sinensis - Chinese Hackberry
•
• Ginkgo biloba - Ginkgo
Tall trees (6 to 10 feet planting areas)
• Pistache chinensis - Chinese Pistache
• Platanus acerifolia - London Plane
• Quercus coccinea - Scarlet Oak
• Quercus lobata - Valley Oak

3-14

•

Sacramento Urban Forest Management
Plan
City of Sacramento Parking Lot Shading Ordinance
City of Sacramento Water Conservation
Ordinance

A pre-submittal meeting with the City Arborist is recommended prior to the formal
submittal of landscape plans for approval.

3.B.2.4. Water Conservation: Select trees and
plants that reflect the climate of Sacramento
and minimize water consumption.

Section 3: Project Der Guidelines
B. Site Design
2. Softscape (Continued)
Principle: Incorporate appropriate landscaping that includes a variety of trees, shrubs and other plantings.

3.B.2.5. Foundation Planting: Foundation

3.B.2.6. Front Yards: Front yards should be

plantings should be installed where there are
residential building setbacks. The intent is
to soften the transition between the architectural element and the ground plane. The
plant material should be selected to maintain
its natural form throughout the year. These
plants may or may not flower, but generally
shall be evergreen and less than 24 inches in
height when mature, relative to the height of
the finish floor. (See Figure 3.28.)

covered with plant materials, except where
there is a cafe or other function on commercial streets as identified on Figure 3.12. Commercial Corridors. Hardscape (concrete, pavers, bricks, etc.) should be limited to sidewalks and small patios.

Foundation planting area with species
less than 24" in height.
Figure 3.28. Foundation Planting.

Section 3: Proct DesIn Guidelines
B. Site Design

3. Paving/Hardscape
Principle: Support placemaking goals and the project design concept with paving and hardscape materials selected to best
complement materials, textures, and color of proposed structures, and to enhance the proposed landscaping.
3.B.3.1. Fitting into the Urban Framework:

Hardscape design should reflect the inherent
urban character of the Central City with
formal patterns and layout. Informal or
casual forms and materials are discouraged.
3.B.3.2. Placemaking: Interesting paving

patterns are encouraged. The uniqueness of
a well-designed hard surface can enhance the
pedestrian experience throughout the Central
City. Front entries to businesses and homes
can represent the individuality of the
occupants with differing hardscape
treatments.

concrete, painted hardscape, and wood
surfaces are discouraged from use.
3.B3.4. Safety: All paving and hardscape

surfaces shall provide the proper slip
resistance to prevent potential injuries.
Property owners and designers should check
with City building officials for current codes
concerning this issue. In addition, care
should be taken to avoid potential trip
hazards , such as minor changes in elevation
and improper stair design throughout the
hardscape surface.

Figure 3.29. Generic location -Brick on Concrete Paving.

3.B.3.3. Materials: High quality building

materials are recommended for use within
the Central City. Brick, cut slate, tile, cut
granite, and concrete are some examples of
modular materials that represent the historic
qualities of the Central City. Expensive
materials are not necessary to create the
desired effect. Concrete can be finished in a
variety of ways to create interest and
character. Furthermore, the use of
complementary paving materials to create
banding and/or borders can greatly enhance
the richness of a paving surface without
adding extraordinary project costs. Stamped

3-16
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Figure 330. 27th & H. New sidewalk improvements should match the historic patterns.

Section 3: Project Den Guidelines
B. Site Design

4. Preservation of Trees/Street Trees
Principle: Retain existing street trees and trees on sites that have been determined to be of significant value in contributing to
the final landscape design.

3.B.4.1. Arborist: Consult with a professional arborist for advice on the health and
maintenance of existing trees, and selection
of street trees prior to design.
3.B.4.2. New development shall minimize
loss of healthy existing trees.
3.B.4.3. Preserve existing street trees, and
provide appropriate new street trees that fit
within the existing planting patterns.

Figure 3.31. Midtown - Street trees should be deciduous with large broad canopies.
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Section 3: Proct Desin Guidelines
B. Site Design

5. Fences/Walls
Principle: Support placemaking goals with fences and walls that reflect the style, materials, colors, and architectural character of the building and site.
Fences in the front
yard setback should not exceed 3.5 feet and
must be at least 50% transparent. (See Figure
3.32.)

3.13.5.1. Front Yard Fences:

1.

I

3.B.5.3. Access Control: Fences used to con-

3.B.5.4. Detailing and Materials: Detailing

trol access to the interior of the site should
be located between buildings as much as possible, rather than running continuously at the
front of the property. (See Figure 3.33.)

and materials of walls and fences shall reflect
the style and character of the building and
its site. Inappropriate materials such as chain
link, split rail, and other fencing systems not
typical of early 20th Century cities are discouraged. If these types of fences are proposed, appropriate landscape screening shall
be provided.

Locate site fencing
between buildings
not at sidewalk

fencing are unavoidably exposed, they
should be screened with upright shrubs or
trellised vines. Trellises are to be constructed
of substantial, durable materials.

Picket Fence with a minimum
of 50% transparency

Figure 3.32. Frontyard Fences.

3.B.5.2. Alley: For new residential development with three or more existing units facing on the alley in the same block, fences

along the alley should not exceed 4' - 0" in

height.
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3.B.5.5. Screening: Where large expanses of

Figure 3.33. Access Control.

Section 3: Pro.et Den Guidelines
B. Site Design

6. Irrigation
Principle: Provide a means for automatic timer operated irrigation in all landscaped areas.

3.B.6.1. Climate: Plant materials within the
region require automatic sprinkler systems
to survive.
3.B.6.2. Mechanical Irrigation Versus Hand
Watering: The plant material within the
Central City lives a healthier life cycle with
consistent supplemental watering. An
automatic, underground, irrigation system is
recommended to promote and/or protect the
landscape investment that is installed with
new projects.
3.B.6.3. Drip Irrigation: Drip irrigation is
the most efficient means to deliver
supplemental water to plant material; it can
also be the easiest to install. Nonetheless, a
drip irrigation system requires more attention
and maintenance than a conventional spray
system. Drip irrigation is recommended for
water conversation and reduction of water
run-off, but if proper maintenance can not be
provided a conventional spray system is
preferable.
3 .B.6.4. Applicable Codes: Code requirements
shall be those of State, municipal, and local
regulations governing irrigation work.
Questions concerning irrigation should be
referred to the City Landscape Architect.

3.B.6.5. Parkway Irrigation: All parkway
planting strips within the public R.O.W. shall
be planted and irrigated with the water
system of the property on which they front.
3.B.6.6. General Notes: All sprinkler or
irrigation heads adjacent to walks, curbs, or
any pedestrian edges should be pop-up
varieties. Adjust all heads to provide even
coverage and to avoid overthrow onto walks,
walls, and windows. Install anti-drain valves
to prevent line drainage and soil erosion.
Irrigation heads within turf grass areas
should provide head- to-head coverage. Turf
grass plantings should be irrigated separately
from shrub/groundcover areas. Trees should
be deep irrigated with bubblers.

Section 3: Proict Deslan Guidelines

B. Site Design

7. Site Furnishings
Principle: Support placemaking goals by utilizing site and street furniture of a design, material, and color that best compliments the proposed structure and landscaping concept.
3.B.7.1 Design: The proposed furnishing

should be of a formal urban quality consistent
with the surrounding neighborhood.
Furniture, such as benches, chairs, tables, and
drinking fountains, should be simple in
character and compatible with the style, color,
and scale of adjacent buildings and outdoor
spaces.
3.B.7.2 Scale: Due to the small private open
spaces within the Central City, great care
should be taken to select furniture that will
not overpower the area it is intended to
occupy. Furniture with delicate and/or open
designs may be most appropriate for most
applications.
3.B.7.3 Drinking Fountains: The inclusion

of drinking fountains within outdoor spaces,
adjacent to businesses and multi-unit
residential buildings, is encouraged.

3-20

Figure 3.34. Generic location - Furniture with
appropriate urban character and scale.

Figure 3.35. 2726 Capitol Avenue. Site furnishings should be selected to be compatible
with the overall concept for the project.

Section 3: Proj:ct Den Guidelines
B. Site Design

8. Bicycle Parking/Storage
Principle: Provide and locate bicycle parking and storage that is convenient for the bicyclist and has surveillance from the
users of the building.

3.B.81. Long Term or Class I Facilities:

3.B.8.4. Signage: If part of the building de-

These facilities should be located inside
buildings near showers and lockers when
possible. If it is necessary to locate bicycle
lockers outside, they shall be securely fastened and designed in a manner that is integral to the building design. For multi-story
buildings, these facilities should be located
as close to the ground level as possible or they
should be adjacent to an elevator that allows
bicycles to board.

sign includes signage which directs automobile drivers where to park, the sign should
also indicate where bike parking can be
found. If it is necessary to place a sign saying that bike parking is not allowed, the same
sign should indicate where parking is to be
found.

3.B.8.2. Short Term or Class 3 Parking:

Short-term bicycle parking should be located at building entrances with adequate
surveillance from building occupants and
visitors. Placement in view of doors with
windows is preferred. Avoid unlighted locations.
3.B.8.3. When placed in the planting strip,

the surface around the bicycle parking rack
should be a turf or durable planting material, unless there is an estimated use of twenty
bicycles per day or greater; then the surface
shall be a permeable material, such as decomposed granite. Irrigation sprinkler systems for
the parkway should be adjusted to hours
when the building is not open to the public.

Inverted "U"

3.B.8.5. Short-Term Rack Design: By their

shape and construction, bike racks should allow the bicyclist to secure the bike frame to
the device. The best devices incorporate in
their design a closed loop so that either cable
lock or a high security shackle lock may be
used. A second desirable feature is two points
of contact, which help prevent the bicycle's
steering from turning and causing it to fall.
Simpler designs are generally more desirable
than elaborate ones that have moving parts.
Examples of appropriate types include the
inverted U, the ribbon type rack, or the corkscrew. Bike racks that are designed to hold a
bicycle vertically by the wheel are discouraged. (See Figure 3.36.)

Ribbon Rack

3.B.8.6. Screened Enclosures: To minimize

theft, bike racks should not be placed in a
screened enclosure.

Corkscrew

Figure 3.36. Appropriate Class 3 Bike
Racks.

Section 3: Proj!ct Desin Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality

1. Design Concept
Principle: Projects shall have a coherent design concept appropriate in scale, consistent with the palette of materials, textures, and colors, and achieving continuity on all faces.
3.C.1.2. Overly dramatic features that appear out of scale, especially on smaller
projects, require extra design attention to be
executed properly. They should not be in-

3.C. /./. Elements of the building design,
such as materials, colors, textures, light fixtures, outdoor furniture, and other features
of the project should provide a cohesive
theme and work together for design consistency.

Figure 3.37. 17th and K Streets. A large variety of materials and forms are carefully studied to provide a cohesive theme.

Fig. 3.38. 18th and L Street. Retail, housing
and parking are unified as a cohesive theme.
Each function is still clearly identifiable.
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cluded if they will not receive extra attention.

Fig. 3.39. 921 11th Street. The Elks Building has a very powerful top that has been
carefully designed.

Fig. 3.40. A residence at 22nd and F Streets
with an overscaled porch that has been carefully designed.

Section 3: Pro.i:ct Den Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality
1. Design Concept (Continued)
Principle: Projects shall have a coherent design concept appropriate in scale, consistent with the palette of materials, textures, and colors, and achieving continuity on all faces.

3.C.1.3. All publicly visible building sides

should be designed consistent with the design concept and with a complementary level
of detail and material quality. All projects
taller than three stories are generally not considered to have a back or rear side to be considered for lesser degree of design treatment.
All projects should have, at minimum, some
of the design elements of the "main" facades
repeated in some form on all sides for design
continuity.
Figure 3.41. Alley View.

Figure 3.42. Interior Courtyard.

Fig 3.41 through Figure 3.43. Southside
Cohousing (at 5th and T streets) is a large
project with many secondary internal, but
publicly visible, sides that have been designed with comparable levels of detail and
material quality.

Figure 3.43. Street Face.
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Section 3: Proji ct Desin Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality

2. Relationship to Surroundings
Principle: Projects shall reinforce the importance and continuity of public spaces (streets, plazas, etc.) by harmonizing with
other neighboring structures.
3.C2.1. Study the surroundings: Avery important part of designing a harmonious relationship with project surroundings is the
thorough study of the surrounding neighborhood and adjacent structures.
A. Design Elements: The following design elements of surrounding structures should always be reviewed:

Figure 3.44. 703-705 26th Street. The structure on the left was built in the 1990s and
utilized the plaster arch, porch, roof slope,
and window patterns of the adjacent, much earlier, structure.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Roof form/pitch
Form /massing/articulation
Eaves/soffits/gutters
Stairs (when visible from street)
Doors/Entries (when visible from street)
Window style/trim

B. Secondary elements that also contribute
and should be considered include:
•

Gables/barges

• Columns
•
•

Porches and railings (design and relationship to structure)
Bay windows

C. Additional elements that may be consid-
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ered to contribute include:

•
•
•
•

Dormers
Chimneys
Corner trim
Ornamentation ("gingerbread")
Screens/louvers/vents

In Section 4, Neighborhood and Corridors,
some exemplary structures from the Official
Register of Historic Structures are identified
for each neighborhood. Use these lists to
identify precedents for the design elements
of the neighborhood.
3.C.2.2. Immediate and Larger Neighborhood: Consideration of a project's surrounding should include both adjacent structures
on the same block as well as those in the
broader neighborhood. When the immediately adjacent structures are poorly designed,

they should not be used as design precedent.
The most exemplary structures in a neighborhood should be used for guidance.

Section 3: Project Den Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality
2. Relationship to Surroundings (Continued)
Principle: Projects shall reinforce the importance and continuity of public spaces (streets, plazas, etc.) by harmonizing with
other neighboring structures.

3.C.2.3. On the Commercial "Storefront"
Streets identified on Figure 3.12, Map of
Commercial "Storefront" Streets, harmony in
site planning issues, such as mass and scale,
is more important than harmony in detail,
color, texture, and materials as illustrated in
Figure 3.45.

_

3.C.2.4. When existing neighboring structures violate the broader neighborhood character or conflict with these guidelines or other
City of Sacramento policies, the building
should be designed to comply with the character of the broader neighborhood.
3.C.25. Other Guidelines: There are many
design elements that can be used to obtain a
harmonious relationship with the surroundings of a project. Functional and site planning elements are discussed in Subsections
3.A.1. through 3.A.7. Building design elements are discussed in Subsection 3.C.3., 3.4.,
3.C.6. and 3.C.8.
.Figure 3.45. This retail building at 19th and J, built in the 1990s, maintains continuity of the
storefront retail massing along J Street and has a pedestrian scale, but displays a very .different architectural style than its immediate neighbors.

Most issues discussed in Subsection 3.A., Site
Planning, are essential to maintain continuity of public spaces.
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Section 3: Proict Desir Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality

3. Scale/Height/ Massing
Principle: A building or group of buildings shall be compatible with its surroundings through the 1) Rhythm of spaces between
buildings, 2) Building scale, mass, and setbacks, 3) Building orientation and relation to the street, and 4) Continuity of
storefront on commercial streets.
Figures 3.48. through 3.55. illustrate various
aspects of the harmonious integration of
buildings with their surroundings in regards
to scale, mass, and height within commercial corridors and residential neighborhoods.
3.C.3.1. Zoning Ordinance: See the Zoning
Ordinance for specific height and setback requirements in addition to those discussed
below.
3.C.3.2. Light and Air: Locate new structures
on the property to maintain access to light
and air circulation, and ensure the privacy of
existing private open spaces on adjoining
properties. (See Figure 3.16.)
3.C.3.3. Street Trees: Balance long-term viability of trees with the need for greater or
lesser setbacks where conflicts with existing
street trees exist. For example, residential
development in a lower density existing residential neighborhood will typically require
setbacks to be compatible with the neighborhood. The setback will accommodate the tree
canopy also. On commercial streets, reinforcement of the street wall for the first one
or two stories may be very important, while
the upper floors can be set back.
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3.C.3.4. Height: To be responsive to the ex-

3.C.3.5. Solar Access - Adjacent Property:

isting context, new structures should not exceed the height of adjacent structures for an
area within 20 feet of the adjacent structure.
(See Figure 3.46.)

To protect solar options on adjacent properties, projects should be designed to maintain
solar access to a roof area equivalent to a
minimum of 20% of the total floor area of each
building on adjacent properties.

Height not greater than
• \adjacent building within
20', in Building Design
Area "A"

- Provide a roof area equal to or
greater than 20% of building floor
area for solar access

30' vertical

Figure 3.46.
30°, horizontal
Figure 3.47.

3.C.3.6. Solar Access - Roof Area: To allow
for future solar options, projects should be
designed to provide a south-facing roof area
equivalent to 20% of the building floor area
with unobstructed solar access. (See Figure
3.47.)

r

Section 3: Proiect Den Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality
3. Scale/Height/ Massing (Continued)

Frequent building entries

•

Figure 3.48. Appropriate Commercial Infill.
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---- Larger street level facade broken up
to match adjoining properties.
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Continuous storefronts with setback at property
lines which are consistent with the context.
-- Side setbacks disrupt continuity
of storefronts rhythm of massing

Figure 3.49. Inappropriate Commercial Infill.
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Section 3: Proct Des!.

C. Building Character and Quality
3. Scale/Height/ Massing (Continued)
•
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•- Entrance not oriented to street.

Section 3: Project Den Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality
3. Scale/Height/ Massing (Continued)
Building massing steps
down to meet the
neighboring residence

Roof forms reflect the
individual units
\

•

Breaking building mass into
shapes that reflect individual
units and the 40' lot pattern.

Figure 3.52. Appropriate Multi-Family
Residential Infill.

Setbacks are consistent
with the context

Facade is broken up to reflect
the existing lot patterns

Building is too massive
Long uninterrupted roofline

•

i
i

\

\ \
/
• \
‘.v_____,J—L
-- •
,. .r -

Scale and rhythm of building
entries is inconsistent with
the context

.•

Figure 3.53. Inappropriate Multi-Family
Residential Infi11.

Front yard setback is
inconsistent with the context
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Section 3: Proj!ct Desian Guidelines
• C. Building Character and Quality

3. Scale/Height/ Massing (Continued)

Punched window pattern reflects
the traditional 40' lot module

Break building mass into
units that reflect the 40'
lot pattern.

Variable roof forms

Figure 3.54. Appropriate Articulation for Infill Commercial.
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Figure 3.55. Inappropriate Articulation for Infill Commercial.

Section 3: Project Den Guidelines

C. Building Character and Quality

4. Level of Detail and Articulation
Principle: Projects shall incorporate the scale and level of detail that is typical of well designed buildings in the surroundin g
area.

3.C.4.1. Building articulation embodies a
group of design devices that overlap Scale,
Height, Massing, and Level of Detail. Building articulation can be accomplished with the
placement of windows and entries, planar
changes, volume changes, significant color
changes, material changes, variable transparency, and the creation of shadow textures
•
with trellises and overhangs.

Figure 3.58. 2015 H Street.
3.C.4.4. Details provide shadows, line sur-

faces, and volumes at a different and more
human scale than larger building volumes,
allowing buildings to feel less intimidating
to people.

7.70.7:725,41-4;:;.7s'A '

Strip windows and no articulation of the volumes

3.C.4.5. Equal Details: All visible building
Figure 3.57. 2406

1 Street.

3.C.4.2. Provide smaller individual windows.
3.C.4.3. Stagger wall planes.

Figure 3.56. Window Treatment.

sides should be designed with a complementary level of detail, quality of materials, and
continuity of color.

Section 3: Projct Desin Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality

5. Integrate Corporate Identity
Principle: Corporate identity shall be secondary in the design of projects, and projects shall be consistent with the architecture of the surrounding community.
3.C.5.1. Signage shall be modestly scaled
and shall be incorporated into an architectural element that complements the overall
character of the building.
3.C.5.2. Corporate signage for renovations
shall be modest in scale and located to be
compatible with the existing building.
)4411R,';!Ajkaarti-,

Figure 3.59. 1401 Broadway. A new building.

3.C.5.3. The design character shall not be a
standard franchise prototype and shall incorporate dominant characteristics that are
unique to Sacramento and the neighborhood.
3.C.5.4. Colors, particularly for signage,
should not be primary colors or colors close
to primary colors.
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Figure 3.61. 2200 16th Street. Reuse of an
existing building.
Figure 3.60. 24th - 25th Broadway. Avoid
corporate identifications that are inappropriate in scale and character.

Section 3: Proiect Den Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality

6. Expression of Function
Principle: The function inside and outside of buildings shall be expressed through articulation of volume, fenestration, details, textures, colors, or other means.
3.C.6.1. Individual Units: In residential

1

4

projects, individual units should be defined
as clearly as possible. No more than two sideby-side units should be covered by one
unarticulated roof. Articulations may be accomplished by changing roof height, offset,
and direction of slope, and by introducing
elements such as dormers, towers, or parapets. These elements must visually break the
main roof or ridgeline as viewed more than
50 feet away from the building.

Roof form mass broken up
n

Balconies are encouraged
Planar changes in
building masses

Ii

Lg1.1t[j

"'In

110'4'K
oppi

1-741F--u •

RI

141.)

Roof or Building
element visually breaks
up the ridge line.

3.C.6.2. Mixed Use Buildings: Different uses

Recognizable
individual units

in the same building should be differentiated
through volume articulation, scale, fenestration, entry emphasis and other means.

Porches are
encouraged

F-T-11

.1131=4.0i.41

Figure 3.64. 18th and L Streets. Commercial
and residential functions expressed differently and clearly, while remaining compatible.

Figure 3.63. Gathering and semi-public uses
are expressed on a larger and more open
scale.

Figure 3.62. The railing provides a different
and more delicate scale than the room volumes. Its transparency provides a clear
sense of transition and permeability.
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Section 3: Proict Des.

In Guidelines

C. Building Character and Quality

7. Quality of Design and Detailing
Principle: Projects shall have a high quality of craftsmanship and permanence expressed through design and detailing.

3.C.7.1. Use highly durable materials at the

ground floor of commercial buildings immediately adjacent to public right-of-ways or
high use areas.
3.C.7.2. On projects of four stories or more,
materials should be of a permanent nature:
natural stone, precast concrete, architectural
metals, masonry, terra cotta, and high quality plaster. Wood products should be
avoided.
Figure 3.65. 2220 L Street. Quality Design
and Detailing provide long term value for
property owners and the community.

Figure 3.66. 614 25th Street. Low quality
results in low value.
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Section 3: Protect Den Guidelines
C. Building Character and Quality

8. Materials/Textures/Colors
Principle: Projects shall incorporate complementary materials of the highest quality, with material textures and colors selected to further articulate the building design.

plaster. Vertical wood siding is discouraged
except when it is similar to some craftsman
style structures.

Materials/Color: In general, variations in colors and materials are encouraged.
Care should be taken, however, not to use
too many materials that may result in visual
clutter. If only one material is used, then volume and planar articulation becomes even
more important.

3.C.8.1.

3.C.8.2. Authenticity: Authenticity in materials is essential; imitation materials should
be avoided and are strongly discouraged.
Imitation materials are those that attempt to
look like something other than what they are.
If imitation materials are used, the detailing
should be completely consistent with the
material they are imitating. They may be
used if adequate justification is provided.
3.C.8.3. Durability/Maintenance: Materials
should be selected, detailed and finished for
durability in the Sacramento climate. In particular, painted wood surfaces facing south
should be properly prepared for painting and
have opaque high quality paints applied in
multiple coats.
Cleaning and maintenance is critical to a
building's appearance and lack of maintenance may culminate in the need for more
expensive repairs in the future. Adequate
provision should be made for maintenance

Stucco finish should be smooth or dashed
with even textures.
Horizontal wood siding should be kiln-dried,
smooth clear lumber, or continuous
cementitious hard board.
Figure 3.67. 1521 V Street. When plaster is
used, smooth plaster texture is most compatible in the Central City.

3.C.8.6: Heavily textured materials such as
rough sawn lumber and lacy stucco patterns
are strongly discouraged.

access to all surfaces, especially three stories
or more.

3.C.8.7. Colors: Colors should be consistent
with the architectural style and complement
the building design and neighborhood context.

Finishes such as. tile, brick, stone and
prefinished ceramic and metal panels are
encouraged on commercial and institutional
buildings, near the ground.

Contrasting colors that accent architectural
details and entries are encouraged.

3.C.8.4. Ecology: Consideration should be
given to the ecological impacts of raw material acquisition manufacturing and transi,ortation for building materials.

On a single residential building, the color
hierarchy common to older, residential structures should be utilized, i.e., different colors
for the sash, trim and body.

3.C.8.5. Appropriateness: Central City residential structures are most commonly finished with horizontal wood siding or cement

Projects with multiple buildings should
maintain the historic scale materials, textures
and colors found in development in the Central City.
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Section 3: Prolect DesIn Guidelines
D. Lighting

1. Compatibility with Project Design
Principle: Provide exterior site and building lighting with proposed light fixture scale, design, and color selected to best
complement the character and design of the building.
3.D.1.1. Building Entries: Every building

entry, including entries to individual dwelling units and shops, should be lighted. Entry lights should be controlled by a photocell
switch.
3.D./.2. Height: Exterior light fixtures should
not be mounted higher than 14 feet above the
ground and located to minimize their visibility and thereby reduce their glare.
3.D.1.4. Exterior light fixtures should be

simple and in scale with the building. Historic fixture replications should be of good
quality and historically accurate.

Appropriate simple fixtures

Inappropriate overly ornate
light fixtures

Appropriate period fixture

Figure 3.68. Exterior building lighting fixture examples.
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Section 3: Proj2ct Dep Guidelines
D. Lighting

2. Site lighting
Principle: Site lighting shall have a scale, design, and color that best complements the character and design of the adjacent
structure and supports Placemaking goals.

3.D.21. Paths: Paths through covered or
open courtyards should be illuminated.
3.D.2.2. Storefront: Storefront lighting should
be designed to illuminate the sidewalk in
front of the store in the evening.
3.D.2.3. Alleys: New construction or substantial renovation within 20 feet of the property line which abuts an alley should include
light fixtures that illuminate the alley.

Appropriate scale and character
Figure 3.69. Light Standards.

Inappropriate scale or overly
ornate

3.D.2.4. Parking Lots: Parking lots must provide adequate lighting for safety. Lighting
must complement the building lighting fixtures.

3.D.2.5. Location and Design: Lighting
should be accomplished in a manner that
does not create glare for pedestrians or adjacent properties. If light fixtures are visible,
• they should have a low enough intensity or
have adequate diffusing lenses to minimize
their brightness. The emphasis should be on
lighting landscape or building surface.
3.D.2.6. Addresses: All addresses must be
illuminated.
Figure 3.70. Building lighting.

Section 3: Prolieict Desin Guidelines
E. Signage

1. Addresses
Principle:

Provide commercial and residential addresses
that are clearly readable from the street and
illuminated.

3.E.1.1. All residential or commercial properties should have addresses that are clearly readable from the street. Buildings with a
single entry and a range of addresses should identify the range
associated with that entry. Address letters should not exceed 8
inches, nor be smaller than 4 inches.

2. Pedestrian Orientation
Principle: Orient all signage to the pedestrian.

3.E.1.1. Signage should not be oriented to automobiles on surface
streets or freeways.
3.E.1.2. Signs should not exceed 20'-0" above the ground or be
higher than the building cornice line.
3.E.1.3. See the City Sign Ordinance for additional requirements.
3.E.1.4. Shop Windows: Signs in shop front windows that block
visibility into the shop should cover the lesser of 4 square feet or
25% of the window area.
3.E./.5. Pole signs and monument signs are highly discouraged.
Building mounted signs are preferred. (See Figure 3.71.)
,amf
si-Prir7

Externally lit signs are encouraged.

Figure 3.71.24151 Street. Pedestrian oriented
building mounted signs are encouraged.
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Section 3: Projei ct Den Guidelines
E. Signage

3. Quality Design and Construction
Principle: Signs shall be consistent with and integrated with the design of the project and shall be constructed of high quality
materials.
3.E.2.1. Quality and Materials: All signs

3.E.2.2. Complement Building: All signs

Undesired elements include the following:

should be constructed of high quality and
weatherproof materials. Appropriate materials should be used for all elements of
signs including: all letters, exposed edges,
and surfaces. Appropriate materials may
include the following: Metal, Wood;
Plexiglas or Plastic, Neon, Screen Print on
Canvas Awnings, and Painted Graphics
(durable paints) on Building Surface.

should relate proportionately in placement
and size to other building elements, and sign
style and color should complement the building facade.

(i)

Phone numbers or words describing
products sold, prices, or other types
of advertising except as part of the
occupant's trade name or logo.

(ii)

Window signs of any type except
those identifying a business that are
the only sign on the property.

3.E.23. Can Signs: Backlighted can signs

with a single translucent lense with multiple
images or letters should not be used.
Conduit, tubing,
raceways, conductors, transformers, mounting hardware, and other equipment should
be concealed.
3.E.2.4. Exposed Hardware:

Inappropriate materials may include the
following: Paper, Stucco, and porous material, i.e., Styrofoam.
A project proposed with inappropriate materials may apply for special considerations
if:

Flush mounted, three dimensional, individual letters are encouraged
over flat plastic can signs.

3.E.2.5. Lettering:

3.E.2.7. Color: Sign colors should be harmo-

nious and contrasting with colors of the
building.. One or more major body colors
with one lettering color should be included
for each sign. A color scheme should be identified on the sign permit application.
Signs for commercial uses in preservation areas should be
modestly scaled and consistent with signs
from the period of the neighborhood. (See
Figure 3.71.)

3.E.2.8. Preservation Areas:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The proposed material, in the particular application, will blend well
with the existing or new materials;
Other materials would not achieve
the same desired theme of the proposed use; or
The overall architectural design and
detailing is of such quality as to justify its use.

The wording of signs should
be limited to the occupant's names and/or
company logo. The sign should not include
advertising slogans or services rendered.
Words describing the type of commercial use
are permitted.
3.E.2.6. Text:
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Section 3: Proct Desin Guidelines
F. Equipment, Utilities and Service Access

1. Integration
Principle: Integrate into the design of the project as much as possible the mechanical, irrigation, plumbing, electric, antenna,
solar devices, louvres, trash enclosures and other equipment.

.....

Figure 3.72. Generic location - Photovoltaic Figure 3.73. Louvers integrated into fenes- Figure 3.74. A mechanical penthouse integrated
into a tower marking the entry.
cells integrated into a skylight system.
tration pattern.
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Section 3: Project Den Guidelines

F. Equipment, Utilities and Service Access

2. Noise and Odor
Principle: Service, storage, trash, and loading functions should not be located in a position so as to negatively impact adjacent properties.
3.F.2.1. Locate activities or equipment that

are noisy away from windows and outdoor
activity spaces on the site or on adjacent properties.

3.F.2.2. Trash areas and other uses that generate unpleasant odors should be enclosed
or located to minimize discomfort on the site
or on adjacent properties.

3.F.2.3. Exhaust fans expelling odors should

be roof mounted or the fumes shall be directed upwards.

3. Service Access
Principle:

Locate and design loading facilities and other service access requirements for the project in a manner that does

not diminish the safety and comfort ofjedestrians or bU,clists.
Loading dock —

Truck—
3.F.2.1. Truck bays must be deep enough so

that a truck does not protrude over the sidewalk.
3.F.2.2. Sidewalk finishes and patterns must
be continuous and not interrupted by pavement for a service driveway.

3.F.2.3. Orient loading docks to minimize the
visibility from the street and to minimize the
potential for vehicles to obstruct pedestrian
paths.
Figure 3.75. Loading Dock Geometry.

Section 3: Protct Desin Guidelines
F. Equipment, Utilities and Service Access

4. Screening
Principle: When integration is not possible, screen mechanical, irrigation, plumbing, electrical, antenna, solar devices,
louvres, trash enclosures and other equipment from view.
3.F.4.1. Screening: Screening devices must
incorporate building materials complementary to the building. While facilities must be
reasonably accessible to the utility company,
utility meters, cable equipment, and telephone entry boxes should be located away
from high use areas.

3.F.4.2. Undergrounding: Underground service for electric, telephone, cable, etc., is encouraged.

Figure 3.76. Incorporation of Screening
Equipment with Building Design.

3.F.4.3. Access: Service access should be located in a position so as not to obstruct the
flow of pedestrians or user circulation. Blocking of service access by vehicles while loading and unloading should be considered.

Screened from above

1
• /"./.// //7/ 7/7/7/7 i
,14,44141041•44•1•1.111

H

(

1

Figure 3.78. Trash or Equipment Enclosure.

Screening for Backflow preventer

3.F.4.4. Roof Mounted Equipment: Roof
mounted equipment must be considered as
part of the roof design. When roof mounted
equipment will be visible from the surrounding properties, it should be screened.

3.F.4.5. Ground Mounted Equipment:
Figure 3.77. Unscreened Service and Mechanical Equipment not permitted.
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Ground mounted equipment must either be
incorporated into the landscape design or be
an integral part of the architectural design so
as to be concealed from view.

Figure 3.79. Screened Ground Mounted
Equipment.

Section 3: Proj:ct Den Guidelines
G. Energy Efficiency

1. Energy Efficiency
Principle: Incorporate practical energy efficient strategies in the project design.

\

3.G.1.1. Energy Efficiency Criteria: The following list of the most practical energy efficiency strategies for Central City building
design apply to both residential and commercial uses, unless stated otherwise. Strategies
should be integrated into the design of the
building and not "tacked on." To the greatest
extent possible, design should include:
SITE DESIGN ELEMENTS
3.G.1.2. Deciduous trees, as part of the landscape improvements, that are positioned to
shade buildings and paved areas, including
the street.

Internal Corridors

3.G.1.9. Passively cooled thermal mass in
residential construction. With the Central
City's existing tree canopy, it is possible to
nearly eliminate the need for conventional
compression cooling in residences and reduce the need by 30% - 40% in office and retail uses through the above techniques.

Core

IgAZIMEMEOIESS'A
•

3.G.1.10. Solar water heaters integrated with
the forms of buildings.
3.G.1.11. Efficient electric lighting systems.

,

r

20' for one story.
Add 5' for each floor.

BUILDING DESIGN ELEMENTS
3.G.1.3. Lighter-colored finishes on the exte-

Figure 3.80. Office Building Plan with nar-

rior of buildings.

row wings to maximize daylighting.

3.G.1.4. Minimized east and west facing windows.
3.G.1.5. Window shading: Properly proportioned overhangs on south windows, and sun
screening on east and west windows.
3.G.1.6. Accommodate daylighting of multistory office buildings by making one plan
dimension of the building small enough to
maximize the number of people working
near windows. (See Figure 3.80.)

EQUIPMENT ELEMENTS

3 .G .1.7. Thermally efficient envelopes that
minimize conductive and convective heat
transfer through walls, ceilings, elevated
floors and window systems.

3.G.112. Electric vehicle charging stations in
new parking lots and structures.
3.G.1.13. Elements that reduce water consumption (low flow fixtures, recycled grey
water, etc.).
3.G.1.14. Appropriate solar design including
allowance for future distributed generation
systems such as photovoltaics and fuel cells.
SMUD CONSULTATION
3.G.1.15. Early consultation with SMUD on
energy efficiency for medium and large sized
projects is strongly encouraged.

3.G.1.8. Night ventilation, economizer cycles,
direct and indirect evaporative cooling, and
other efficient heating and cooling strategies.
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Section 3: Proict DesIn Guidelines
H. Modifications to Existing Structures

1. Modifications to Period Structures (Non-listed)
Principle: There are many older structures not on the City's Official Register of Historic Structures that have design characteristics
equal in quality to structures on the Register. Additions, Renovations, and Repairs shall be based upon the best characteristics of these structures.
3.H.1.1. Existing buildings: The removal or

alteration of any original architectural feature
is discouraged. Deteriorated features should
be replaced by new materials that match the
material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities.
3.H.1.2. Inappropriately Remodeled Buildings: When high quality original period design can be documented, buildings undergoing rehabilitation should attempt to correct
building features that deviated from the
building's original design period or composition (e.g., if a mansard roof was added to a
"Craftsman" style building in the 1960s and
the roof structure is being replaced, it should
be replaced with a traditional "Craftsman"
gable roof).

3.H.1.3. Past Remodeling that has Enhanced
Buildings: When past remodeling has en-

hanced (e.g., see the original and renovated
structures in Figures 3.83 and 3.84) the character of the building and the neighborhood,
remodel the building in a manner which conforms with the period and the architectural
style of the remodeling and not to the original design.

Substitution of high quality, contemporary
materials and construction methods that support, complement, and enhance the architecture of the existing structure may be permitted.
3.H.1.5. Refer to the U.S. Secretary of
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings for additional guidance.

Figure 3.82. 2550 0 Street. A second floor
addition that is relatively consistent with
the character of the original structure.

Figure 3.81. 1715 23rd Street. The modifications to the porch are inconsistent with the
.original character of the house.
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3.H.1.4. Materials: For remodeling work,
materials appropriate to the building traditions of the era in which the building was
built or remodeled should be used.

Section 3: Proiect Des.len Guidelines
H. Modifications to Existing Structures

2. General Modifications to Structures
Principle: Additions, renovations and repairs shall support the Placemaking principles and utilize a design concept that will
enhance desirable characteristics of the structure and the neighborhood.
3.H.2.1. Remodeling: Remodel structures in
the design style that best enhances the character of the existing building and the neighborhood, whether it be the original building
design or the previously remodeled style.

1960s to 1970s Era Apartment Buildings
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Figure 3.83. Original Building. Existing
1960s - 1970s apartment with shake mansard
roof, grooved plywood, and aluminum horizontal sliding window and patio doors.

Figures 3.84. Alternate remodelings. Remodeled apartments with new stucco siding, modified roof lines, new trim, new wooden windows and doors, porches and railings compatible
with the Central City character.

3.H.2.2. 1950s - 1970s Era Apartment Buildings: Additions to or renovations of 1950s,
1960s and 1970s-era structures or renovations
from that period should include at least one
of the following Upper Tier improvements
and two of the Lower Tier improvements:

Upper Tier
• Relocate entrances for streetside units
from side courts to the street face.
• Replace exterior finishes to be more compatible with or complementary to desirable characteristics of neighboring structures.
• Modify roof line to be compatible with
or complementary to desirable characteristics of neighboring structures.

Lower Tier
• Construct porch or deck railings compatible with the neighborhood.
• Replace sliding aluminum windows with
single or double-hung windows on the
visible sides where appropriate.
Incorporate
architectural details to im•
prove the aesthetics of the structure.
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Section 3: Proilct Desir Guidelines
H. Modifications to Existing Structures

3. Design Elements
Principle: Retain high quality traditional design elements when adding to, renovating, or repairing existing structures.

3.H3.1. Materials: Exterior materials and finishes should be of a durable high quality and
generally should include details appropriate
to the predominant design of the neighborhood and building style.

torical evidence they were used originally,
but otherwise should be avoided.

Unfinished or "generic" finish materials such
as plywood siding, aluminum siding, aluminum awnings, and exposed concrete block
are difficult to successfully incorporate into
a quality design and are discouraged.

On hand-crafted older buildings (pre-WWII),
clear anodized aluminum frame sliding windows as replacement windows are not appropriate. Colored enamel may be acceptable for aluminum frame windows. In general, any obvious metallic finish, such as clear
anodized aluminum, is not acceptable.

3.H.3.2. Fenestration: The placement, size,
detailing, and construction of windows and
doors should be consistent with the character of the neighborhood and predominant
building style.
3.H.3.3. Glazing: No dark tinted or reflective glass should be utilized.
3.H3.4. Window types: Wood frame double
hung or casement windows are preferred. Vinyl clad windows or high quality aluminum
single or double hung windows with baked
enamel finish may be acceptable if frame
width and window style match original.
Horizontal sliding windows as replacement
windows may be appropriate if there is his-

Windows should be consistent with the design style of the building.

Irregular, polygonal, circular and trapezoidal window shapes are discouraged. These
shapes for windows may be acceptable only
if compatible with the building design (i.e.,
Spanish Eclectic and Italianate styles may
have "arched" windows).
3.H3.5. Window Proportions: Appropriate
proportions and number of panes will vary
depending upon the style of the individual
building and the context.
3.H3.6. Existing Windows: Whenever possible, original windows should be retained
and repaired. The original number of panes
in glazed areas should be used.

3.H.3.7. Door Style: Use of the original doors
is preferred. Residential scaled and detailed
solid wood or glazed doors of many styles
and types may be appropriate. The style of
the door should be consistent with the style
of the building.
Flush veneer doors, high gloss clear-finished
wood, and heavily carved "theme" doors are
not consistent with the predominant building style and are inappropriate door types.
3.H.3.8. Garage doors: Garage doors should
be broken up into smaller components.
Single width garage doors are preferred over
a double width door.
Wooden garage doors resembling those
found in the neighborhood are preferred. If
a metal door is used, it should be decorative
and complement overall building style and
character.

Section 3: Project Den Guidelines
H. Modifications to Existing Structures
(Continued)

3. Design Elements

Principle: Retain high quality traditional design elements when adding to, renovating, or repairing existing structures.

3.H.3.9. Porch Rebuilding: Design elements
will be consistent with the style of the indi-

vidual building. In rebuilding a porch, use
as much of the original material as possible.
When the original parts are beyond repair,
use new materials that are consistent with the
original. (See Figure 3.85.)
Original or appropriately
replaced Elephantine columns

Inappropriate wrought iron column
replacement

Inappropriate steel pipe'
column replacement
Figure 3.85. Porch Rebuilding.
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Section 3: Prote.ct Desin Guidelines
H. Modifications to Existing Structures
3. Design Elements (Continued)
Principle: Retain high quality traditional design elements when adding to, renovating, or repairing existing structures.

Appropriate Rail and Baluster Replacement

Preferred Alternative
Maintain original parts or
replace in kind

.
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Second Alternative
Approximate original with
two dimensional cutout

3.H3.10. Railing: A railing of approximately
24 inches in height is common in the porch
construction of homes in the Central City.
This lower height is desirable because it provides a more "friendly" appearance and a
better connection to the street when sitting
on the porch.

Third Alternative
Plain lumber in same
proportion as original

-
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:

1 .11

Inappropriate Rail and Baluster Replacement
Contemporary Deck Style

Figure 3.86.
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Ranch Style

Wrought Iron

To meet building codes which require a 3642 inch height, retain the original lower.
height railing or structure, when appropriate, and provide the additional height by adding new structural components to the original.
The new upper portion of the railing should
be as invisible as possible. The railing design should be compatible with the architectural style of the building, the material of the
original steps, and the design of the original
porch railing Wrought iron is discouraged.

rSection 3: Protect Des.ip Guidelines

H. Modifications to Existing Structures
3. Design Elements (Continued)
Principle: Retain high quality traditional design elements when adding to, renovating, or repairing existing structures.

3.H.3.11. Disabled Access: Disabled access
ramps and facilities must be designed to coordinate with the overall building design in
location, materials and finishes, and landscaping. "Tacked-on" wheelchair ramps are
not acceptable.
3.H.3.12. Shapes: Volumes and orientation
should be consistent with the predominant
building style.
In general, polygonal and circular building
components are not appropriate unless consistent with the predominant building style.

3.H3.14. Roofing Materials: Roofs should
be of traditional materials, including slate,
dimensional composition fiberglass shingles,
clay tiles, or others as determined by historic
evidence.
Colored standing seam metal roofs, glazed
ceramic tile or imitation roofing materials are
generally inappropriate. However, the newer
technology may, as determined by the Design
Review/Preservation Board, provide acceptable alternative materials.

3.H3.13. Existing Roofs: Original roof line
shapes should be maintained. Alterations
and additions must be consistent with the existing building design.
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Section 3: Proilct DesIn Guidelines
H. Modifications to Existing Structures

4. Adaptive Reuse
Principle: When converting industrial buildings to other uses, the character of the original building should be maintained and
merged with changes that communicate the new use and that reinforce the placemaking principles.
3.H.4.6. Entries: Provide new entries that are

3.H.4.1.

Locate the most people-intensive
uses and/or the largest building volumes on
the street whether they are in existing or new
buildings.

clearly identifiable as the entry and properly
scaled for the new use and are consistent with
3.A.5, Entries.

3.H.4.2. Locate parking in accordance with
Principle 3.A .7, Garages/Parking /Driveways/Service Areas.

3.H.4.3. Equipment & Utilities: Integrate
new equipment and utilities into the design
concept for changes to the building.

Figure 3.88. 19th & T.

3.11.4.4. When a structure is changed from a

3.H.4.7. Articulation Of New Use: Provide

residential to commercial use in a neighborhood where structures are predominantly
residential in character, the modifications to
the structure must be consistent with the residential character of the neighborhood.

awnings, modifications to windows and
doors, decorative elements and other changes
to the building that communicate the new
use.

3.H.4.8. Retain some portion of the form of
the original building that has strong design
character.

Figure 3.89. 12th &G.

Figure 3.87. 23rd & L.
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Section 3: Project Den Guidelines
I. Mixed Use Structures

1. Articulation of Uses
Principle:

Delineate types of uses in a mixed use building through building massing and placement of fenestration.

t'"
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Figure 3.90. 18th and L Streets.

"a-

3.1.1.1. Massing: Recessed or projecting

room volumes, gables or other roof forms
that break the roof line should be used to delineate individual rooms and dwelling units
on upper floors.
3.1.1.2. Location of Uses: Mixed use projects
must consider siting and types of uses to
avoid conflicts with surrounding residential
uses. Generally, non-residential uses should
locate at the perimeter of the site, oriented
away from residential units and toward the
most active area of the site or surrounding
neighborhood.

Figure 3.91. New mixed use development. Residential on upper floors
and retail on the ground floor.
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Section 3: Proleict Desidn Guidelines
I. Mixed Use Structures
1. Articulation of Uses (Continued)

Principle:

Delineate types of uses in a mixed use building through building massing and placement of fenestration.

3.1.1.6. Entrances: Entrances for second story
offices and/or residences should be clearly
articulated and accessible from the street or
courtyards that open onto the street.

3.1.1.7. Orientation: Non-residential facilities should not present a rear elevation to the
front or side of any residential unit.

3.1.1.8. Courtyards and Open Space: Court-

Figure 3.93. 20th and J.
3.1.1.3. Design elements of a commercial use
should relate to those forms found in surrounding residential units.

3.1.1.4. Fenestration. The location and sizing of windows should be used to differentiate between types of uses.

3.1.1.5. The design of the commercial comL Streets. Commercial
uses within a residential scale and form.

Figure 3.92. 23rd &

ponent of a mixed use project should maintain a strong public presence through clear
glass, interior and exterior lighting, display
areas, awnings, or signage.

yards could be shared by different uses, such
as office and residential. When a courtyard
is to be shared by residential units and office
or retail businesses, provide individual outdoor spaces for the residential units that are
private visually and functionally.

3.1.1.9. Privacy: Avoid views to private outdoor residential spaces and circulation from
commercial uses to maintain privacy for the
residential uses.

Section 3: Pro.12ct Den Guidelines
I. Mixed

Use Structures

2. Utilities/Services/ Acoustics
Principle: Locate and screen utilities and services to eliminate unattractive conditions for occupants of all uses and combine
utilities and services where feasible.

3.1.2.1. Chases: To eliminate the need for fu- b.
ture installation of ducts, pipes, and conduit
on the exterior of the building, provisions
should be made at a maximum of 60 feet on
center for one-hour-rated vertical chases
through the residential floors to accommodate commercial utilities that must terminate
at the roof. The chases should have an interior clear dimension of a minimum of 24
inches by 24 inches to accommodate the
smallest Class A exhaust hood for restaurant
uses.
3.1.2.2. Odors: Adequate provision should
be made in commercial ventilation systems
to eliminate the migration of odors into residential and outdoor public spaces.
3.1.2.3. Acoustical Separation: Design mixed
use structures with acoustical separation between uses in floors, ceilings and walls.
Where residential occupancies are horizontally attached to or located over commercial
spaces, acoustical separation should be provided as follows:
a. Construct floor-ceiling and wall assemblies (where uses adjoin each
other horizontally) with a sound
transmission coefficient (STC) of 60 or
greater.

Use resilient assemblies to acoustically isolate finishes on concrete and
steel columns from the columns supporting second floor framing (or the
framing between commercial and
residential levels).

Section 3: ProjLct Desian Guidelines
J. Special Use Structures

1. Special Use Criteria
Principle:

Design special uses to respect the design context of the neighborhood and enhance the streetscape.

3.J.1.1. Special Residential: Special residential uses such as boarding houses, residential
care facilities, single room occupancy housing, and fraternity and sorority houses
should:
•

Provide adequate private outdoor common space for the maximum number of
occupants allowed at the facility. The
common space should be provided at a
minimum ratio of 10 square feet per occupant and a minimum dimension of 10
feet. Open space associated with individual units and common semi-private
open space (i.e., porch, patio or deck separated from the right-of-way by a picket
fence, railing, shrub, or yard area) is encouraged.

•
•

Provide adequate indoor common space
for the maximum number of occupants
allowed at the facility. The common space
should be provided at a minimum ratio
of 15 square feet per occupant and a minimum overall area of 100 square feet.

•

Reflect the design context of the neighborhood and avoid an institutional design
that does not complement the neighborhood and streetscape.

3.1.1.2. Industrial: Industrial buildings
should be placed as close to the street as possible, diverting employee parking to the interior or interior side of the site and, where
appropriate, to the rear of lots. Vehicle entrances should be located away from the
residential or commercial buildings.
Buildings shall face the major commercial
street. The main public entry to a project
should be related directly to the main street
frontage.
Projects should include safety conscious design through the use of adequate clear glass,
lighting, surveillance, and access for emergency vehicles.
Buildings with long, flat horizontal facades
are discouraged; some modulation of building elevations is strongly encouraged. Planar changes, height changes, etc., should be
provided and linked to the surrounding development patterns if appropriate. Structures should generally have articulation at
entries, bases and tops to break up the overall mass into smaller elements.
Chainlink fences visible from street elevations are discouraged. If chainlink fencing

is used, vegetation should screen the fence
and plastic coated fencing is encouraged. The
use of concertina or ribbon wire is discouraged.
3.J.1.3. Artist Live / Work: The potential for
noise and odor generation should be considered and mitigated through siting and development choices. Access for production pieces
in and out of the building must be anticipated
and mitigated to avoid conflicts with adjacent residences.
Artist live/work space has a dual nature and
may as a result need unusual design features
such as hoists, large doors, vents, and skylights which might provide the opportunity
for creativity in the use of a broader palette
of materials and unique building forms.

Section 3: Project Des.ip Guidelines

J. Special Use Structures
1. Special Use Criteria (Continued)
Principle:

Design special uses to respect the design context of the neighborhood and enhance the streetscape.

3.J.1.4. Public Building, Places of Worship,
Schools and Day Care Facilities: Public

buildings should have entrances that are inviting and clearly defined. They should be
located along commercial streets, integrated
into the streetscape, and maintain the continuity of store frontages. These facilities
should be designed to create a sense of permanence and civic presence. Use of durable
and noble materials is encouraged.

Figure 3.94. Marshall School at G & 28th
Streets. A clear inviting entrance.

Figure 3.95. 2620 . Capitol Avenue. Trinity
Church. A place of worship with durable and
noble materials providing a sense of permanence.
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Section 3: Proct Design Guidelines
K. Alley Development

1. The Character of Alleys
Develop projects that face on alleys to enhance the general livability, visual quality and safety of the alley.

Principle:

Provide protective devices, such as
removable bollards and pavement delineation, to discourage cars passing through and
to encourage casual pedestrian use of the alley, and allow emergency access.
.K.1.1.
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3.K.1.2. Plant large shade trees where possible.

7,7
047.

Figure 3.96. Perspective for Alley Development Prototype.
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Section 3: Prouet Den Guidelines
K. Alley Development
1. The Character of Alleys (Continued)

Principle:

Develop projects that face on alleys to enhance the general livability, visual quality and safety of the alley.
NOTE: Addresses must be provided
for front and rear units.

STREET

40'

LETTERED
STREET

or average of 2 nearest adjacent
el buildings on the same side of the street
s's

3'1

1

_ .1 Entry

i.

\ .!.

3 ' , EXISTING 1
, HOUSE

i
;

•

60% maximum lot coverage

,

IN

3' max. ht .
fence along
the alley
-•
r •--I
.
•

60% lot coverage
!maximum

15'-0" minimum required if openings
on one building. 20'-0" required if
openings on both buildings.

15'-0" minimum
'required if opening
I on one building.
20'-0" minimum
required if openings on both buildings.

Primary entry at side or rear of second
unit not allowed.
I-

If less than 5', need additional fire protection (e.g. sprinklers, etc.)

NOTE: Fire sprinklers required for
2nd unit if alley unNew 151
paved.
1
',Fence

Detached garage second unit
—Fence
H
t.„--Decorative paving
1 .+----min.
i

1

*

Entry (Provide lighting)
I
ALLEY
120'
1
(Paved)
•
Concrete drive for garage - if to be used
Zrovide irrigation, land- for parallel parking, must be 8'-0" deep
scaping and ornamental minimum.
tree
Figure 3.97. Alley Prototype 1, deep lot with
improved alley.

I t6'
ALLEY
(Paved)

120'
Decorative paving at
driveway

Figure 3.98. Alley Prototype 2, Interior cor-

tier lot.
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Section 3: Prole.ct Desian Guidelines
K. Alley Development
1. The Character of Alleys (Continued)
Principle:

Develop projects that face on alleys to enhance the general livability, visual quality and safety of the alley.

11
v,Lr . 1 •

3.K.1.3. Maximize the number of individual

3.1.1.7. Provide private lighting that illumi-

entries, porches and windows from habitable
rooms that provide surveillance and place
definition. (See Section 3.A., Site/Planning.)

nates the alley to a minimum of .25 foot
candles with fixtures at a minimum of 40'-0"
on center (See Section 3.D., Lighting, for further guidelines).

4'z,--3.K.1.4. Consolidate refuse storage for mul-

..

tiple properties when possible.
3.K.1.5. Put dwelling units above garages that

face the alley.
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Figure 3.99. Alley Plan
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3.K.1.6. If there are three or more units facing

on an alley within a block, new or reconstructed fences should be a maximum height
of 3'-0" to accommodate planting.

Section 3: Pro2ct Des.len Guidelines

L Accessory Structures

1. Accessory Structure Criteria
reflect and complement the design, materials and colors of the primary building, and
place where least disruptive to existing streetscape.

Principle: Design accessory structures to

31.1.3. Zoning Code Requirements. See the

31.1.1. Design Materials: Accessory struc-

tures should be compatible architecturally
with primary structures, and should work
together to create a sense of a whole composed project. If the character, form or materials are to be different, there should be design elements such as materials, window
forms or a dormer that link them to the main
structure.

Zoning code for more information on the
Placement, Height and Use of accessory
structures.

ALLEY

31.1.4. Security and Lighting: See Section 3.
A., Placemaking; 3.D., Lighting; and 3.K., Alley Development.

undesirable location
Figure 3.100.

31.1.2. Placement: Avoid locating accessory
structures in places that are part of the
streetscape if they are non-habitable uses.
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Section 3: Proct Desin Guidelines
M. Outdoor Cafes

1. Streetscape Integration
Principle: Design outdoor/sidewalk cafes with elements that complement the design and character of adjacent structures, and that
enhance the existing streetscape.

Figure 3.101.

3.M.1.1. If outdoor tables are to be adjacent
to the building, they should be on private
property or 2-person tables should be used
with the chairs immediately adjacent to the
building wall.
—3.M.1.2. Hose Bibb.: For regular cleaning of
outdoor eating areas, provide a hose bib.
3.M.1.3. Path: Maintain a minimum path
clearance of 4' - 0" for pedestrians to a maximum path clearance of 8' - 0". Striping on
walkways to delineate eating areas should be
unobtrusive and not exceed 4 inches in width
and be of a cast-in-place tile or concrete material when possible. This path shall not be
within the parkway strip that is usually reserved for trees.
3.M.1.4. Fences with a maximum height of
4'-0" (police/fire standards) should be used
at the ends of cafe seating areas and adjacent
to the curb, but not separating the seating areas from pedestrian paths. Fences shall be
75% transparent.
• Fences, furniture, planter boxes, landscaping, awnings, umbrellas and
striping should be compatible with
the building design, and should have
durable weatherable materials.
3.M.1.5. See Guideline 3.A.6.1. for Pedestrian
Shelter requirements.
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Section 3: Prolect Den Guidelines

N. Floodproofing

•N. Floodproofing in Design Review Districts
Principle: New residential and commercial development shall comply with the City of Sacramento flood regulations while retaining architectural compatibility with surrounding and neighborhood structures.

Effective July 6, 1998, new development in
the City of Sacramento located within the AR
Flood Zone will be subject to FEMA flood
regulations. The following are general requirements for development.
1. All new residential and commercial
development will be required to be constructed with the lowest floor, including basement, at or above the base flood elevations,
or 3 feet above the highest adjacent grade,
whichever is lower (See Figure 3.102) All elevations must be verified pursuant to Sections 9.26 and 9.27 of the City Code, relating
to Floodplain Management Regulations.

Base flood elevation
Finish floor at 3' - 0" above
highest adjacent grade
Highest adjacent grade
1•

1

1. T

r

._1

r..1

Figure 3.102. Residential Floor Elevation Criteria.
Exterior siding

Guidelines: The lower portions of
structures (from finished floor to existing
grade) should be clad with water resistant
exterior material to complement the rest of
the building or appropriate foundation material, such as brick or concrete, left exposed
(Figure 3.103.) Commercial buildings can
also be elevated.

r.4

Concrete footing (or treated
wood stem wall)

Note: A wood
framed stem wall
is allowable, but •
all wood within 3'0" of grade must be
pressure treated.

Finish with brick or masonry

Grade

Flow through vents within 12"
of grade required per FEMA
guidelines

Figure 3.103. Typical Residential Foundation.
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Section 3: Proct Desin Guidelines
N. Floodproofing
1. Floodproofing in Design Review Districts ( Continued)
Principle: New residential and commercial development shall comply with the City of Sacramento flood regulations while retaining architectural compatibility with surrounding and neighborhood structures.
2.
Commercial projects will have the
option to provide flood proofing in lieu of
the elevation requirement. All flood proofing measures must be verified pursuant to
Sections 9.26 and 9.27 of the City Code, relating to Floodplain Management Regulations.
Guideline: Flood proofing measures
should be designed for minimal aesthetic
impact to the building's architectural design
during non-flood time (Figures 3.104.
through 3.108.)

Finish floor to be above
base flood elevation

---•.----

3. Some improvements such as open
carports, additions, and remodeling are not
subject to the flood regulations. Exemptions
or variances are subject to the review and approval of the local Floodplain Administrator.
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/7,07,0,7 -

flood elevation

-

Fill
Figure 3104. Warehouse Flood Proofing.

\--Original ground level

Section 3: Prolect Den Guidelines
N. Floodproofing
1. Floodproofing in Design Review
Districts ( Continued)

Principle: New residential and commercial development shall comply with the City of Sacramento flood regulations while retaining architectural compatibility with surrounding and neighborhood structures.

Non-flood position

Door opening
7----Flood shield

Upper Floor
Flood position

II

II

\

Bolts

S.

II
II

NOTE: Wall mounted
brackets and slide in
shields also acceptable
as a less expensive option.

II
II
II
II
II

0.____

Figure 3.106. Hinged Flood Shield.

Figure 3.105 Bolt on Flood Shield.

Track and rollers
Flood shield shown
partially closed

71'

Ground floor windows and
doors

II

riti

F77-

Door opening
Liftable flood shield shown in
lifted position

opening
Counter weight
s

Figure 3.107. Sliding Flood Shield.

Figure 3.108. Counter and Balance Flood Shield.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
A. Introduction

A. I NTRODUCTION
4.A.1. The Neighborhood Design Guidelines
encompass 15 distinct residential districts
and commercial corridors as shown in Figure
4.2. These neighborhoods vary significantly
in character. The commercial corridors of
Broadway and Alhambra are dominated by
a mix of commercial, industrial, and office
uses. The neighborhood Subdistricts of
Washington School, Marshall School (which
includes Boulevard Park), Fremont School,
Newton Booth (which includes Poverty
Ridge), William Land School, and Southside
Park are primarily residential and are
characterized by their late 19th and early
20th century architecture and beautiful
mature shade trees.
The borders of these districts, as shown in
Figure 4.2, are based upon areas that have
some historical commonalities of orientation
to a neighborhood school, park or building
form, such as scale of the older homes. The
boundaries do not necessarily correlate with
the neighborhoods as defined by neighborhood associations. Figure 4.3 indicates
neighborhood Subdistricts boundaries, as

suggested by Central City neighborhood associations. These associations should be consulted early during the design review process.
This section describes the location of each
Subdistrict and corridor and the urban design context for the subdistrict or corridor
and their buildings and streetscape. Each
Subdistrict and corridor also includes a list
of the precedent structures and architectural
styles that should be utilized in the contextual design process. The various residential
architectural styles that are predominant in
these Central City Subdistricts are illustrated
throughout this section.

SECTION4
NEIGHBORHOOD
SUBDISTRICTS
AND
CORRIDORS

4.A.2. Design for Neighborhood Context:
Applicants are encouraged to carefully examine the design characteristics of exemplary buildings in the neighborhood and incorporate their forms, details and materials
into their project design. Documentation of
this process would assist staff with their
evaluation of the compatibility of the proposed project with its surroundings.
Each neighborhood section includes a list of
the address of some structures on the City's
Official Register of Historic Structures to be
used as design precedents.

Figure 4.1. 2626 P Street. Craftsman Style.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
A. Introduction (Continued)
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101 - Alkali Flat Neighborhood
Association
103 - The Neighborhood
104 - Washington Park Neighborhood
105 - Boulevard Park Neighborhood
106 - Marshall School Neighborhood
Association
107 - New Era Park Neighborhood
Association
108 - Winn Park/Capitol Ave.
Neighborhood Assoc.
109 - Fremont Park Neighborhood
Association
110 - Stanford Park Homeowner's
Association
112- Southside Park Neighborhood
Association
113 - Richmond Grove Neighborhood
Watch
114 - Poverty Ridge Neighborhood
Association
115 - Newton Booth Neighborhood
Association
127
Downtown Sacramento
Management District
128 - Midtown Business Association

Figure 4.3. Central City Neighborhood I Business Groups.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
B. Alhambra Corridor

B. ALHAMBRA CORRIDOR
28th Street

4.B.1. Location
11H-1

11 1=1

t:=3 c7=1

The Alhambra Corridor is roughly bounded
by the Southern Pacific main line on the
north, 28th Street on the west, the parcels
fronting on Highway 50 to the south, and
34th Street on the east.

4.B.2. Urban Design Issues

---=-7,
'
f

:

iLHIN

Figure 4.4.

In 1992 the City Council adopted The
Alhambra Corridor Special Planning District
and Design Guidelines to direct development
in the Corridor. The Design Guidelines are
incorporated into these design guidelines
and can be found in Section 6.A.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
C. Alkali Flat Subdistrict

C. ALKALI FLAT SUBDISTRICT

4.C.1. Location
Alkali Flat is located in the northwestern
section of the Central City. It is roughly
bounded by the Southern Pacific yards on
the west, the Southern Pacific mainline on
the north, 13th Street on the east, and I Street
on the south.

4.C.2. Urban Design Context
4.C.2.1. Adjacent Uses: Care must be taken
to buffer the impact of existing and new industrial development, and 12th Street commercial development from residential neighborhoods. Placement of utilities, trash enclosures, and loading and parking areas should
be sited to minimize their impact on adjacent residential uses.
I Street—
Figure 45.

4.C.2.2. Connections: Larger development
projects should have strong north-south pedestrian circulation patterns to reinforce the
connections to Central Business District and
the government buildings (federal and local) to the south.

4.C.2.3. View: Reviews should be conducted
on a case-by-case basis to determine the impact of new development along 11th Street
with respect to maintaining and enhancing
views of the Capitol.
4.C.2.4. Parks: Neely Johnson Park is between E, F, 10th and 11th Streets.
4.C.2.5. Railroad Yards: The development
of the Union Pacific (old Southern Pacific)
railroad yard will increase the activity and
density north and west of Alkali Flat. Consult the Railyard Plan for additional design
guidance.

4.C.3. Building Design
4.C3.1. Architectural Details: A variety of

Victorian residential styles, including the
Delta Type Cottage with Queen Anne or
Eastlake details, are the predominate residential styles and the design, scale, materials and other exterior features common to
these styles should be reflected in the design
of new projects and additions in the Subdistrict.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
C. Alkali Flat Subdistrict
(Continued)

4.C.3.2. Precedent Structures: 523-25 7th 4.C.4.2. Light Rail: There is a Light Rail
Street; 517, 400, 406, 510-12, 515 8th street; Station on 12th Street between E and F
515 9th Street; 608-10, 612-14, 508, 512-14, Streets.
530, 601, 604 10th Street; 405, 409, 411, 511,
517, 614, 719 11th Street; 619 12th street;
1119, 1107, 1120, 1129, 1307 D Street; 728,30, 729-31, 804, 808, 912, 1100, 1104-06,
1212, 1214, 1310-12, 1315, 1317 E Street;
917, 925, 1022 , 1010, 1024, 1029, 811, 813,
827, 829, 831, 1020, 1105, 1107, 1115, 1117,
1126, 1213-15, 1220, 1221-23, 1224, 1308,
1310-12, 1311,1314, 1322 F street; 917. 925,
1022, 1022, 1106, 1108, 1112, 1301, 1307 G
Street; 1021 (rear), 1232, 1300, 1301-03,
1307, 1329 H Street.

4.C.4. Streetscape
4.C.4.1. Pedestrian Dominated 12th Street:
With the development of Gateway Boulevard
and the extension of Richards Boulevard,
there will be substantial reduction in traffic
along 12th Street. This reduction in traffic
should accommodate the return of curb parallel parking, the widening of the pedestrian sidewalk, the addition of a parkway
strip, and the installation of pedestrian
crossing bulbs consistent with Section 5.
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Figure 4.6. 2609 P Street. Atypical Victorian

workman's home.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
D. Broadway Corridor

D.

BROADWAY CORRIDOR

4.D.1. Location
The Broadway Corridor is roughly bounded
by W Street on the north, 3rd Street on the
west, the parcels fronting on Broadway to
the south, and State Route 99 on the east.

Supplemental Design Guidelines in this
document upon adoption by the City
Council.

4.D.2. Urban Design Issues
The Broadway Task Force is currently
•developing Neighborhood Design
Guidelines for the Broadway Corridor
which may be incorporated as
W Street

ME 1111 II".

.
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111111111111101MINNIIMEMn
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Figure 4.8. 2508 Land Park Drive. The
Tower Theater is an important marker in
the Central City.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
E. Fremont School Subdistrict

J

E.

29th Stree

Street

FREMONT SCHOOL
SUBDISTRICT

4.E.1. Location
_ •010
•

lir

No

H

The Fremont School neighborhood is roughly
bounded by J Street on the north, the Capital
Freeway on the east, 21st Street on the west,
and Q Street on the south.

4.E.2. Urban Design Context

1
IMO

21st Street

Q Street
Park

Figure 4.9.

4.E.2.1. Connections: Projects should be designed to create pedestrian connections to
the East Sacramento neighborhood, which
is the area east of Alhambra Boulevard. This
would include active users and businesses
fronting on streets under the freeway and
along the freeway and frontage roads, such
as K Street between 29th and 30th Street.
See Section 5, Streetscape Guidelines.
4.E.2.2. Medical Complex: The neighborhood is the center of a very active regional
medical complex surrounding Sutter Hospital. Additional medical-related development must respect and reinforce the surrounding residential neighborhoods in terms

4-8

of height, mass, scale, and architectural
character. Public areas such as plazas and
community-oriented retail should be incorporated into these projects.
4.E.2.3. Intensification: The Fremont
School has a number of local retailers and
restaurants along j and K Streets that also
draw from the broader community. In addition, there is a growing retail/restaurant
row along 28th Street. Care must be taken
to buffer the impact of existing and new
commercial development along J, K and
28th Streets from neighboring residential.
Placement of utilities, trash enclosures, and
loading and parking areas should be sited
to minimize their impact on adjacent residential uses.
4.D.2.4. Parks: Winn Park is between P, Q,
27th and 28th Streets.

4.E.3. Building Design
4.E.3.1. Architectural Details: Relatively
larger homes of Craftsman, Queen Anne,
and Classic Box styles predominate in the
northern part of the neighborhood, while
smaller Delta-style structures are interspersed throughout the area. The Crafts-

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and

Corridors
E. Fremont School Subdistrict
(Continued)

man Cottage or Bungalow is the predomi- 1517, 1523, 1615, 1617, 1625 26th Street;
nant style in the southern part of the area. 1015, 1216 27th Street; 2310, 2406-08, 2610,
Design details common to these styles 2616, 2620, 2626, 2627 J Street; 2228-30,
should be strongly considered when de- 2231, 2326, 2430 K Street; 2200, 2215, 2230,
signed to relate to the neighborhood sur- 2301, 2310, 2401, 2412, 2431, 2417-19, 2525,
roundings. The Subdistrict is composed of 2527 L Street; 2200, 2210, 2300, 2301, 2305,
a number of smaller neighborhoods includ- 2320, 2417, 2500, 2514, 2515, 2526, 2527,
ing Winn Park, Capitol Avenue, and the J/ 2530, 2627-29 Capitol Street; 2200, 2208,
K Street Commercial District. Design guid- 2213, 2215, 2217, 2218, 2228, 2301, 2312,
ance should come from the immediate 2326, 2328, 2400, 2417-19, 2501, 2504, 2526,
2530, 2531, 2600 N street; 2319, 2321, 2322,
neighborhoods.
2517, 2530, 2610 0 Street; 2425-31, 2600,
The Subdistrict contains a large number of 2607, 2608, 2609, 2621, 2625 P street; 2307,
historic sites, with religious, architecturally 2515, 2527, 2531 Q Street.
and historically significant structures.
4.E.3.2. 1960s - 1970s Era Apartments: A

large number of 1950s - 1970s era apartment
structures which do not fit the older characteristics of the neighborhood in scale and
design are scattered throughout the area.
Their renovation should include the elements
noted in Section 3.H.2., General Modifications to Structures.
4.E.3.3. Precedent Structures: 1115, 1121,

1214, 1311, 1320, 1420 22nd Street; 600,
621, 623-29, 1006, 1217, 1227, 1314, 1321
23rd Street; 1215, 1412 24th Street; 1108,
1114, 1116, 1211, 1617, 1619 25th Street,

4.E.4. Streetscape

Figure 410. 1500 24th.

4.E.41. Improvements: P. Q, and N Streets

carry a high volume of commuter traffic to
and from state offices and the Central Business District. P and Q Streets are planned to
be converted back to two-way streets according to the Central City Community
Plan. Pedestrian improvements and street
bulbing elements noted in Section 5,
Streetscape, should be considered when the
streets are converted.
Figure 4.11. 2515 Q Street.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
F. Marshall School Subdistrict

RR Levee

F. MARSHALL SCHOOL

Stanford Park
29th Street

SUBDISTRICT
4.F.1. Location
The Marshall School neighborhood is
roughly bounded by the Southern Pacific
mainline on the north, the Capital Freeway
on the east, 20th Street on the west, and J
Street on the south.

or

4.F.2. Urban Design Context

1111.1p
010.

R
mil NI an
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ii

'
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mi pm

imi

J Street
20th Street
Figure 4.12.

4.F.2.3. Parks: Marshall Park is located between I, J, 27th and 28th Streets and
Stanford Park is located between C, 27th,
28th Streets and the Railroad levee.

4.F.3. Building Design

Mir 4.F.2.1. Connections: Projects should be de- 4.F.3.1. Architectural Details: In the southern part of the neighborhood, relatively

MAE'
-

taken to buffer the impact of existing and
new commercial development along J Street
from neighboring residential. Placement of
utilities, trash enclosures, and loading and
parking areas should be sited to minimize
their impact on adjacent residential uses.

•

Marshall
Park

signed to create pedestrian connections
with the East Sacramento neighborhood
which is the area east of Alhambra Boulevard. This would include active users and
businesses fronting on streets under the freeway and along the freeway and frontage
roads, such as K Street between 29th and
30th Street. See Section 5, Streetscape
Guidelines.

larger homes of Craftsman, Queen Anne,
Classic Revival, and Mediterranean styles

4.F.2.2. Intensification: 'The Marshall school
neighborhood has a number of local retail
and restaurants along J Street that also draw
from the broader community. Care must be
Figure 4.13. 21st and G Street.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
F. Marshall School Subdistrict
(Continued)

predominate; smaller Craftsman-style structures are interspersed throughout the area
and found in abundance in the northeastern part of the neighborhood. Design details common to these styles should be
strongly considered when designed to relate
to the neighborhood surroundings. The
neighborhood is composed of a number of
smaller neighborhoods including Marshall
School, Boulevard Park, New Era Park, and
the J Street Commercial area.
4.F.3.2. 1960s - 1970s Era Apartments: A

large number of 1960s - 1970s era apartment
structures which do not fit the older characteristics of the neighborhood in scale and
design are scattered throughout the area.
Their renovation should include the elements
noted in Section 3.H.2., General Modifications to Structures.
4.F.3.3. Precedent Structures: 401-03, 415,

501, 508-10, 531, 608-10, 612, 626, 715, 72425, 809-11 21st Street; 217, 328, 505, 515,
617, 618, 627, 700, 711, 717, 817-19 22nd
Street; 301, 600, 621, 623-29 23rd Street;
610, 815 24th Street; 814 25th Street; 1017,
1019 26th Street; 912-14 27th Street; 511,
901, 903 28th Street; 2106, 2112, 2219, 2403

E Street; 2100, 2111, 2112, 2131, 2508, 2728
F Street; 2101, 2120, 2331, 2414, 2418, 2431,
2531, 2620, 2628 G Street; 2131, 2101, 2106,
2115, 2119, 2120, 2201, 2217-19, 2222, 2230,
2308, 2312, 2324, 2330, 2400, 2401, 2404,
2405, 2409, 2417, 2500, 2531, 2604, 2611,
2630, 2710, 2421, 2727, 2731 H Street; 263032, 2213-15, 2300, 2400, 2401, 2407, 2404,
2405, 2416, 2417, 2501, 2505, 2610, 2614,
2620-26, 2828-30 I Street.

4.F.4.

Streetscape

4.F.4.1. Improvements: G, H, and J Streets

currently carry a high volume of commuter
traffic to and from the Central Business District. The Neighborhood Preservation and
Transportation Plan available from the City
Planning Department should be monitored
to determine the effectiveness of its implementation elements. These elements may be
modified and may be used in other Central
City Neighborhoods.

Figure 414. 2730F Street.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
G. Midtown Subdistrict
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The Midtown Subdistrict is roughly
bounded by I Street on the north, 21st Street
on the east, 16th and 17th Streets on the
west, and Q Street on the south.

4.G.2. Urban Design Context
4.G.2.1. Intensification: The Midtown dis-

trict has a number of local retail and restaurants along J, 19th, and 21st Streets that also
draw from the broader community. Care
must be taken to buffer the impact of existing and new commercial development along
these streets from the neighboring residential. Utilities, trash enclosures, and loading
and parking areas should be sited to minimize their impact on adjacent residential
uses.

and simple Delta style structures scattered
throughout. Design details common to these
styles should be strongly considered when
designing to relate to the neighborhood surroundings.
This Subdistrict contains a wide variety of
styles and types of residential and commercial buildings, many of which are listed on
the City's Official Register of Historic Structures.
4.G.3.2. 1960s - 1970s Era Apartments: A

large number of 1960s - 1970s era apartment
structures, many of which need improve-

N Street

17th Street

Q Street

4.G.3. Building Design
4.G3.1. Architectural Details: The Subdis-

Figure 4.15.
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trict has a concentration of Victorian homes Figure 4.16. 1800 P Street.
in general, Italianate homes along P Street,

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
GMiciorynSisfistriztEcrtiru31

ment, are scattered throughout the area.
Their renovation should include the elements
noted in Section 3.H.2., General Modifications to Structures.
4.G.3.3. Precedent Structures: 1122 and
1611 17th Street; 1310, 1314, 1315, 1320,
1417, 1419, 1511, 1513, 1520, 1630 18th
Street; 1219, 1312-14, 1316-18, 1320, 1510,
1512, 1514 19th Street, 1320, 1412, 1415 20th
Street; 1800, 1804-06, 1928, 1931, 2109,
2126, 2129-31 L Street; 1716, 1717, 1718,
1720, 1725, 1730, 1813, 1817 Capitol Avenue; 1830, 1800, 1806, 1814, 1927, 1931,
2012, 2016, 2021, 2115, 2117, 2123, 212628, 2130, 2131 N Street; 1816, 1819, 2211,
0
Street;
2215,
2219
'1700,1706,1712,1719,1725,1728, 1730,1800,
1806, 1901, 1907, 1930, 2021, 2425-31, 2600,
2607, 2608, 2609, 2621, 2625 P Street.

type streetlighting should be continued east
of 19th Street to serve as a model for other
commercial areas.
P and Q Streets are planned to be converted
back to two-way streets according to the
Central City Community Plan.

Figure 4.17. 1712 P Street.

4.G.4. Streetscape
4.G.4.1. Improvements: Q, P. N, J, 19th,
and 21st Streets carry a high volume of commuter traffic to and from the Central Business District and the Capitol area. Pedestrian improvements and street bulbing elements noted in Section 5, Streetscape,
should be maintained and/or installed as
appropriate. On J Street, traditional "acorn"
4-13

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts
Corridors

and

H. Newton Booth Subdistrict

21st Street

H. N EWTON BOOTH
SUBDISTRICT
4.H.1. Location
The Newton Booth neighborhood is roughly
bounded by S Street on the north, the
Capital Freeway on the east, 21st Street on
the west, and W Street on the south.
4.H.2. Urban Design Context
4.H.2.1. Connections: Projects near the free-

Figure 4.18.

taurant establishments; however, a modest
retail district is forming along 28th Street.
Care must be taken to buffer the impact of
existing and new commercial development
along these streets from neighboring residential. Placement of utilities, trash enclosures,
and loading and parking areas should be
sited to minimize their impact on adjacent
residential uses.
4.H.3. Building Design
4.H.3.1. Architectural Details: This Sub-

district includes the Poverty Ridge neighbor-

way should be designed to create pedestrian
connections with the East Sacramento
neighborhood which is the area east of
Alhambra Boulevard, Curtis Park and
Broadway Corridor, south of the Capital
City Freeway. This would include active users and businesses fronting on streets under
the freeway and along the freeway and
frontage roads, such as K Street between
29th and 30th Street. See Section 5.
Streetscape Guidelines for building massing
concepts along the freeway frontages.
4.H.2.2. Intensification: The Newton Booth
neighborhood has few local retail and resFigure 4.19. 1931 21st Street.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
H. Newton Booth Subdistrict
(Continued)

Their renovation should include the elements
noted in Section 3.H.2., General Modifications to Structures.
4.H.3.3. Precedent Structures: 2100, 2101,
2112, 2000, 2014, 2022, 2107, 2122, 2123,
2129, 2130, 2216, 2217 22nd Street; 2009,
2014-15, 2030 23rd Street; 2014, 25th Street.
4.H.4. Streetscape

Figure 4.20. 2131 V Street.
hood on the west and Newton Booth on the
east. The Poverty Ridge sub-neighborhood
has larger homes of the Prairie, Craftsman,
Mediterranean, and Classic Revival styles.
The Newton Booth neighborhood is dominated by smaller post-1920 bungalows with
a reduction in scale from those found in
Poverty Ridge. Design details common to
these styles should be strongly considered
when designing to relate to the neighborhood surroundings.
4.H.3.2. 1960s - 1970s Era Apartments: A
large number of 1960s - 1970s era apartment
structures, many of which need improvement, are scattered throughout the area.

4.H.41. Improvements: High volume commuter traffic is focused around the perimeter of the area on 29th and W Streets. Pedestrian improvements and street bulbing elements noted in Section 5, Streetscape
Guidelines, should be maintained and/or
installed as appropriate.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
I. Southside Park /William Land School
Subdistrict

1.

S Street
11th Street —

L_J

L_J L_J

SOUTHSIDE PARK /
WILLIAM LAND SCHOOL

Streets). Street closures which result in the
development of future super blocks are
highly discouraged.

SUBDISTRICT

4.1.2.3. Intensification: These neighbor-

4.1.1. Location
The Southside Park and William Land School
neighborhoods are roughly bounded by S
Street on the north, 21st Street on the east,
3rd Street on the west, and the Capital
Freeway on the south.

calamge)

W Street

Southside Park

4.1.2. Urban Design Context
S Street

4.1.2.1. Connections: Larger development

21st Street
1_1 L__1 1.__J
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11th Street

W Street

William Land School Figure 4.21.
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hoods have a number of local retail and restaurants along 10th (10th Street has many
ethnic businesses that cater to the local
population), 16th, and 21st Streets. Care
must be taken to buffer the impact of existing and new commercial development along
these streets from neighboring residential.
Placement of utilities, trash enclosures, and
loading and parking areas should be sited
to minimize their impact on adjacent residential uses.

4.1.2.4. Parks: Southside Park is between
projects should have strong pedestrian cir- 6th, 8th, T, and W Streets.
culation patterns oriented to reinforce the
pedestrian connections to the Capitol area, 4.1.3. Building Design
Central Business District, riverfront, and regional cultural facilities such as the Crocker
4.1.3.1. Architectural Details: The neighArt Museum and Southside Park.
borhood has a concentration of Victorian
Delta style homes west of Southside Park,
4.1.2.2. Super Blocks: Pedestrians must
cross the R Street corridor and navigate the with larger eclectic-style homes east of the
PERS building and the super-blocks of Capi- park. Design details common to these styles
tol Towers (7th, 9th, N and P Streets) and should be strongly considered when designGovernors Square (3rd, 4th, N and P ing to relate to the neighborhood surroundings.

U.
Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
I. Southisde/VVilliam Land School
Subdistrict (Continued)

This area includes many smaller-scale historic and older residential structures, many
of which are listed on the City's Official Register of Historic Structures.

Figure 4.22. 1519 V Street.

4.1.3.2. Precedent Structures: 1906-08,
1919, 1922, 1930, 2024, 2030 4th Street;
1919 5th Street; 2104 6th Street; 1909 7th
Street; 2014, 2016, 2019-23, 2117, 2128-32
9th Street; 1911, 1913, 2016, 2112-14, 2200
10th Street; 1901-03, 1906, 1909-12, 1914,
1926, 1930, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2010-12, 201315, 2004 11th Street; 2015, 2127 12th Street;
2031 15th Street; 1819, 1923 20th Street;
2121, 2201-05, 2215, 2015, 2019, 2116, 2214
21st Street; 324, 408, 415, 419, 421-23, 42527, 430, 504, 800, 912, 922-24, 1130, 1616,
1716, 1814, 1822, 1831 T Street; 321, 51921, 909, 1111, 1117, 1504, 1505 (rear), 1721,
1808 U Street; 317, 909, 1112-14, 1120 V
Street.
4.1.4. Streetscape

Figure 4.23. 427 T Street.

4.1.4.1. Improvements: 5th, 10th, and 21st
Streets carry a high volume of commuter
traffic to and from the Central Business District and the Capitol area. Pedestrian improvements and street bulbing elements
noted in Section 5, Streetscape Guidelines,
should be installed.
4-1 7

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and

Corridors
J. Washington School Subdistrict

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
SUBDISTRICT

Muir Park
20th Street

RR levee

4.J.1. Location

L.

-,rz
LTA ra;°MI 4ii
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No
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13th Street

Washington School Subdistrict is located in
the northwestern section of the Central City.
It is roughly bounded by the Southern Pacific
mainline on the north, 20th Street on the
east, I Street on the south, and 13th Street
on the west.'
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I Street

Washington School/ Park
Figure 4.24.

sion, the Sacramento Theater Company, and
the Music Circus.

Urban Design Context

4.1.2.1. Adjacent Uses: Care must be taken
to buffer the impact of existing and new industrial and 16th Street commercial development from neighboring residential. Utilities, trash enclosures, and loading and parking areas should be sited to minimize their
impact on adjacent residential uses.
4.1.2.2. Connections: Larger development
projects should have strong pedestrian circulation patterns oriented to reinforce the
connections to the Central Business District
and the government uses (federal and local)
to the south, as well as the Governor's Man-

Figure 4.25. 1822 G Street.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
J. Washington School Subdistrict
(Continued)

4.1.2.3. Parks: Muir Park is between 15th,

16th and C Streets and the railroad. levee,
and Washington Square Park is between
16th, 18th, E and F Streets.
4.1.3. Building Design
4.J.3.1. Architectural Details: Delta-type
Cottage with Queen Anne or Eastlake details is the predominant style and should be
strongly considered when designing to relate to the neighborhood surroundings.
This area includes relatively substantial
Nineteenth Century structures, with many
listed on the City's Official Register of Historic Structures.
4.1.3.2. Precedent Structures: 220, 230, 401,
409, 411, 423, 501, 507, 511, 515, 611, 615,
717, 817 13th Street; 315, 317, 319, 321,
424-27, 524, 613, 617, 621, 819-27 14th
Street; 316, 325, 414, 509, 510, 511, 514, 515,
516, 519, 521-23, 528-30, 612, 629 15th
Street; 715, 815 17th Street; 505, 509, 617,
621, 712, 714, 818, 820 18th Street; 509, 517,
705-07, 709-11 19th Street; 313, 321, 417,
601-05, 816 20th Street; 1404-06, 1413-15,
1516, 2019, 2022 D Street; 1416, 1425, 1429,

1604, 1701, 1909, 1915, 2015 E Street; 1409,
1415, 1418, 1419, 1423, 1424, 1426, 142830, 1501, 1508, 1511, 1630, 1700, 1706, 1710,
1714, 1730, 1801, 1807, 1811, 1815, 1818,
1824, 1830, 1904, 2011, 2019 F Street; 1509,
1511, 1723, 1807, 1826, 1905, 2001 G Street;
1530, 1530 (rear), 1900, 1616, 1717, 1826,
1827, 1818-30, 1906, 2001, 2015 H Street.
4.).4. Streetscape
4.1.4.1. Pedestrian-Dominated 16th Street:
The City has adopted the Richards Boulevard Area Master Plan for the area north of
Washington School and the railroad levee.
Road improvements in that plan will result
in substantial reduction in traffic along 16th
Street. This reduction in traffic may allow
the widening of the pedestrian realm and
the installation of bulbs consistent with Section 5.

Figure 4.26. 730 17th Street.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
K. R Street Corridor

K. R

STREET CORRIDOR

4.K.1. Location
The R Street Corridor is 2 blocks from Q and
S Streets and runs from 1-5 on the west to
approximately the Capitol City Freeway
(formerly Business 80) on the east.

4.K.2. Urban Design Context
4.K.2.1. Transition: The R Street Corridor
has historically been an industrial area built
around a now unused railroad line that ran
east to west along its length.

Since the 1960s there were several
conversions of existing structures and new
constructions for office uses. In the 1990s,
the City adopted various elements of a
Special Planning District that calls for mixed
uses dominated by new high density
multifamily housing.

and pavement similar to the rest of the
Central City. From 10th Street east, it is
paved in some areas, but is generally
unimproved except for the Light Rail line
running from 12th Street to the east.

Design Guidelines for R Street are in Section
6 of this document.
4.K.2.2. Improvements: R Street has variable
transportation infrastructure along its
length. In the redevelopment area west of
10th Street there is curb, gutter, sidewalk
R Street
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Figure 4.27. R Street Corridor.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
L.

L.

NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS'

4.1.1. Location
The neighborhood commercial corridors
include the following:

yard). Care must be taken to buffer the impact of existing and new commercial development along 10th and 16th Streets from
neighboring residential. Utilities, trash enclosures, and loading and parking areas
should be sited to minimize their impact on
adjacent residential uses. .

Neighborhood Commercial Corridors

ing, the widening of the pedestrian realm,
and the installation of bulbs consistent with
Section 5. The widening of the pedestrian
realm and the installation of bulbs consistent with Section 5 should be implemented
along 10th Street as well.
4.L.4.2 Planting Strips: Landscaped plant-

4.L.2. Urban Design Context

ing strips should be maintained or reinstalled
except where they might be used for out4.L.3.1. Orientation: Office, retail, and mul- door activities such as cafe dining areas.
tifamily residential projects should front on
the street. Internally oriented suburban style
development is highly discouraged.

4.L.2.1. Improvements: Traffic flows on

4.L.3.2. Street Wall: In order to create a posi-

•
•

10th Street between R and W Streets
16th Street between C and J Streets

these streets to some extent have negative
impacts on pedestrian circulation patterns
and tend to isolate otherwise adjoining
neighborhoods to the east and west. Pedestrian improvements and street bulbing elements noted in the Streetscape Section (Section 5) should be installed.

4.1.3. Building Design

tive street wall, buildings should build up to
the street side or front property line.

4.L.4.Streetscape
4.L.4.1. Pedestrian-Dominated Streets: The

City has adopted the Southern Pacific (now
4.L.2.2. Intensification: 10th Street has a Union Pacific) Railyard and Richards Bounumber of local retailers and restaurants levard Master Plans for areas north of Alwhile 16th Street tends to draw from the kali Flat, Washington School and Marshall
broader community. 16th Street has the po- School Subdistricts. Road improvements in
tential to emulate 10th over the long term those plans will result in substantial reduc- Figure 4.28. 10th Street between R and W
(upon the completion of Gateway Boule- tion in traffic along 16th Street. This reduc- Streets has a large number of neighborhood
tion in traffic may allow the return of park- businesses.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors

M. Urban Commercial Corridors

M. URBAN COMMERCIAL
CORRIDORS

4.M.1. Location
The moderate intensification of urban
corridors includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

19th/ 20th and 21st Street between J
and W Streets
J Street
12th Street between C and J Streets
15th and 16th Streets between J Street
and R Street
The proposed Richards Boulevard,
between 20th and 29th Street

4.M.2. Urban Design Context
4.M.2.1. Improvements: Traffic flows on
these streets to some extent have negative
impacts on pedestrian circulation patterns
and tend to isolate otherwise adjoining
neighborhoods. Traffic calming elements
noted in Section 5, Streetscape, should be
installed.
4.M.2.2. Intensification: These streets have
a number of local retailers and restaurants
4-22

as well as businesses that draw from the
broader community. Care must be taken to
buffer the impact of existing and new commercial development along these streets
from neighboring residential. Utilities, trash
enclosures, and loading and parking areas
should be sited to minimize their impact on
adjacent residential uses.

installed except where they might be used
for outdoor activities such as cafe dining
areas.

4.M.3. Building Design
4.M.3.1. Orientation: Office, retail, and
multi-family residential projects should front
on the street. Internally oriented suburban
style development is highly discouraged.
4.M.3.2. Street Wall: In order to create a
positive street wall, buildings should build
up to the street side or front property line.

4.M.4. Streetscape
4.M.4.1. Pedestrian-Dominated Streets:
The widening of the pedestrian realm and
the installation of bulbs consistent with Section 5 should be implemented.
4.M.4.2. Planting Strips: Landscaped
planting strips should be maintained or re-

Figure 4.29. 2730 1 Street. The Central City
has several commercial corridors that serve
the needs of residents throughout the region.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and

Corridors
N. Regional Transit LRT Stations

N. REGIONAL TRANSIT LR1STATIONS
4.N.1. Location
The Central City Neighborhood Light Rail
Transit Stations (LRT) are found at the
following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

29th / 30th and R
24th and R
16th and R
12th and 13th, R and Q
12th and D
12th and G

4.N.2. Urban Design Context
In the City of Sacramento General Plan there
are several policies that call for maximizing
the density around LRT Stations. Central
City Neighborhoods have several LRT
Stations, many of which have lower density
residential neighborhoods surrounding
them.

have combined different styles.

Stations in the R Street Corridor that should
also be utilized for the 12th and D and 12th
and G locations.

This document uses stylistic designations as
an aid in:

0. PREDOMINANT CENTRAL

1) identifying the building's style for the
purpose of authentic renovation

CITY RESIDENTIAL STYLES
The following is the definition of
"architectural style" from the Oxford English
Dictionary: "A definite type of architecture,
distinguished by special characteristics of
structure and ornament."

2) identifying the building's style for the
purpose of an authentic addition
3) describing the common design styles
found in the neighborhoods to provide
context, not guidelines for new construction.

Stylistic classifications are used to describe
architecture and to relate buildings to one
another. Additionally, stylistic categorization
acknowledges that building is not just a
craft; it is an art form that reflects the
philosophy, intellectual currents, hopes and
aspirations of its time.

Identifying and using architectural styles is
not an exact science. ' Many buildings defy
stylistic labels. As with social change,
architectural styles do not have sharp edges.
Buildings may represent a transitional
period, blending a previous style with the
The R Street Corridor Design Guidelines in newest style of the period. Additionally
Section 4.K. provide guidelines for many styles had periods of revival which
development within 660 feet of the LRT were less faithful to the originals and may

K.

r.

Figure 4.30. 12th & R. The Light Rail
System is an important element of the
Central City.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles (Continued)

Queen Anne Style
round or angled turre
topped with witches'
cap and finial

(1880s through 1890s)
steeply pitched roof of
irregular shape

ent roof enclosed
triangular section in
top of gable extended
forward

cutaway bay

mixes of decorative siding
and ornamentation
asymmetrical entrance

partial or full-width asymmetrical porch,
usually one story high and extended
along one or both side walls
Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.32. 2527 Capitol Avenue.

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles
(Continued)

Prairie Style
(1910s through 1920s)
detail emphasizing
horizontal lines
low pitched roof with
widely overhanging
eaves

0411111
two stories with one-sto
porches or wings

Figure 4.33. 2128 V Street.

iii

stucco, board and batten, or
shingled siding
Figure 4.34.

massive square porch supports
often articulated as a group of
smaller columns

4-25

Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles (Continued)

hipped roof: gambrel roofs
are also commonly used

front facing dormer breaks
up roof mass

fri [

Classic Box Style
applied decorative element to
emulate extension of ceiling
joist

(1890s through 1900s)

frieze (paneled or plain in
detail)

elements of the house
are retracted into an
orderly package, with
relatively flush planes,
flattened
ornamentation and few
protruding parts

i)

t.,

L

—pilaster, commonly
found running full
height of building

porch column with
capital and base

I

Figure 4.36. 2322 Street.

lack of window

Figure 4.35.
4-26

ornamentation
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles
(Continued)

Craftsman Bungalow Style

double hung wood windows

(1900s through 1920s)

low-pitched gabled roof (occasionally
hipped) with wide, exposed eave
overhangand rafter tails sometimes
bracketed with triangle knee brace

often shingled with
no pattern

shed or gabled
dormer
asymmetric
distribution
of front openin

wooden vent

-j=061imilg""sa
m'
Figure 4.37. 2626 P Street.
porches, either ful
or partial-width,
with roof supported by elephantine or square
columns
multi pane sash over
large pane window

Figure 4.38.

square column bases frequently
continue to ground level (without

shingle, horizontal wood siding
3"- 4" width, brick
or stucco

break at level of porch floor)
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles (Continued)

Victorian Delta Style
(1880s through 1890s)

offited eaves

single front gabled
roof form

generally
shingled
with no detailing
11711.71"0"
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Figure 4.40. 2609 P Street.
Figure 4.39.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles
(Continued)
.

Eastlake Stick Style
(1870s through 1880s)

steeply pitched roof or irregular shape,
usually with dominant front-facing gable,
gable eaves soffited without brackets
partial or fullwidth
asymmetrical
porch

rnamented gable with textured
shingles
(and/or other devices) used to avoid
smoothed-walled appearance
bracketed eaves with plain
frieze

corner bracket

multi-paneled upper
window
surrounding larger
pane
angled cut-away bay
horizontal wood siding
3"- 4" width
Figure 4.41. 2620 G Street.

Figure 4.42.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles (Continued)

low-pitched roof

Italianate Style
(1860s through 1880s)

widely overhanging eaves supported by
decorative brackets

often, frieze with trimmed panel
keystone
tall, narrow windows, commonly
arched above
frequently with elaborated
window crowns, usually
of inverted-U shape
angled bay
paired windows
horizontal wood siding
5" - 6' width
paneled doors

/1

Figure 4.43.
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turned columns

•
I

Figure 4.44. 2319 H Street.
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Section 4: Neighborhood Subdistricts and
Corridors
0. Predominant Central City Styles
(Continued)

-

Mediterranean! Spanish
Eclectic Style
(1920s through 1930s)

eaves usually with
little or no overhang

Deep inset
casement windows

red tile roof
covering

red tile vent
often decorative
stucco

asymmetrical
facade
Figure 4.45. 615 21st Street.

arches above doors,
principle windows,
or beneath porch roofs

stucco wal
surface

vertical heavy
wooden doors modest or uncovered
porch

doors and windows
recessed
Figure 4.46.
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Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines
A. Scope / Intent

A.

SCOPE 1 INTENT

This section is intended to guide the improvements made by public or private
entities within the public right-of-way, including those that may require an encroachment
permit.
The primary purpose of this section is to identify improvements to the public right-of-way
that enhance the safety and security of pedestrians so that the ambiance and aesthetics
of the street promote the accessibility and
friendliness of the commercial and residential districts that they serve.

in a fashion that enhances access and that does
not prevent the future installation of shelters.
Regional Transit shall also approve all improvements to bus stop areas.
6.8.2. See the Zoning Ordinance for other

sidewalk cafe requirements.
6.8.3. See the Signage Ordinance for other
signage requirements.

SECTION 5
PUBLIC
IMPROVEMENT
GUIDELINES

6.8.4. See the Building Code for additional

design requirements.

It is not the intent of this section to suggest
that the City shall be responsible for modification of all existing infrastructure to a form
that is consistent with these guidelines.

B.

G ENERAL REQUIREMENTS

6.13.1. The inclusion of improvements to bus

stops is encouraged. Improvements to the
bus stop area could include benches, landscaping, specialty paving, trash containers,
etc. Bus stop improvement must be graffitiproof and durable. They must be designed

Figure 5.1. Midtown Street Central City Streets have a strong
pedestrian oriented streetscape.
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Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines
B. General Requirements (cont.)

Width of property

frontage

n
Variations in pavement

LSidewalk
Parkway Planter

Figure 5.2.
6.B.5. Variations in pavement for sidewalks
and alleys may be allowed with an encroachment permit from the City Department of
Public Works for a maximum of 15 feet or 5%
of the property frontage on the alley or the
sidewalk, whichever is greater. (See Figure
5.2.)

Figure 5.3. Midtown Street - With its thick tree canopy, wide sidewalks and wide
parkway planters, the Central City generally has a pleasant public streetscape.
Reconstructions and modifications, such as handicap ramps, must be consistent
with and enhance the historic patterns.
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Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines

C. Prototypical Street Standards

C. Prototypical Street Standards
Principle:

Design street improvements to balance efforts to accommodate future traffic volumes and to enhance pedestrian
safety.

5.C.1. Figures 5.4 and 5.5. summarize improvement standards for public street improvement in the areas covered by these design guidelines (see Figure 2.2.) with the exception of Broadway and freeway frontage
streets.

Sidewalk
..• Planting Strip

Vertical
curb
Parking
Residence

Residence
I 6.

8.

•

•

8'

32' Drive Lanes

1

8'

I

..

•

8'

R.O.W.
SECTION
Concrete curb
and gutter

Ii

Parallel
Parking

Sidewalks:
scored concrete
Handicap scoring
Disabled access
ramp
Street Lights at regular"
intervals on lettered streets
Landscaped Planting Strip
with irrigation
Traditional 12'
concrete walk
strip
Minimum 6" high
by e wide vertical

concrete curb

5.C.2. Planting Strips: All planting strips
shall be irrigated and planted in live landscape material. They should not be paved
with hard surfaces except areas that are to
be specifically used for cafe dining on those
streets identified as "Storefront" Streets (Figure 3.12., Commercial "Storefront" Streets).
This exception for live landscaping at cafes
does not apply to tree requirements.
5.C.3. Lighting standards shall be installed
and light fixtures shall be ornamental in
design and in conformance with the City's
Department of Public Works standard fixtures with a maximum height of 14'4.
5.C.4. Where the score patterns on adjacent
sidewalks (not contemporary sidewalks
without significant scoring patterns) are of
a different historical pattern than that
shown in Figure 5.5., the adjacent historic
pattern should be used.

PLAN AT INTERSECTION

Figure 5.4. Prototypical Street Standards (see Figure 53. for further details)
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Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines
C. Prototypical Street Standards (Continued)

Principle: Design street improvements to balance efforts to accommodate future traffic volumes and to enhance pedestrian
safety.
5.C.5. A lampblack color additive is required
for all sidewalks in the public R.O.W. to ensure a color match with existing historic sidewalks.

Grooves at ramp 1/4" wide
x 1/4" deep spaces at 3/4"
on center
6" concrete curb
7' radius curb

5.C.6. Sidewalks and landscape planting
strips are typically 8'4)", but they should
match the adjacent existing width if it is
other than 8'-0".

Planter at corner with
irrigation from corner building
Handicap ramp

5.C.7. A thorough evaluation of the quality
of street trees should be made prior to design to avoid removal of healthy street trees.

Streetlights

5.C.8. Adjacent private property owners are

responsible for irrigating landscape planting strips.
5.C.9. Striping for bike lanes shall be provided, where required by the City Bikeway
Master Plan.

6"..3'-6".3'-6

Fig. 5.5. Details for Prototypical Street Standards.
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...Access strip at a minimum
of 40' on center

Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines
D. Prototypical Bulbing at Major Streets

D. Prototypical Bulbing at Major Streets
Principle:

Design street intersection improvements to enhance pedestrian safety and access at streets with large traffic
volumes and with a substantial number of pedestrian crossings.
5.D.1. Figure 5.6. provides guidelines for improvements to intersections at streets with large
traffic volumes and a substantial number of
pedestrian crossings such as J Street.

• Streetlights at
corners only
Sidewalk
• Planting Strip
.1•.

Vertical
curb
Parking
Business
or match
existing
SIDE STREET

Parallel
parking

•"
•
At. e-8' I 8' 1 8'32' Drive Lanes 1 . 8' . •
80' R.O.W.
Speciality planting
Concrete curb designed to
accomodate fire, service
I
and transit vehicles
Streetlight
at corners
Accent paving
w/ scoring 2'x2'

Business
or match
existing
SIDE STREET

•

Cross Walk
' Disabled access
ramp

Property line

Parking meter

orir

Landscaped
Planting Strip
with irrigation

co0.

Traditional 12"
concrete walk
strip

Property line

Sidewalks:
scored concrete

Figure 5.6. Prototypical Bulbing for Enhanced Pedestrian Access.

Figure 5.7. 1 Street has substantial

automobile and pedestrian traffic
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Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines
E. Prototypical Alley Improvements

[.Prototypical Alley Improvements
Principle:

Design alley improvements to include physical design features that provide a safe and secure residential environment.
5.E.1. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 provide guidance

5.E.3. All alley improvements shall be re-

for construction of improvements to alleys.

viewed and approved by the City of
Sacramento's Public Works Department.

5.E.2. When less than the full length of an
alley is being constructed, scoring patterns
should be laid out from the property line at
the end of the alley.

Figure 5.8. Sketch of the ambiance of an
improved alley.

5.E.4. With the exception of removable
bollards, vertical elements or building encroachments are not permitted in the alley
right-of way.

Concrete
slope as
required

Sidewalks shall have a
blacklamp additive

Sidewalk pattern continuous
through alley
Plain concrete: thickness and
reinforcing per Department of

Public Works requirements
11,

6

6'

6'

c,

Typical Alley

Figure 5.9. Prototypical Alley Improvement
Standards.
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1/4" x 3/4" grooves and full 3/8"
by full depth expansion joint at 18'
on center

Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines
F. Prototypical Richards Boulevard

F. Prototypical Richards Boulevard
Principle:

Design street improvements along Richards Boulevard to provide safety and enhancement to the pedestrian
environment.
Sidewalk
Parkway
Parking

r

,

26' Drive Lanes ' 10'

•

• I 26' Drive Lanes I 8' I 8' I 8'
•

9

•

SECTION

c=ID

r

Concrete curb

I

5.F.1. The Railyards and Richards Boulevard
Area Plan Facility Element includes a new
extension of Richards Boulevard to the Capitol City Freeway. This new road will define
the southern edge of a new major regional
park that could be a major enhancement of
livability for Central City Neighborhoods.
To insure that the future park is accessible
and that Richards Boulevard is an asset to
Central City Neighborhoods, it should be
constructed similar to Figure 5.10.

and gutter

The design concept includes the connection
of most north/south number streets in "T"
intersections with Richards Boulevard.

Sidewalks:
scored concrete

• Sidewalk Pavement

,

Minimum
6' high by
6' wide
vertieal
conc.: curb

Torn
(length not
to scale)

LLuiseaped
Parkway

PLAN AT INTERSECTION

Figure 5.10. Prototypical - Richards Boulevard.
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Section 5: Public Improvement Guidelines
G. Prototype Standards for Improvements along Freeway Frontages

G. Prototypical Standards for Improvements along Freeway Frontages
Principle:

Design projects along freeway frontage streets to enhance connections for safety and comfort from one side of the
freewarl

to

5.G.1. This prototype is intended to provide
guidance for improvements on the freeway
side of freeway frontage streets to enhance
connections for safety and comfort between
one side of the freeway and the other and
to improve the quality of freeway frontage
streets.

another.

3 floors approximately 40'

Streetlights
Step back upper levels

New building screens freeway •
from adjacent neighborhoods.
Sidewalk
Landscaped Planter
strip
Figure 5.11. Prototypical section of
development adjacent to Freeway - 29th and
30th and W and X Streets.
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Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
1. Introduction

A.

ALHAMBRA CORRIDOR -

DESIGN GUIDELINES
1.

INTRODUCTION

The following Supplemental Design
Guidelines are for the Alhambra Corridor.
The Alhambra Corridor Special Planning
District consists of 400 acres along the
eastern extent of the Central City. Its most
prominent feature for years has been the
elevated Business 80 Freeway, the concrete
spine of the Corridor and an edge between
Midtown and East Sacramento. More
recently, multi-story office buildings have
become prominent. However, the Corridor
is much more than a freeway and office
buildings. It is made up of several
neighborhoods, each with its own character
and each serving distinct urban functions.
These supplementary guidelines have been
developed to more specifically address the
form and function of the Corridor, as a
whole, as well as of each neighborhood,
individually.

Design review of individual buildings and
their sites will ultimately be as significant as
land use, density, traffic flow and zoning
provisions in determining the future vitality
of the Alhambra Corridor. These provisions
will help ensure the proper relationship and
connection with surrounding development
between neighborhoods in the Corridor, East
Sacramento, and Midtown.
One of the goals of. the Design Guidelines is
the retention of the human scale of
development in the Corridor. Those who
appreciate that quality and seek a more
pedestrian-friendly environment in the
Alhambra Corridor also see the need for
design guidelines to both retain and enhance
those qualities for future public benefit.
Another goal of the Design Guidelines is to
increase the number of residential units,
with one of a number of possible mechanisms
being utilization of alley frontages. Such
development would also contribute to the
concept of a pedestrian-friendly
environment by transforming often
unattractive service lanes into pleasant
alternative routes for walking or bicycling.
These goals, along with policies, were used
to develop the design guidelines for the
corridor.

SECTION 6
SUPPLEMENTAL
DESIGN GUIDELINES

Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines (Continued)

Figure 6.1
Alhambra Corridor
Special Planning District

Sub-Neighborhoods
Moi

Commercial
Industrial

' Multifamily
Single family
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Section 6: Supplemental Desic Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
(Continued)

Figure 6.2
Alhambra Corridor
Special Planning District
Unique Areas
Neighborhood Transition
Buffer Area
Alhambra Special
Features Area
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Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines (Continued)
2. Sub-Neighborhood Features

There are numerous examples of existing
projects and block faces that illustrate the
benefits of designing for human scale and
pedestrian movement. However, for the
most part, they exist in isolation, separated
by projects that are unfortunately less
sensitive to those qualities. Opportunities
exist to fill in the gaps, and thus create an
environment for the corridor that is both
human in scale and pedestrian friendly
throughout.
2. SUB-NEIGHBORHOOD
FEATURES

With these factors in mind, the following
guidelines have been developed at the
neighborhood level to address the specific
characteristics of each type of neighborhood
located in the Alhambra Corridor. The
location of each sub-neighborhood and
special feature area is shown on Figure 6.1
and Figure 6.2, respectively.

the particular architectural style and not a
mix of two or more styles as is found in the
central city. The design styles found in the
residential areas are: Mediterranean,
Mission, Spanish, Colonial, Period Revival,
Queen Anne, Eastlake, Stick, Italianate,
some blends as well as Craftsman and
California Bungalow.
2. Alhambra Boulevard: A significant

architectural and historic feature of this
portion of the corridor was the Alhambra
Theater which was demolished to make way
for the development of a supermarket. It is
believed by many that the character of the
area has been eroded with the loss of the
theater. Both the form and function of this
area began to change with the removal of
the theater giving way to new architectural
styles and new uses. The few remaining sites
that still reflect the original character of this
area can be seen on the structure at
Alhambra and Granada Way, the remnants
of the theater garden in the supermarket
parking lot located on Alhambra Boulevard
and the building on the southwest side of
"Q" Street and Alhambra Boulevard.

1. Residential Neighborhoods: Most of the
houses in the residential neighborhoods east
of Alhambra Boulevard were constructed
between the turn of the century and the start Although the theater has been demolished,
of World War I. The buildings are true to the character of this area can be revived to
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an extent through the recreation of the
architectural richness that was reminiscent
of the theater and other structures in the
area. This is not an effort to replicate what
was once here but to revive the flavor these
features provided in this portion of the
corridor.
In the commercial areas, the influence of
Spanish Colonial Revival and Mission
Revival is found, as well as vernacular brick
on buildings. The industrial area has some
brick industrial structures as well as
concrete tilt-up and corrugated metal
buildings.
3. Midtown: This area west of Alhambra

Boulevard contains a variety of styles
enabling new development numerous
options for design. Development in this area
should follow the applicable provisions of
these Neighborhood Design Guidelines.
4. Other Commercial Strips and the
Transportation Corridor: Commercial sites

and areas not specifically identified in these
guidelines should comply with the
commercial infill and commercial buildings
provisions of these supplementary design
guidelines.

Section 6: Supialemental Design Guidelines

T'•

A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines

5.Industrial Neighborhoods: The industrial

8. Landscaping: Landscaping is an

iii. Material: All exterior mate-

neighborhoods in the Alhambra Corridor are
located in areas adjacent to residential
development. In many cases these industrial
sites are under pressure for change and
reuse. In an effort to protect and preserve
the character of the adjacent existing single
family neighborhoods, new development
should conform to the criteria identified for
the Neighborhood Preservation Transition
Buffer areas where applicable.

important design element of any building.
Landscaping can be used to soften the
building edge and, to a degree, offset the scale
of a building. Appropriate landscaping can
also help define new and existing pedestrian
paths as well as provide a canopy for the
pedestrian.

rials found on the existing tradi-

6. Neighborhood Preservation Transition
Buffer Area: A Transition Buffer Area of 300

feet from single family neighborhoods has
been established to help preserve the
character and scale of existing residential
neighborhoods. Guidelines for development
in these areas address appropriate features
to ensure compatibility and reduce scale.
7. Pedestrian Feature: The Alhambra

Corridor serves as an important link for
pedestrian movement into the downtown
area. The Corridor has existing pedestrian
opportunities that should be enhanced
through the appropriate design of new
development and the inclusion of pedestrian
access features.

3.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

1.

Residential Neighborhoods

a.

Single Family

tional residential structures in the
neighborhood are appropriate to
be used as dictated by the
projects architectural design.
Materials which are discouraged
are: vertical board and batten and
grooved plywood, imitation materials, such as synthetic stone or
imitation brick and aluminum or
vinyl siding.

i. Site Plan: The site layout
should maintain the existing
front and side yard setback established in the neighborhood.

ii. Context: The design of the
new structures should be compatible with the existing neighborhoods through the use of
complementary forms, texture
and material. The scale of the
new structure should blend into
the existing neighborhood.
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A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

iv. Alleys: The architectural
style of any new alley development shall be compatible with
the better of the surrounding existing structures located along
the alley and adjacent streets. Enhancements, such as dormer
windows, etc., are encouraged,
especially on detached garages,
when appropriate for the archi-

tectural style being used. The design of structures along the alley
shall minimize the visual prominence of any garage doors.

design theme and materials
should be used on all building
elevations visible from the street
or alley.

v. Landscaping: Provide land-

iii. Materials Exterior: Materi-

scaping as an added interest to
encourage pedestrian use of alleys.

als which are in harmony with
the existing neighborhood, are
encouraged. Materials, which
are discouraged are: vertical
board and batten or plywood
panels; imitation materials, such
as synthetic stone or imitation
brick and aluminum or vinyl siding.

b. Multi Family
i.

.25
4'7

•

Site Plan: The site layout

should maintain the scale and
rhythm of the existing neighborhood.

t

iv. Pedestrian Friendly Features:
ii. Context: The design of the

.//
/
j/J/

0

Figure 63. Provide landscaping as an added
interest to encourage pedestrian use of alleys.
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new structure(s) should be compatible with the existing neighborhood through the use of
complementary forms, texture
and material. The scale of the
new structure should blend into
the existing neighborhood. The
use of a varied setback to the exterior walls and roof forms,
which reflect the architectural
character of the neighborhood, is
strongly encouraged. The same

Proposed development with
property abutting an alley is encouraged to minimize the importance of garage doors and parking. Landscaping and special architectural features that add interest to these areas will help encourage the use of alleys by pedestrians. Sidewalks should also
be consistent in texture and design to ensure continuity for pedestrian use.

Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

v. Landscaping: The project

project is within a Neighborhood
Preservation Transition Area, it
should conform to the criteria
identified in this subsection .

must include a landscaping and
irrigation plan. Landscaping features should provide adequate
open space and comply with the
criteria identified in Section iv.
Landscaping.

vii. Trash Storage: Minimizing

the number of trash containers
and facilities is strongly encouraged. To assist in this effort, provisions for combined facility locations between property lines,
will be encouraged in the
Alhambra Corridor. Reducing
the number of trash facility locations will help create a more pedestrian friendly environment
within the alley ways in the corridor. Trash facilities should be
located away from on-site open
space and courtyard areas. (See
Figure 6.4.)

vi. Parking: Parking should be

adequately screened and located
outside of front setback. If the

,

2.

Mixed Use Neighborhoods

a.

Commercial Buildings
i. Site Plan: The layout of com-

Figure 6.4. Trash enclosures should be
designed to complement the building design.

mercial buildings in the same
neighborhood as established residential buildings, must be compatible to the extant neighborhood.

ii. Elevations: The elevations of
the new commercial project
should complement the existing
streetscape. The same design
theme and materials should be
used on all building elevations
visible from the street or alley. The
roof line of the new project
should repeat the pitch and
rhythm of the existing
streetscape.
iii. Materials: The exterior ma-

terial should not be foreign to the
existing neighborhood. If a new
material is introduced to the
streetscape by the new project,
the new material must be compatible to the existing buildings.
iv. Landscaping: The project

must include a landscaping and
irrigation plan. The landscaping
should help integrate the new
project into the surrounding residential neighborhood. The landscaping on the site must reduce
or soften the impact of the project
on the surrounding residential
neighborhood.
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A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

v. Pedestrian Friendly Features:
Proposed development with
property abutting an alley is encouraged to minimize the importance of garage doors and parking. Landscaping and special architectural features that add interest to these areas will help encourage the use of alleys by pedestrians. Additional lighting

.r

4

Figure 6.5. Signage at eye level.
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along the alley is also encouraged b.
in this area. Sidewalks should
also be consistent in texture and
design to ensure continuity for
pedestrian access.
vi. Signs: Attached or monument signs are encouraged for
use in all non-freeway oriented
development. These signs are to
be directed to pedestrian use and
should be at the average pedestrian eye level. (See Figure 6.5.)
vii. Trash Storage: Minimizing
the number of trash containers
and facilities is strongly encouraged. To assist in this effort, provisions for combined facility locations between property lines,
will be encouraged in the Alhambra Corridor. Reducing the number of wash facility locations, will
help create a more pedestrian
friendly environment within the
alley ways in the corridor. Trash
facilities should be located away
from on-site open space and
courtyard areas.

Commercial 1011 - Alhambra
Special Features Area
i. Site Plan: The site layout
should be planned to reinforce
the earlier architectural character of the neighborhood.
1. Architectural Style: Spanish Colonial Revival and Mission revival with a Moorish
influence were the prevalent
architectural styles during
the heyday of this area. The
site plan of any new project

Figure 6.6. Spanish Colonial Revival Style.

Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

should reflect the form of
those styles in the use of
courtyards visible from the
street, fountains, and pedestrian access into and through
the project area. (See Figure
6.6)
2. Parking: Parking should

Figure 6.7. Column exterior detail.

be placed in the rear of the
project to protect the view
from the street and to facilitate pedestrian and transit
orientation. Parking areas
should be adequately
screened either through landscaping or other screening
features. The parking lots
should also provide adequate
lighting for the users safety.
b. Elevations: A continuation
of the Spanish Colonial Revival
and Mission Revival styles with
the Moorish influence is most appropriate.

Figure 6.8. Arched opening exterior

1. Exterior Details: Those
styles used towers, domes, pilasters, columns, capitals, cor-

Figure 6.9. Balcony Detail.

bels, arched windows and
door openings, as well as
horizontal wood lintels. (See
Figure 6.7. and 6.8.) The surface of the exterior was
handled as a pre-machine
finish. The unevenness of
hand finishing is preferred.
(See Figure 6.9.)
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A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

2. Materials: Exterior mate-

rials should include: tile roofing, stucco walls, decorative
tile trim, terra-cotta floor.
3. Pedestrian Friendly Features: Development in this

Figure 6.10. Pedestrian Friendly features.

Figure 6.11. Arched Entry.
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—portion of the corridor is encouraged to include a Public
Art Element, smaller scale architectural features and clear
window glazing, in addition
to courtyards and fountains,
to enhance the pedestrian experience into and through
this area. The Public Art Element encourages art incorporated into private development to enhance the visual
experience within the corridor. The type of features intended under this provision
include: mosaic tiled entries,
sculptures, unique landscaping or architectural features.
These features should be confined to the site and not encroach onto the public rightof-way. Sidewalks should be
similar in texture and design
for continuity. (See Figure
6.10.)

iii. Courtyards: Courtyards
should be designed in a manner
that clearly define the courtyard
space with a physical element
such as an arched entry and
walls that provide a sense of enclosure and protection. This
space should project this sense to
the building occupant and also
be easily perceived as such by
passersby inviting them into the
space. (See Figure 6.11.)
iv. Alleys: Alleys within the

commercial areas of Alhambra
Boulevard should be integrated
as additional pedestrian ways to
enhance the east-west pedestrian
linkage between the Midtown
and East Sacramento neighborhoods. When possible provide
additional landscaping along the
alleys. Even when present in segments, landscaping would help
to create a pedestrian friendly
environment. Physical and/or
visual access to any courtyards,
fountains, etc., that are located
along the alleys would be enhanced. Additional lighting
along the alley is also encouraged
in this area.

Section 6: Supzlemental Design Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

Efforts to preserve and promote C.
additional use of the decorative
cast iron historic street lights,
should be encouraged in this portion of the corridor. (See Figure
6.12.)
v. Landscaping: The landscaping should be complementary to
the building and the commercial
area and should comply with
Section 4 of these guidelines.

Figure 6.12. Cast iron lighting.
Increased use of the alleys and
improved commercial vitality of
the area is possible by encouraging the development of storefronts along the alley to house
any new shops that do not require the higher visibility available along the streets. Encourage
the location of secondary entrances from the pedestrianized
alleys, and creation of additional
storefronts for existing businesses
and offices that front onto a main
street.

vi. Signs: Attached or monument signs are encouraged for
use in all non-freeway oriented
development. These signs are to
be directed to pedestrian use and
should be at the average pedestrian eye level. Signs should comply with the General Design Review Guidelines.

Other Commercial Strips and
Transportation Corridor
i. Site Plan: The site layout
should provide for courtyards
and open spaces which may be
used for outdoor services and-activities with clearly defined pedestrian pathways.
b. Elevations: The exterior elevations of the project should provide small scale architectural features that relate to the pedestrian
level, the visual mass of the building should be reduced by varia-

Figure 6.13. Arched windows.
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A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

tions in the facade surface and
clear window glazing. (See Figure 6.13.) For "Restricted General Commercial" properties located between "R" and "S"
streets, avoid visual mass by using one or more of the following
measures:
Break up long (one
•
hundred (100) linear feet or
greater) building elements

through the use of building
clusters with open space.
Provide offsets in
•
plan or otherwise articulated
to prevent monotonous repetition on building facade.
Break long (one hun•
dred (100) linear feet or
greater) horizontal lines
in parapet by use of vertical
or horizontal off-sets or
changing of roof forms.
iii. Material: The materials used
on the exterior of the building
must work in concert with the
design of the structure. False or
imitation material should be
avoided.
iv. Landscaping: The landscap-

ing should be complementary to
the building and the commercial
area and should comply with the
landscape criteria identified in
Section II-F of these guidelines.
Figure 6.14. Public Art.
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v. Pedestrian Friendly Features: In addition to those fea-

tures previously mentioned, the
inclusion of a Public Art Element is strongly encouraged to
promote pedestrian use. (See
Figure 6.14.) The Public Art Element encourages art incorporated into private development
to enhance the visual experience within the corridor. The
type of features intended under
this provision include; mosaic
tiled entries, sculptures, unique
landscaping or architectural
features. Sidewalks should be
similar in texture and design to
ensure continuity for pedestrian access.
vi. Signs: Attached or monu-

ment signs are encouraged for
use in all non-freeway oriented
development. These signs are to
be directed to pedestrian use
and should be at the average pedestrian eye level. Signs should
comply with the General Design
Review Guidelines.

Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
A. Alhambra Corridor Design Guidelines
3. Design Guidelines (Continued)

vii.Trash Storage: Minimizing

the number of wash containers
and facilities is strongly encouraged. To assist in this effort, provisions for combined facility locations between property lines,
will be encouraged in the Alhambra Corridor. Reducing the number of trash facility locations will
help create a more pedestrian
friendly environment within the
alley ways in the corridor. Trash
facilities should be located away
from on-site open space and
courtyard areas.
d.

Industrial Neighborhoods
i. Site Plan: The site layout of
new projects in industrial neigh-

borhoods must protect and preserve the character of existing
adjacent residential neighborhoods. Courtyards, open spaces
and architectural features should
be provided to integrate the two
uses when a change of use is proposed from industrial to something more compatible with the
adjacent residential uses.

of trash facility locations will
help create a more pedestrian
friendly environment within the
alley ways in the corridor. Trash
facilities should be located away
from on-site open space and
courtyard areas.

ii. Landscaping: New or enhanced landscaping must be provided and should comply with
the landscape criteria identified
in Section 4.
iii. Pedestrian Friendly Features:

New uses in these neighborhoods
should help to bridge adjacent
residential uses through clearly
defined pedestrian pathways.
These pathways should be similar in texture and design to ensure continuity for pedestrian access.
iv. Signs: Attached or monument

signs are encouraged for use in
non-freeway oriented development. Signs should comply with
the General Design Review
Guidelines.
v. Trash Storage: Minimizing

the number of trash containers
and facilities is strongly encouraged. To assist in this effort, provisions for combined facility locations between property lines,
will be allowed in the Alhambra
Corridor. Reducing the number

3.

Neighborhood Preservation
Transition Buffer Area

A Neighborhood Preservation Transition
Buffer area of 300 feet from single family
neighborhoods has been created to protect
these areas from incompatible development.
New development located within the 300
foot Neighborhood Preservation Buffer area
should incorporate the following provisions
into the project's design:
a. A design that is similar in scale and

architectural character with adjacent
single family residential structures;
(styles prevalent east of Alhambra
include Mediterranean, Mission,
Spanish, Colonial, Period Revival as
well as Craftsman and California
Bungalow) (west of Alhambra
prevalent styles include the above as
well as Queen Anne, East Lake,
Stick, Italianate and some Blends.)
6-13
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b. Exterior wall finishes and roofing
materials should be similar to those
used in adjacent residential neighborhoods. A roof pitch of at least 4/12
is encouraged for structures using
pitched roof designs.

Figure 6.15. Street trees need a minimum
of 10' clear area.

C. Visual disruptions to the existing
street scape are strongly discouraged
in the Neighborhood Preservation
Areas. These areas were created to
ensure the compatibility of new construction to the existing residential
neighborhood. Disruptive features
would include, excessive massing of
the building, incompatible architectural design, and inappropriate
placement on the site. A landscape
element should be included as part
of the overall design. Landscaping
will soften the hard edge of commercial development when it is adjacent
to residential use. The landscape element should adhere to the criteria
and plant list identified in Section 3
of these guidelines.

d. Tree Planting Standards. The following provisions and tree species have
been
identified for use in the
Figure 6.16. Planter strips are encouraged.
6-14

Alhambra Corridor to ensure a
healthy environment for landscape
features and corridors.

Li

i. Street Trees: Where there
are existing trees present, tree
planting areas should provide minimum of 10 feet of
unexcavated or minimally
excavated soil area radiating
from the curbside of sidewalk
directly behind the tree. Soil
depth shall be a minimum of
4 feet from the surface unless
otherwise stated. This area
shall not be subject to excavation greater than 12".
Where there are no existing
trees, tree planting areas
should provide a minimum of
10 feet of soil area radiating
from the curbside of sidewalk
directly behind the tree planting location with a minimum
depth of 4 feet from the surface unless otherwise stated.
Street trees will be required.
(See Figure 6.15.)
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[7)
1_ )

Ten-foot setback for the third

story and above (10' measured from back edge of sidewalk) is required in addition
to an 8' planting strip and
sidewalk width.
Encourage park strips in back
of curb between the sidewalk
and street, and encourage
large shade trees. (See Figure
6.16)

Li

5.

Tree Standards: Alhambra
Boulevard From I Street to P Street
i. Trees: Alhambra Boulevard is

currently lacking in trees due to
natural loss and loss during new
construction. Since this is a major pedestrian corridor, new
projects will be required to provide tree planting in the public
right-of-way strip adjacent to the
sidewalk. To ensure a uniform
theme and continuity in this area,
the use in the public fight-of-way
along Alhambra Boulevard
should include trees that are compatible with the Mediterranean

features identified for this portion
of the corridor. Based on this
theme the following trees have
been identified for use in this
area:
ii. Public Right-of-Way - East side
of Alhambra Boulevard Street

(*Existing dominant tree)
Trees:Platanus
Deciduous
acerifolia (London Plane Tree) -

80' high, 30' to 40' spread.
Celtis sinensis (Chinese Hackberry) - grows to 40' high with a
50' to 60' spread.
Ouercus Lobata (Valley Oak) to 70' high with a 60' to 80'
spread.
iii. Public Right-of-Way - West side
of street: (*Existing dominant
tree)
iv. Evergreen Trees:

v. Deciduous Trees: Pistacia
chinesis (Chinese Pistache) - 40'-

60' high with 40' to 50' spread.
Colorful Fall leaves.

6.

Tree Suggestions For Other Areas

in the Alhambra Corridor

i. Public right-of-way medians
in other parts of the corridor that
lack trees will be required to plant
trees in these areas. The type of
tree to be used should conform
to those approved by the city arborist.
ii. On-site landscaping should
emphasize trees that provide a
canopy for pedestrian comfort
and scale. The appendix consists
of a list of trees that are approved
for use in these areas.
iii. On-site landscaping elements
should include trees as well as
ground cover and shrubs. Appropriate trees include any of the
trees mentioned in these guidelines. All landscaping should include live plant material.
iv. A maintenance plan utilizing
professional landscape maintenance provisions should also be
included in the plan. Street tree
6-15
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and landscape element watering
should not interfere with pedestrian movement.
v. Inspection by the City arborist shall be required if roots
over 2" in diameter are located
during construction and may not
be cut without the approval of
the City Arborist.
vi. Irrigation: Discourage surface spray systems for tree watering and encourage the use of
the following system for street
trees:
1.
A low-flow bubbler
with 3/4 crushed rock inside
of a 3" or 4" diameter perforated ABS 3' foot depth pipe
should be encouraged.
2.

Discourage the use of

root deflectors that surround
the root ball of newly planted
trees to avoid root constriction. Allow for the use of root
deflectors that line curbs and
sidewalks where trees are
planted in park strips.

vii. Overhead Utilities: It is a priority of these guidelines that the
City work with SMUD and other
agencies to have the overhead
utility wires removed, and placed
underground on Alhambra Boulevard. This will allow for taller
trees to be planted on the west
side of Alhambra Boulevard.
These guidelines will be revised
to reflect the use of taller trees
when the underground work has
been completed. In an effort to
preserve existing trees during underground utility installation a
"Directionally Controlled Horizontal Drilling" technique will be
encouraged. This will prevent excessive damage to existing root
systems along Alhambra Boulevard.

Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
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B. R STREET CORRIDOR DESIGN
GUIDELINES

1. INTRODUCTION
These design guidelines supplement the
Project Design Guidelines (Section 3)
applicable to the Central City.
The R Street Corridor includes 54 city blocks
located within Sacramento's Central City,
south of the Central Business District, the
mixed use State Capitol Plan area, and
between several well-established Central
City neighborhoods.

Figure 6.17. A well known R Street Landmark The Building at 10th and R Street.
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The R Street Corridor is bounded by 2nd
Street to the west, Q Street to the north, S
Street to the south, and 29th Street to the
east. (See Figure 6.18.)

2. APPLICABILITY
The R Street Supplemental Design
Guidelines are one of three planning
documents that guide future development
decisions within the corridor. The Design
Guidelines are used by City staff, the Design
Review/Preservation Board, the
Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment
Commission and the City Planning
Commission in the review of development
proposals.
The R Street Corridor Plan, a chapter of the
Central City Community Plan, establishes
the overall vision, goals and policies for land
use and community facilities. The goal for
the R Street Corridor is to transition the
existing warehouse and light industrial uses
into a new residential mixed use
neighborhood served by light rail transit
service. These guidelines assure compatible
design between existing, older industrial
buildings and new mixed use development.
6-18

The plan includes streetscape standards for
circulation to assure that R Street is designed
as a local, two-way pedestrian scale street.
The R Street Special Planning District (SPD),
Section 2.99 of the Zoning Ordinance,
defines the permitted and conditional uses,
development standards and procedures for
the review and approval of development
proposals.

•

Strengthen linkages between the mixed
use Capitol Area Plan District, the Central Business District, the Riverfront
Master Plan District, and the Alhambra
Corridor District through bicycle, pedestrian and view corridors.

•

Promote historic preservation of residential and commercial structures.

3. URBAN DESIGN CONTEXT

•

Foster opportunities for alley development and a variety of architectural
styles in keeping with the surrounding neighborhood.

Figure 6.19 illustrates the R Street Corridor
Urban Design Framework and the
application of the design principles. The
following Urban Design Principles should
guide the review and approval of
development proposals in the R Street
Corridor.

•

Promote transit friendly site design at
the four light rail stations.

•

Respect the neighborhood context and
scale of existing neighborhoods through
appropriate setbacks, massing and
height limits.

Create a pedestrian-friendly environment within the corridor through
neighborhood scale streetscape improvements.

•

Focus retail and open space uses at important street corners and rnidblock locations to support transit use, pedestrian safety and new centers for neighborhood activity centers.

•

•

Promote appropriate reuse of existing
industrial and warehouse buildings to
assure compatibility with future new
residential and commercial development.

Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
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Interior
side

4. SITE AND CONTEXT ISSUES

The setback between faces shall be a minimum of 4 feet.

6.B.4.1. Commercial - Massing, Height, and
Bulk.

6.B .4.2.(b). Mid-block Setback Texturing:

Corridor Special Planning District
Ordinance, in the Office Building West and
Central SPD zones, the applicable setbacks
and stepback for commercial uses are
illustrated in Figure 6.20.

On the north side of R Street a midblock
mini open space should be provided that is
a minimum of 30 feet wide (parallel with R
Street) and 15' deep (from the property line)
and should provide seating, play equipment
or some other community amenity to encourage use of the space by residents on the
block.

6.B.4.1 .(b). Maximum Diagonal Dimension:

6.B.4.2.(c). Projections at Corners: At se-

6.B.4.1.(a) Commercial Setbacks and
Stepbacks: As specified in the R Street

0'(if
adjacent to
residential

For commercial buildings, the maximum diagonal dimension should be 300 feet on the
portion of the building which is over 40 feet
in height. (See Figure 6.21. for illustration).

Figure 6.20. Commercial Setback and
Stepbacks.

75' or 100'
(0B-W or C-

6.B.4.2. Residential - Massing, Height, and
Bulk.
6.B.4.2.(a). Staggered Setbacks:In the RMX

0
Figure 6.21. Maximum Diagonal Dimension.
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and R-3-A SPD zones along Q between 8th
and 25th Streets, along S Street, and the
numbered streets, the buildings should have
a staggered setback with no building face
less than 10 feet in length or greater than 24
feet, to emulate the older lower density residential buildings on individual 40 foot lots.

lected corners along R Street (specified in the
SPD), a projection of 6 feet is allowed to encroach into the front and sideyard setbacks
within 30 feet of each corner of the building
for the second floor elevation and above.
Column widths that do not exceed 15% of
the face length of the corner projection are
allowed at the ground floor.
6.B.4.2.(d). Mass and Parcel Size: New de-

velopment along numbered streets, Q Street,
and S Street should be broken up into a
massing pattern that expresses the surrounding 40 foot lot pattern of the adjacent
neighborhood. Within the interior of the corridor along R Street, there are larger parcel

J
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Design Guidelines
4. Site and Context Issues (Continued)

sizes (one-half block) which allow more creative design. A typical R Street block includes
larger parcel sizes along the industrial R
Street and a variety of smaller parcel sizes
adjacent to the lettered streets (Q and S
Street) and numbered streets consistent with
Central City neighborhoods. (See Figure
6.22.

1 .et

!I+
•-1

6.B.4.3.(a) Architectural Details: Delta
Type Cottages, Queen Anne or Craftsman
style details predominant the surrounding
area and should be strongly considered
when conducting the contextual design
process (See Figure 6.24.)
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Figure 6.22. Typical Block Plan.
The different parcel sizes provide an opportunity for a variety of housing types: alley/
attached single family units (40' x 80' lot),
moderate density residential (80'x160' lot)

1
R Street

Figure 6.23. Typical R Street Parcelization.
Figure 6.24. 1714 18th Street.
and moderate density residential over retail at corners (80' x 160' lot). (See Figure
6.B.4.3.(b). Precedent Structures: 1000,1206
6.23).
6.B.4.3. Historic Structures: All building
rehabilitation and relocations within the
R3A-SPD area (Q and S Streets) and
preservation areas shall be conducted
consistent with the Preservation Guidelines,
Listed Structures Plan, and the Secretary of
Interior Standards.

1226, 1314, 1316, 1318, 1322, 1322, 1500,
1504 - 6, 1516, 1518, 1522, 1526, 1910 Q
Street; 1108, 1409-1413 R Street; 723, 1201,
2601 S Street; 1801 2nd Street; 1713-17151/
2 10th Street; 1800, 1801 11th Street; 1711
12th Street; 1712 13th St; 1712, 1714 14th
Street; 1700-06 16th Street; 1822 21st Street;
1707 18th Street; and 1819, 1823 20th
Street.
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be required and linked to the surrounding
development patterns if appropriate.
Structures should generally have
articulation at entries, bases and tops to
break up the overall mass into smaller
elements. (See Figure 6.26.)

5. INDUSTRIAL USES
It is anticipated that certain industrial uses
will remain in operation for a number of
years and will undergo physical
modifications from time to time. When this
remodeling occurs the industrial uses must
respect and respond to the evolving context
and character of the corridor. The
modifications to existing industrial uses shall,
to the extent feasible, respond to the
following:
6.B.5.1. Building Orientation: Industrial

building modifications should be placed as
closely to the street as possible, buildings
should face the major commercial street. The
main pedestrian entry to a project should
be related directly to the main street
frontage. To the extent feasible, people
oriented activities such as offices and
cafeterias, should be oriented to the street.
6.B.5.2. Parking Location: Employee and
visitor parking should be oriented to the
interior or interior side of the site and, where
appropriate, to the rear of lots. Vehicle
entrances should be located away from the
residential or commercial uses. (See Figure
6.25.)
6-22

6.B.5.5. Fencing: Chainlink fences 'visible

Figure 6.25. 19th and T. Parking should
be oriented to the interior side and,
where appropriate, to the rear of lots,
as done in this renovation project.

from street elevations are highly
discouraged. If chainlink fencing is used,
vegetation should mask the fence and
plastic coated fencing is encouraged. The
use of concertina or ribbon wire is not
permitted.

6.B.5.3. Safety :Projects should include safety

conscious design through adequate clear
glass, lighting, surveillance, and access for
emergency vehicles.
6.B.5.4. Massing and Articulation: Existing

buildings with lengthy, flat horizontal
facades are permitted to remain, but during
the design review process some articulation
of building elevations will be encouraged
commensurate with the level of
rehabilitation. Elements such as planar
changes, height changes, awnings, etc., may

Figure 6.26. Breaking up large buildings
into smaller units.
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6.B.5.6. Color and Texture: An integrated

color palate for the entire project should be
submitted with the design. The colors should
be selected to achieve specific goals such as
harmony, contrast, or articulation. The use
of a variety of colors is encouraged. Most
projects should incorporate a minimum of
three colors. Large, uninterrupted and
unarticulated monochromatic expanses are
discouraged.
6.B.5.7. Windows and Doors: Additional

I

window space facing the public street is
encouraged. Main service or utility doors
should not face the street frontage. Metal,
including steel and aluminum, and glass are
encouraged. Wood and plastics requiring
higher maintenance are discouraged.

Street trees should be located along street
frontages to provide a shading canopy, color,
and foliage to soften the hard streetscape.
In employee and visitor parking areas, it is
encouraged that extensive use of trees be
planted to meet and exceed wherever
possible the minimum shading requirements
of the City Ordinance.

Or*"

6.B.5.10. Automobile Parking: Parking areas

should be shaded by canopy trees, as
recommended by the City Ordinance (See
Figure 6.27.) Special accent paving at entries
to the parking areas are welcomed. This
accent paving could possibly tie in with the
enhanced paving of the building entries. The
main entry driveway should be identifiable,
possibly incorporating building elements in

Figure 6.27. Parking areas should be
shaded by canopy trees.

a hierarchy of planting materials and colors.
6.B.5.8. Details: Awnings and canopies of
durable quality are encouraged. These
elements provide shadow and relief to fiat
facades and even further enhance slightly
recessed areas. Dissimilar materials should
receive consideration on how they abut one
another.

Visitor parking should be located as
conveniently as possible to the street and
building entry. Employee parking areas are
encouraged to be located to the rear or the
side of the site. Public transit access in site
design is encouraged. The use of public
transit to and from the site is encouraged.

6.B.5.9. Placement of Trees: The retention

of existing trees that have been determined
to be significant in value is encouraged.
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6. Light Rail Transit (LRT) Stations

L.
6.B.5.11. Trash Storage: Trash storage

6.B.5.13. Roof Mounted Equipment: All roof

6.B.6.1. Mixed Use: New mixed use

should be located in as visually unobtrusive
a position as possible. The design of the
structure and the materials used should be
compatible with the building. Permanent
materials such as concrete or masonry with
heavy steel gates are required. Provide
landscaping to soften the trash enclosure.
(See Figure 6.28.)

mounted equipment should be screened
from public ways. The use of mechanical
wells integrated into the building design is
encouraged.

development should be concentrated
adjacent to the station;

6.B.5.14. Service Access: Service access,

including loading docks, should be located
to not obstruct the flow of pedestrians or
user circulation when in use, or not to create
an unsightly condition while it is between
maintenance. Loading docks and service
doors should be located out of view of
primary street frontage and entry.

6.B.6.2. Corners: Building corners should be

accented with special roof forms and
projecting elements;
6.B.6.3. Retail Orientation: Primary

commercial or ground floor retail space
entrances must orient to plazas, parks or
pedestrian oriented streets, not interior blocks
or parking lots;
6.B.6.4. Parks and Plazas: Mid block mini

6. LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT (LRT)
STATIONS

Figure 6.28. Storage Areas should be
screened and located in a visually
unobtrusive area.
6.B.5.12. Storage Areas: Any article, goods,

material, machine, equipment, vehicle, trash,
or similar items to be stored other than in
an enclosed, covered building, should be
screened with planting and/or berming to
shield views from public streets, adjacent
properties, parking areas or pedestrian
walkways.
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These guidelines encourage better site design,
improve access to public transportation,
make more efficient use of land and create
lively focal points for neighborhood activity.
Figure 6.29 illustrates the LRT station
provisions as they might apply to a mixed
use development in the R Street Corridor.
These provisions apply to all properties
located within 660 feet of a light rail transit
station, as defined in Section 2.99 of the
Zoning Ordinance.

parks and public facilities should be
provided to serve residents, transit patrons
and workers in the corridor and neighboring
areas, particularly the 13th and 23rd Street
station locations. Parks and plazas should
be the focus of developments and should be
placed next to public streets, residential areas
and retail uses. Parks and plazas should not
be formed from residual areas, used as
buffers to surrounding developments, or
used to separate buildings from streets;
6.B .6.5 . Parking Lots: Parking lots should not
dominate the frontage of pedestrian streets,
interrupt pedestrian routes or negatively
impact surrounding neighborhoods. Alley
access to parking structures is encouraged;

Section 6: Supplemental Design Guidelines
B. R Street Corridor District Supplemental
Design Guidelines
6. Light Rail Transit (LRT) Stations
(Continued)

6.B.6.6. Massing: Mass and height of the

transit-oriented mixed use development
should step down and transition to the
smaller scale context of the existing
neighborhood;
6.B.6.7. Pedestrian Connection: Walkways

should be short and direct from entrance to
entrance between adjacent developments
and from buildings to adjacent transit stops;
6.B.6.8. Fences: Walls and fences which

lengthen distances between main entrances
of adjacent commercial or multi-family
residential structures are discouraged;
6.B.6.9. Windows and Detailing: Large

windows and protective awnings or

overhangs on building facades that face
sidewalks are encouraged;
6.B.6.10. Walkways: Pedestrian walkways
should be constructed of some sort of
alternative paving materials (i.e., stepping
stones, pavers);
6.B.6.11. Streetscape: Building frontages of

office projects should incorporate pedestrian
amenities such as benches, plazas, outdoor
eating areas, and pedestrian scaled street
lighting.
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North
a?'

Existing neighborhood
development
Entry to subterranean
parking garage from
the alley

New smaller scale
residential steps down
to transition to the
context of the existing
neighborhood
New 4 - 4 1/2 story

New residential entries
front onto the streets

commercial or
residential

development
New building entries
and mid-block open
space oriented towards
Light Rail station
Light Rail Station
Landscape setback.at
the streets
Accentuate building
corners with special
roof forms and
projecting elements
Commercial and retail
;pace at street level
corners

..\\:\\.
/
Figure 6.29. LRT Station Mixed Use Prototype Developnien‘t tloe,
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Mid-block landscaped
open space / mini-park
neighborhood
gathering place
Residential common
ss., open space with
amenities
New mid-block
residential units with
entrances fronting on
the alley

Appendix A
Glossary

Describes the use of building
elements, areas, and colors which create
variety and a sense of activity in and around
a building.
ANIMATED:

BOLLARD: A

vertical element designed to
prevent the movement of vehicles across a
roadway or into a pedestrian area.
The relationship between
distances on a map and actual ground
distances; (2) The proportioned relationship
of the size of parts to one another. Bar scale
usually is represented by a graphic scale (a
visual bar) or a ratio (or representative
fraction) such as 1.1 mile. Since maps are
often enlarged and reproduced
photographically, the bar scale is not effected
by the map enlargement or reduction.

DESIGN CONTEXT: Describes

the surrounding
styles, scales, uses and other factors that
identify distinctive qualities in relation to a
design project.

BAR SCALE: (1)

A
structure detached from a principal building
located on the same lot and customarily
incidental and subordinate to the principal
building or use.
ACCESSORY (OR ANCILLARY) STRUCTURES:

ADAPTIVE REUSE: The

reuse or new use of
older structures that would otherwise be
demolished, often involving rehabilitation of
the interior and the exterior.

The design of new
structures or additions or renovations to
existing structures that incorporate all or
some of the massing, rhythm, window
modules, finishes and details of the
surrounding structures.
CONTEXTUAL DESIGN:

ARTICULATION: The

dividing or segmenting of
building elements into smaller components
to create a sense of finer detailing. The
variations in the exterior of the building or
massing of buildings in a development.
Elements of articulation may be described
in terms of roughness of surface material,
numbers of openings, patterns within the
material or of different materials, massing,
etc. Articulation can reduce the scale of
larger buildings by the use of small detailed
patterns.

DESIGN CONTINUITY: A unifying or connecting
theme or physical feature for a particular
setting or place, provided by one or more
elements of the natural or created
environment. Consistency in scale, quality,
or character between new and existing
development so as to avoid abrupt and/or
severe differences.
DESIGN RHYTHM OR PATTERN: The regular or
harmonious recurrence of lines, shapes,
forms, elements or colors, usually within a
proportional system.
ELEVATION: The

external faces of the building.

The exterior walls of a building
exposed to public view, or that wall viewed
by persons not within the building.
FACADE:

A non-load-bearing wall
which is applied in front of a framed
structure to keep out the weather. Common
materials are aluminum, steel and glass.

.CURTAIN WALL:

DENSIFICATION: The process of increasing the
amount of residential units or leasable space
within a given area.

Hardscape street
improvements that include paving
elements, such as roads sidewalks, and
medians. Softscape improvements include
landscaping elements, such as trees, bushes
and other plant material.
HARDSCAPE VS. SOFTSCAPE:
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INFILL: Building and land development that
utilizes land within the urban environment
that is unused or under-used.
IRRIGATION: Method of artificial watering,
usually through automatic sprinkler
systems.
LAMPBLACK:

Concrete color additive.

A building officially
designated "historic" by the City Council.

MONOCHROMATIC:

The use of one color.

PODIUM: An elevated element over which a
building is constructed. The base.

NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS:

light.

The list of high quality
structures listed in Section 4 under each
subdistrict that can be used as examples for
massing, rhythms, window modules,
finishes and details to accomplish a design
that fits within the context of its
surroundings.

ORIENTATION: The

direction that various sides
of a building face.

PRESERVATION AREA:

ORTHOGRAPHIC: The

Punic ART: Art which is visible to the general
public. It can be freestanding or a
component of the overall building or
development.

Streets in the Central City that include
businesses that are primarily oriented to
residents and workers in the Central City
or immediately surrounding neighborhoods.
OPAQUE: A

material that does not transmit

PRECEDENT STRUCTURE:

LISTED STRUCTURE:

The distribution of building
volumes in regard to a) the building's
relative location on the site; and b) the
height, width, depth of the elements of a
building relative to each other. An example
of the second aspect could be "the bell tower
of a church in relation to the assembly
building of a church" are separate masses.

A district officially
designated "historic" by the City Council.

MASSING:

MIXED USE: A building or neighborhood that
incorporates more than one type of use,
such as Residential and Retail or
Commercial.

barrier placed between lanes of
traffic flowing in opposite directions, usually
wide enough to be landscaped and have
trees planted in it.

drawing of a building
elevation from one direction.
PARAPET: The

extension of the main wall of a
building above the roof level.
PAVING: Common

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS: Publicly directed
enhancements, often to streetscapes and
other public amenities.

PEDESTRIAN SCALE: A design relating to the
scale of an average person.

PUNCHED WINDOWS: Individual window
elements as opposed to a continuous
horizontal band of windows. Punched
windows can be either in the same plane
with the exterior surface or more
appropriately recede behind the plane.

terminology for surface
materials. These can be asphalt paving,
integral paving, stones, brick or concrete (See
Hardscape).

MEDIAN: A

A-2

PERSPECTIVE: The

presentation of a building
elevation from a three-dimensional
orientation.
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Land publicly
controlled, including streets, sidewalks and
alleys.
RIGHT OF WAY: (R.O.W.)

REHABILITATION: To restore to a good condition
while preserving significant features.
REMODEL:

To reconstruct or alter.

RENDERING: The

detailed colored presentation
of a building elevation, perspective, or plan.
RESTORATION: To bring back to a documented
former condition or appearance.
SASH: A framework in which panes of glass
are set.

Describes the relationship of objects
size to another. A building's scale might be
described in relation to its neighboring
context, to the components of the building
itself, or to a human being.. For the purpose
of this text, "Human Scale" refers to
buildings and streetscapes that comfortably
relate to the human figure (pedestrians).
SCALE:

SCORING PATTERNS: Lines scribed into
concrete, usually in sidewalks.

A

SCREENING: To visually separate, or mask for
aesthetic purposes or privacy issues.

SILL: horizontal member at the bottom of
a window or door opening.

SECONDARY FRONTAGE: The

A setting or expanse describing
visible signage, fixtures, paving,
landscaping, and buildings along a street
way.

side Of a building
which does not include the main entrance
or does not face the primary street frontage.
SETBACK: The distance between the building
and any lot line. The minimum setbacks in
the zoning ordinance define the building
envelope and establish the required yards front, rear, and side. The ordinance also
indicates what may be permitted in which
yards: parking, fences, accessory buildings,
patios, swimming pools, and so on. The
setback may include certain projections,
such as rocks, chimneys, and bay windows.

The shade cast by a
structure or building on the surrounding
areas during the day and over various
seasons.
SHADOW CASTING:

STREETSCAPE:

STOREFRONT STREET: An

Urban Commercial
or Neighborhood Commercial Corridor that
has primarily business use that fronts directly
on the street.
Two or more city blocks
separated by pedestrian only streets.
SUPER BLOCK:

URBAN COMMERCIAL CORRIDORS: Streets in the

Central City that include a substantial
amount of business that are drawing
customers from wide geographic area
beyond the Central City.
ZONING ORDINANCE: The

SHALL: Those

criteria which are required to
be provided as part of the building or site
development.

Zoning Ordinance
of the City of Sacramento.

SHOULD: Those elements which are desired
to be provided as a component of the
building or site design.
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Index
A
Access 3-18
Access Control 3-18
Access, Service 3-10
Accessory Structure 3-59
Adaptive Reuse 3-50
Addresses 3-37, 3-38
Adjacent Property 3-26
Aesthetic quality 3-9
Air 3-26
Alhambra Boulevard 6-4
Alhambra Corridor 4-4, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3
Alhambra, Design Guidelines 6-5
Alkali Flat 4-5
Alley 3-18
Alley development 6-18
Alley Fences 3-18
Alleys 3-37
Character of 3-56
Antenna 3-40, 3-42
Apartments 3-45
Applicability 6-18
Arborist 3-17
Articulation 3-30, 3-50
Articulation of Uses 3-51
Artist Live / Work 3-54
Authenticity 3-35

Bicycle 3-21
Bicycle Parking 3-21
Bollards 5-6
Brick 3-16
Brick paving 3-16
Broadway Corridor 4-7
Building 3-12
Design and Detailing 3-34
Building Articulation 3-30
Building Code 5-1
Building Detail and Articulation 3-31
Building Orientation 6-22

Central City Areas. See Map 3-5
Central City District. See Map 3-5
Central City Styles 4-23
Chases 3-53
Clear-vision Triangles 3-13
Colonial Revival Style 4-26
Color and Texture 6-23
Colors 3-35
Columns 3-47
Combining Parking 3-10
Commercial 3-27
Commercial Corridors 3-25, 4-21
Commercial InfiII 3-27
Commercial Strips 6-4
Common space 3-54
contextual design 4-1
Corners 6-24

Corporate Identity 3-32
Corridor
Alhambra 4-4, 6-1, 6-2
Broadway 4-7
R Street 6-17
Transportation 6-4
Corridors 3-25
Commercial 4-21
Urban Commercial 4-22
Courtyards and Open Space 3-52
Craftsman Style 4-27

D

.

Daylighting 3-43
Delta Style 4-28
Demolition 3-50
Design 3-24
Design and Construction 3-39
Design and Detailing 3-34
Design Concept 3-22
Design Elements 3-24, 3-46
Design Guidelines 6-17
Design Materials 3-59
Detail and Articulation 3-31
Building 3-31
Details 6-23
Diagonal Dimension 6-20
Disabled Access 3-49
Door Style 3-46
Drinking Fountains 3-20
Drip Irrigation 3-19
Driveway 3-10, 3-13
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Italianate Style 4-30

Driveways
Residential 3-11

Eastlake Style 4-29
Electric 3-40
Electrical 3-42
Energy Efficiency 3-43
Entrances 3-8, 3-52
Entries 3-8, 3-50
Equipment
Ground mounted 3-42
Roof mounted 3-42
Equipment & Utilities 3-50

Facades 3-23
Fences 3-54, 3-60, 6-25
Front yard 3-18
Fencing 6-22
Fenestration 3-46, 3-52
First floor 3-12
Floodproofing 3-61
Foundation Planting 3-15
Freeway
Business 80 6-1
Fremont School 4-1, 4-8
Front Yards 3-15
Function
Expression of 3-33
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Garage doors 3-46
Garages 3-10
Residential 3711
Subterranean 3-11
Glazing 3-46
Granada Way 6-4
Ground Mounted Equipment

3-42

Hand Watering 3-19
Hardscape 3-16
Height 3-26
Building 3-26
Historic
Existing buildings 3-44
Material 3-44
Past Remodeling 3-44
Historic Structures 6-21
Hose Bibb 3-60

Individual Units 3-32, 3-33
Industrial 3-54
Industrial Neighborhoods 6-5
Industrial Uses 6-22
Infill
Multi-family 3-29
Single family 3-28
Integration 3-40
Irrigation 3-19, 3-21, 3-40, 3-42

Lampblack additive 5-4
Landscape 3-13, 3-14
Landscape forms 3-13
Landscaped 3-19
Landscaping 6-5
Light 3-26
Light fixtures 3-36
Light Rail Transit (LRT) Stations 6-24
Lighting
Addresses 3-37
Alleys 3-37
Parking Lots 3-37
Paths 3-37
Site 3-37
Storefront 3-37
Lighting standards 5-3
Location Of Structures 3-4

Map
Alhambra Corridor 6-2, 6-3
Neighborhood Groups 4-3
Marshall School 4-1, 4-10
Massing 3-25, 3-26, 3-51, 6-25
Massing and Articulation 6-22
Massing, commercial 6-20
Materials 3-16, 3-35
Mechanical 3-19, 3-40, 3-42
Mechanical Irrigation 3-19
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Midtown 4-12, 6-4
Mixed Use 6-24
Mixed usc 3-51
Mixed Use Development 3-9
Modifications to Period Structures 3-44
Modifications to Structures 3-45
Multi family infill 3-29

Neighborhood 3-24
Neighborhood, Buildings Relationship 3-24
Neighborhood Groups. See Map 4-2
Neighborhood Preservation Transition Buffer Area
6-5
Neighborhoods
Residential 6-4
Sub 6-4
Newton Booth 4-1, 4-14
Noise and Odor 3-41

Observation 3-12
Observation/Visibility 3-12
Odor and Noise 3-41
Odors 3-53
On the Semi-Private Strcct 3-9
Open Space 3-52
Open space 6-18
Ordinance 3-14
Zoning 3-26
Orientation 3-52
Outdoor Cafe 3-60

Parking 3-10, 3-50
Combining 3-10
Employee 6-23
Location 6-22
Lot Shading Ordinance 3-14
Lots 3-10, 3-37, 6-24
spaces 3-10
Parking, Visitor 6-23
Parks and Plazas 6-24
Parkway 3-13, 3-19
Parkway Planter Strips 3-13
Paths 3-37
Paving 3-16
Paving Materials 3-16
Paving Safety 3-16
Pedestrian
Connection 6-25
Edges 3-9
Feature 6-5
Orientation 3-38
Shelter 3-9
Pedestrian-friendly 6-18
Placemaking 3-2, 3-16
Placement 3-59
Plant 3-14
Plant Selection 3-14
Planter 3-13
Planting 3-13, 3-21
Planting Strip 5-3
Planting strip 3-21
Plumbing 3-40, 3-42

Porch Rebuilding 3-47
Poverty Ridge 4-1
Prairie Style 4-25
Precedent Structure 4-1,

4-6, 4-9,

15, 4-17, 4-19

Preservation of Trees 3-17
Privacy 3-52
Public Building 3-55
Public improvements 5-1
Public right of way 3-4
public right-of-way 5-1
Public transit 6-23
(2
Queen Anne Style 4-24

R Street Corridor 6-17
Railing , 3-48
Relationship to Surroundings 3-24

Remodeling 3-45
Residential
Special 3-54
Residential Driveways 3-11
Residential Garages 3-11
Residential Neighborhoods 6-5
Residential Setbacks 3-4
Residential units 6-1
Restoration 3-46
Retail Orientation 6-24
Retail space 6-18
Roof Area 3-26

4-11, 4-13, 4-
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Roof Mounted Equipment 3-42, 6-24
Roofs 3-49

Safety 3-16, 6-22
Scale 3-22, 3-26
Human 6-1
Scale Height & Mass 3-4
Scale of Place 3-2
School
Fremont 4-1
Marshall 4-1, 4-10
Newton Booth 4-1
Washington 4-1, 4-18
William Land 4-1, 4-16
Scoring Patterns 3-4
Scoring patterns 5-6
Screened Enclosures 3-21
Screening 3-42
Security 3-12
Security Devices 3-12
Securiy and Lighting 3-59
Semi-Private Street 3-9
Service Access 3-10. 3-41, 6-24
Service access 3-42
Services 3-53
Setback 3-4, 6-20
Setbacks
Residential 3-4
Shapes 3-49
Sidewalks 5-3
Signage 3-38

Design and Construction 3-39
Signage Ordinance 5-1
Single Family Infill 3-28
Site Architectural Details 6-21
Site Design 3-43
Site Furnishings 3-20
SMUD 3-43
Softscapc 3-14
Solar 3-26, 3-43
Solar Access 3-26
Solar device 3-42
Solar devices 3-40
Southside Park 4-1
Southsidc/William Land School 4-16
Spanish Eclectic Style 4-31
Special Use Criteria 3-54
Stepbacks 6-20
Storage 3-21
Storage Areas 6-24
Storefront 3-37
Storefront retail massing 3-25
Storefronts 3-12
Street 3-17
Street bulbing 5-5
Street furniture 3-60
Street level 3-12
Street, Semi-Private 3-9
Street Standards 5-3, 5-4
Street Trees 3-17, 3-26
Street trees 5-4
Streetscape 6-25
Streetscape Integration 3-60, 3-61
Study the surroundings 3-24

Style
California Bungalow 6-4
Central City 4-23
Colonial 6-4

Colonial Revival 4-26
Craftsman 4-27, 6-4
Delta 4-28
Eastlake 4-29, 6-4
Italianate 4-30, 6-4
Mediterranean 6-4
Mission 6-4
Period Revival 6-4
Prairie 4-25
Queen Anne 4-24, 6-4
Spanish 6-4
Spanish Eclectic 4-31
Stick 6-4
Subterranean Garages 3-11
Super Blocks 4-16
Surroundings 3-24
Surveillance 3-10, 3-21

Textures 3-35
Transit friendly 6-18
Transit Stations 4-23, 6-24
Transportation Corridor 6-4
Trash 3-40, 3-42
Trash Storage 6-24
Tree 3-14
Tree canopies 3-9
Tree canopy 5-2
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Tree Selection 3-14
Trees 3-17, 3-26, 3-43
Trees, Placement of 6-23
Triangles 3-13

Windows and Doors 6-23

Zoning Ordinance 3-4, 3-26, 5-1

Unusable Space 3-4
Urban 3-13, 3-16
Urban Commercial Corridors 4-22
Urban context 3-16
Urban Design Context 6-18
Urban Forest 3-14
Urban Planting 3-13
Uses
Location of 3-51

Utilities 3-53

V
Visibility 3-12

Walkways 6-25
Walls 3-18
Washington School 4-1, 4-18
Water 3-43
Water Conservation 3-14
Water Conserving Ordinance 3-14
William Land School 4-1, 4-16
Window 3-46
Window Proportion 3-46
Window restoration 3-48
Window shading 3-43
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Adaptive Reuse
Maintain character while
articulating the new use
See Principle - Page 3-50

Quality of Design
Use high quality design and materials
See Principle - Page 3-34

Alley Development
Enhance the livability, visual quality and
safety
See Principle - Page

Relationship to Surroundings
Harmonize will-) other neighborhood

Placemaking
Create clearly defined public areas for
social interaction
See Principle - Page 3-2

siruci tires and places
See Principle - Page 3-24

Expression of Function
Building details and forms should be
utilized to highlight different uses
See Principle - Page 3-33

Design Concept
Use a coherent theme and
consistent scale, materials and
level of detail
See Principle - Page 3-22

Copies of this document are available at: City of Sacramento Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services Department, 1231 1 Street,

